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1. INTRODUCTION 

-Traditionali.~. MIdwives. in Africa 

Traditional birth attendant's (TBAs) are a primary 
-ource of health care for nregnant mothers and newborns in 
most rural areas in Africa. They account for approximately
b6" ercent of'diveries. 'A TBA is defined as that person
 
(ale 
'br female) who assists women in'delivery and whose skills 
are obtained'-from practice or from a nredecessor (10) TBAs 
are inf luential, respected merabers of the village coruunity who 
.erfbr an Limrortant 4:unction for the society. It is believed 
tha ' thP' rural community refers TBAs to government healthservices because of confidence, trust and. The cultural sensi

tivity of the TA. A true =A is an obstetrician, a herbalist, 
a gynecologi: t and a nediatrician at the sare time (13) She 
is, .typically an older, illiterate ,:oman, has.alwavs reached
 
the aae of menonause anc. must have borne children herself.
 

She has had no forra! training. Her role includes employing
technical and mystica! skilis to 
insure good health for-the 
mother and _newborn. TDAs are not a homogenous group; -roles, 

practices and characteristics vary from country to country,

village to village and-midwife to 71id7ife
e 

The .TDA performs imnoztant osycholcgical functions in 
African society thrcugh traditional rituals and ceremonies 
surrounding childbirth. The African lives in a world filled
 
with comnlex beliefs which to him are vitally important.
 

....
:.Events in life do not just happen by chance, but are intima
tely*linkedto supernatural' and mysterious forces which shape
 

-,.,their.atitudes; Obstetrical beliefs are complex and vary from
 
Ljj-,:.-".one'group to another. 
Childbirth is always surrounded with
 

*'[-.--; many rites to protect the mother and newborn. 
The death of a 
." newborn, miscarriage or sterility are never natural, there is 

always a manifest cause. Often the"TBA acts as an important 
•:..t link -between the process of childbirth and the control of 

,::.nvisible-"forces" -which threaten the process. 
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1.2 Training TFAs in Africa •
 

-Rural health conditiosriAfic:aroiba- cal l "
 

similar. Only a small proTportion of ,the pculation is
 
granted effective access to modern health care. At least
 

ercent of,the population lives Xn rural areas. Most
 

people live in villages or hamlets with populations ranging

from several thousand0to less than 100. These groups are
 

often.very isolated in low densit, rural areas (30). Human
 

and material resources are typically concentrated on the
 
•needs of the urban areas. Two contrasting phenomea typical
 

to rural areas... arn: . a. lack.7.. of official 4 health. ,... (1) there7- is . . 

services..-.........................and (2) the local health services that" do exist are,.....-. ""i'
 
. " '. " . -7 7 .7 . .' . " . "-.. " .7 , :, 7* 

rPoorlv used.,
 

TWTAs constitute a Iarge reserve of health'anpower.
 

options f b health officiais:'fer dealing with'ihis reserve
 

may be to e!Lt inate their )ractice;"ignore' them,- or train
 

and'integrate then into a range'of potential activities.' In
 

spite of the fact that most TAs remain outside the 6oganized
 
e l
health deli y zvstem, a moveent-to train and integrate

ei" i 'us 1-veloping countries a d-is- being:Dromoied var 

° 
by the World Health Organization (1, 2G) ' 

.j , " n:IAfrica, some €ouhtries havemadettpts to train 

":d~Tanuti_ 1e-.A.Abrief 'v± . of :availaBle literature
 

7 -reveals the f61 1o-,in " " 
'..
-'- . .... " 

.. • - 77. , .. " . ' ; . , 7 ' .: , . : 

A,survey carried out, by:WHO (1975) in which .18 African 

F.:Countr-ies respcnded-to.a. auestiorpaire concluded that - the 

. of.TBAs.are extensive-,and reach beyond the delivery,:activities, 


;:itself., They are frequently involved-,in antenatal and postnatal
 
:"',care,.
. Scven.of thecountrie5 renlied that-TBAs practiced tradi

. z)tional: meaicne-in- addition -to conducting delivery.- ,They are 

i.- $ alvpart-time rractitioners, not,:professionals who are 
self,-em~loed in.the-majority pf the-,countries. Only six of the...


18 governmets-recognized.them and more strikingly only five
 

http:Scven.of
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..Lidwives '.associations recognized,TBAs::On the other hand,
 

local-cpmmunities in which they operate: fully-accept them.
 ..
 

rp.Ab9ut. 80 percent of rural women- preferred TEAs to profes,
 

course
,v~js.ional ones. ,Several points were made during the 

of the survey: (1) local communities should be involved
 

's much as possible in the selection and training of TEAs,
 

12) ,trainers should also be suoervisors, (3) there is a
 

r ngdangrthat if not supervised, TBAs will quickly fall back
 

-he bld ways of doing things and (4) governments should
6i 
• TtAs on their payroll. Only7 three countries: Chad,
 

by the -. jjo- and Liberia renorted that the 7.L7s -.were employed 

" _: Seven 13 countries reported to-have"'igokernm'ent. out 'of the 


training schemes: Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone,
 

Togo, _Upper Volta and Zambia (36). -


In Ghana, TEAs are beina, trained as a part of the 
- 'An initialS'Danfa"Rural Health Family Planning Project .
 

'surveyin 1972 registered 263 T As out of which 125 were
 
and syllabus have bcen developed.:-{males. Training programs 

Three pilot areas are involved in the study. A small-scale 

in one village with 12 TBAs.
:training coufrse began in 1974 

a to three two-hourInitially, the-training included two 

Results will 'determine the feasibility
' sessions per month. 
help indicate-'addio:fexpanding the TEA training effort and 

-"tionai ways to utilize the services of T2As in Ghana. They
3"'-' 


"hope to eventually use them as family planning agentis '(3).
 

Also in Ghana,a joint Ministry of Health and WHO
 

".project is training TEAs in Nkoranza, Kintampo. The TEA
 

program started with a survey during which TBAs gathered in
" 


I) rrJ -

A comprehensive rural health.and family planning demonstration
 

-teaching 'and research program initially developed by the
 -

;,.Department of Preventive. nd Social Medicine 

of -the-Ghana
 

Medical School in 1965 and implemented under contractual
 
US-AID from 1970-1978..- ' aIgieement'.with UCLA and 
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villages close to their own homes and described their own
 

,experiences. This approach.wasdunlicated-,from the-approach
 

,1s.ed In the Danfa Project.. Some young girls: (not TEAs) have
 

.en chosen to undergo.training. This is a-trial aproach 

however it seems that..working with TPs offers- more positive 
prosnects .(28-) . . . .. .. 

.n Liberia, after completing the orescribed course of 

study, TBAs are awarded a certificate with which they apply 

to the local midwives' council. They then receive their 

iice'nse to practice frcm che Registrar of the Council._..They 

are used as aides in clinics and hospitals and as family 
planning motivators. The trend is to increase training in the 

five goverrnment training centers (36). - -

Nigeria has a pilot training project inSokoto, North-

Western State. Training takes place at the School of Midwifery 

and is run by a senior midwife. T;o projects in the planning 

stage are the Nigeria Family Health Project, Institute of Child 
H 1 h-' Unves-.1 -orao n
 

Healtha,-ealth -
University 6f Lagos and the Taylor-Berelsan Project, 

alabar, South-Eastern State. Dr. J.D. Desai (1975) reported 
that durina the initial stage of a Wt-iO project inNigeria, 

the idea of training TBAs or even associating them ,with the 
project was rejected by the nursing profession. In addition, 

"it was difficult to nersuade TBAs to come forward because they 

were afraid of .rosecution or-. the.4 levy of taxes. The idea was 

accepted in principle only after persistant persuasion (27). 

Ademuwagun (1973) conducted a stludy of 242 households 
in the'Ibarana Division in the Western State of Nigeria where 

the aMedical School of the University of Ibadan had established 

its experimental integrated rural health project in 1963. One 

of the objectives was to identify the pattern df u'ilization 

::.-oohea!th.. services as a 'criterion for measuring the effecti

'veness of 'the project. 247 woi.ien responded to questions 

concerning the utilizationi of obstetrical and gynecological 
services.'
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The overall results showed that orthodox medical care
 

Sas an edge over other traditional sources of'medical care
 
C 

t.! Zafd-services'utilized. The major reason for this is the Dre

sence of other operating health services particularly those
 

of the traditional healers/midwives and spiritualists/
 

"Aladura". The pattern of utilization of traditional healers/
 

midwives is showrn below. 

Pattern of Utilization of Traditional Healers/Midwives
 
S...Ibarana Division, Western State, Nigeria, 1973
 

Obstetrics and No. of Percent who used
 
*Gynecology Cases Traditional Healers/ 

__.._______ Midwives 

Antenatal Care 183 19.1 

Postnatal Care 175 .. 13.7 

Child-Delivery .,. . 
Comvlications 53 17.O 

Lack of Concention 135 50.4 

Abortion (Induced) 26 46.2 

" Miscarriage(Soontaneous) 115 25.2 

The area in jhich the traditional healers/midwives had 

the bighest percentage (50.4 nercent) was those who scught 

medical care because of lack'of conception. The reason for 

this is that mosttraditional Yoruba believe that traditional 
healers/midwives-know the answers to solving this problem since 

-. its:cause is intimately linked to their concepts of the spirit
 

..world (2).

. Sierra Leone was reported by the WHO survey to have the 

best organized system of training TBAs at present. Village 

- -,. maternity assistants (TEAs) are trained for three weeks at the 

,,,.,...?.-district hospital. "Two annual training sessions are -held simul.• 

taneously-at two centres. Training encompasses maternal and 

,-. ..- child health, work and leads 'to a ce'rtificate of maternal and 

child health aid. Advantages of the programn are: the trainee is 
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.t,..sure to return to herown district to serve and it is easier
 

tobring them under'the sur ervision of health authorities (36).
 

\ 

The program-in-Togo does not train authentic TEAs. 

Instead, they train .auxiliary midwives (accoucheuses auxiliaires) 

•for 18 months who must come from a village, have a'"CEPE" school 

certificate, are young and do not have experience in doing 

, 
deliveries. They chose to train young, literate auxiliary 
midwives because it -is too hard to-train older TBAs. As of 

1974, 317 auxlTary maWives had been trained (17). 

With creation of Ujamaa villages in'Tanzania, rural
 

ealth servces-are-staffedwith four -categories of primary 

health workers: medical assistants; rural medical aids, 

maternal and child health aids and health auxiliaries. Village 

*-

midwives were recruited to become the maternal and child health 

aids. Each village zends ono TMk to th2 district hospital where 

she is trained three to six months. They are reonsbleible for 

maternal and child welfare, including family planning and 

nutrition education.' After training, they return to the 

vil-lage to work at the disnensary or the rural health center (20). 

Sudan has the oldest and. most successful training 

program. They started training TBAs in 1921 and by .1975, there 

were 4,483 village midwives in active practice. This expe

rience was a gradual evolution which oreserved cultural and 

religious integrity. Initially,. older TBAs or their daughters 

were trained. Today, eighteen training schools offer a nine

month course tailored to a illiterate, young (18-25 years) 

rural women (about 40 percent of village midwives are now 

liteBrate). At the end of training,, they are registered and
 

issued with licenses to practice domiciliary midwifery in their
 

areas. They are most often private practitioners. In addition
 

to regular activities, they are allowed to distribute simple
 

drugs such as ferrous sulphate, vitamins and. chloroauine •tablets.
 

The safe oractices of trained village midwives, hcve almost
 

replaced those of untrained TBAs (4).
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Professor Ampoto 2 
says that "review of the literature
 
of training of traditional birth assistanEs'shows that their
 

• uusefulness has been short-lived. ---
Aart 	from the training in
 

"'' '< Su an, very few oroaprams ar2 really planned''with well defined 
."* objectivesl. He cites four main factors.that are responsible 

f"or 'the failure of training prcgrF-'s:

*:- (!) the emphasis is olaced on the. training of the TBA as 
. n - a study and not on a continualprocess of education 

" .(2) no effort is made to prerpare the-'com.".unity to receive
 

the trained TEAs
 

(3 ). no, authority is made-res)o nsible for the renlenishment 

. f: iedical- suznltes_ ... 

(4) 	 lack of sustained interest- in training progrms by 
government agencies (36)..... ..-

Training programs for Senegal, Mali; Niger, -Upbe Volta 
. - .. and Caxmeroon are discussed later in this recort. 

Efforts to train TEAs as 
f;Imly planning motivators
 

were 	noted in Ghana, Liberia"and"Tanzania. In many Asian
 
countries such as
Thailand, Pakista.n, India, Indonesia, Philinpines andprograms-have been undertak:en to use TPAs to recruit 

fan,.ily..rla. nin -acca.t.rs. These nrograms methave with 
varying success. Desnite some problems, it s felt that the 
potential of traditional midwives as family panning agents 
cannot be ignored. in Iran, 232 TPAs have been taught to
 
successfully insert and remove 
IUD's _(13). In Africa, resis
tence to the idea of family plannino is strong in rural areas,
 
especially among moslems. The African wants many children for 
the added social ar economic value that the children bring. 
Excessive nrocreaticn a'reaction to the high death rate of
 

children and: assures the survival of the community and the 
F society. -The Danfac: roj(et hynothesized that .the use of TRAs 

as a groun,to promote family planning would be difficult because
 
, of the archaicoutlook of most of the TEas (3 6).:
 

"" 2. Professor Ampoto works at Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital, Accra, Ghana. 

http:acca.t.rs
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Overall, it is felt that retrained TBAs can play an
 

important role in maternal and child health services, family
 

planning and low-cost primary health cara schemes. Positive
 
aspects to this approach are that they are accessible and
 

available in rural areas, that they possess a knowledge of
 

the envirornment.and peooles, and that-their ozinions and
 

.Advice have a special impact on the village cornunity. On 

the other hand, negative aspects c-nnot be overlooked; their 

practices are frecraentlv shrouded with secrecy and jealously 
guarded, they are ignorant of the limits of their skills, it 

-
.is difficult to chane-their tradition l ractices, and they
 

are difficult to train because of their old age and illiteracy.
 

It is generally felt that tAs should be trained as a 

stop-gao measure while the training of nurses and midwives is 

- :.accelerated (26)_ Total coverag_ of rural areas by trained 

professionals is a long way of. Foster feels that the number 
and quality of traditional practitioners are declining in many
 

:traditicna! societies. He(feels that social, economic and 
educational change is coming.with'such sneed that TEAs will 

- not,continue to be oroduced in the same numbers and '7th the 

same skills. Therefore Foster suggests th-t their use. as 
part of a modern system would be s-hort-term and -transitional(16) 

1.3 The~Role Of TAs in the- Develonment of Woren
 

Poverty of develoning,countries.-is accomoanied by
 

;:rapidly_ expanding populations, Inadenuate nutrition and
 

unsa4itary living conditions which are at the root of health 
•.pxoblems.. The most vulnerable group are mothers and their
 
childr-en who constitute 65 nercent of the population in-frica.
 

The rate.of infant mortality (0-1 year) is estimated to be 150 

-to 300 per thousand..- Mortality rates of children(l-5- years) is 

. 40 times higher than in countries. Thirty to0to.0 industrial 

40 nercent of children die before reaching the age of five (34). 

High fertility rates imply high parity and high parity-directly 
;- . " .. 1 . ;" -"--" - . i : " " 
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affects maternal mortality. Due to the marked contrast of
 

socio-eccnomic conditions between rural, and urban areas, the 
-isituation is much worse in rural-,areas.:
 

I 
The health of the rural female population directly
 

affects the development of the country. 
The role of women in
 

:,rural developrient can be classified into two broad categories:
 

.. (a) the labor market and cor=unity affairs:. the rural
 
r".r woan contributes physical -labor to the 
family-farm 

.: ent _mr±_ -e 

(b) 	 at home- the rural woman performs tasks which are 
directly related to her role as wife and mother as 
well as education of her young children (15).
 

Successful fulfilment of these roles can be seriously hampered
 
by 'pooihealth, hycrienic ccnditions, unde-rnourishment and
 
complications resultinr from 6regnancies. A rural African woman
 
is pregnant or lactating the majority cf her child'bearing years.
 
During this period, she is the most vulnerable and frequently
 
the only person to aid her is the T2A in her coimunity.
 

Training TBAs can have the double benefits of inmproving
 
the health of rural women ancd children as well as increasing 
her o.m self-image-and professional prestige. Women in rural
 
areas constitute an undernriviledged croup who because of
 
traditions are.characterized by inferior social status. 
Training
 
programs provide the TBA with an onnortunity for access to non
formal education. During grouz training, TEAs are grouped
 
together for the 
first time which acts to create a sense of
 
professionalism and organization. This in 
turn leads to the
 
possibility of establishing associations and codes of ethics.
 
This process is a vital step toward increasing the social status
 
of women. Training TBAs also Lmnroves opportunities for increased
 

income through self-em-lo ment-or e.mnlovment through integration
 
in the modern health system. It can help develop a positive
 

S-. r., .	 • .. - . 
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attitude toward narticipation in the social, economic and
 

political life of her country, It can help-to increase :the
 

social visibility of women who previously had been content
 

to live in social marginality.
 

'Health development orograms should introduce concepts
 

which improve the social status of women. Training TBAs can
 

dproduce long-term results. if carefully conceived. Their 

attitudes shane the attitudes of their community. Indigenous 

midwives can be the best oualified acents of social change or 

they can re.main the most adamant nroponents of the status quo. 

,Hence no health program can afford to ignore the TBAs existence.
 

2. SCOPE 	 OF' RK 

Five African countries were visited- Senegal,.Mali, 

Niger, Unper Volta and Cameroon in order to fulfill the 

folowinq objectives. 

.1 Obctives ..	 ,
 

(1) 	 To identify and assess existing information and data 

sources on traditional midwives 

, (2) 	 To reach tentative conclusions about:'therole of
 
traditional midwives in the delivery of improved
 

, .	 health services in rural areas based on existing' 

studies, data an, discussions with public health 
officials and exerts 

To(3);
Tc identify and analyze the constraints -that inhibhit
 

t
the utilization of traditional midwives in the modern
 
(governmental) health sector 

..... :. .. (4) ~To .provide guidance to field rosts on the implications 
rr, ~.:,, ~ of*,the study's finding for AID-financed rural health 

-.. "projects 
(5) 	 To determine further research requirements.
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2.2 Methodology
 

An average of ten dayp. were, spent in each country 
during which discussions were held with government officials, 

health personnel, traditional midwives, World Health Organi

zation Representatives (WHO), United States Agency for 

_.,International Devilopment health officers (US-AID), UNICEF 

and otner donor agency personnel interested in the project.
 

.....Literature search was !imited to the African Region.
 

X.ncluded were resources fre the WHO Reional-Office for
 

Africa at-Brazzaville,: Congo, and available reports, articles
 

and research projects obtained in the five countries visited.
 

Short field trips were made'to major training sites
 

when possible. T.aenty-seven traditionl midwives were
 
interviewed in their:working milieu to get ageneral idea of
 

"
the application and acc:entability of the ogram. i the 

village con-munity. 

The reader will notice that traditional midwives are 

referred Lo by different titles in each country. These titles
 

make it difficult to distinguish between traditional midwives
 
and auxiliary m.d_dwivcs (See Annex -2) . i have deliberately
 

referred to all indigenous midwives as traditional birth
 

attendants or TBAs to avoid confusion. Relevant information
 

on the training of auxiliary midwives ,s included to show 
.possiblealternatives to rural obstetrics and to emphasize
 

the conflict between modern health systems and traditional 

systems. Each country will be dealt with secarately, with a 

summary at the end of each country. Common trends and
 

constraints are grouped together in Section 8.
 

2.3 Limitations
 

.'.-.'Because'of great socio-cultural differences-between ethnic
 

groups, communities and individuals, this is not an in-depth
 

study, rather a survey which focuses on major trends and
 

constraints concerning the training and utilization of TBAs.
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3
 
-The survey was limited to five francophone countries
 

because of practical and financial considerations.
 

Special -emphasis was given to Sahelian countries.
 

- Field trios were limited, consequently the renort 
-concentrates on programs visited while others unknown 

to me are not included.
 

' - Unfortunately, it was imnossible to observe working 

habits of the TBAs, therefore, I I.as, unable to analyze 

- the effect trainircr ha.- had on changing traditional 

practices. 

-I felt that most commnients of oersons Interviewed
 

emphasized positive asnects rather than problem areas.
 

More ti-me needs to be spent in the field in order to
 

overcome cultural barriers and to gain the confidence
 

of the roulation..
* I 

-"Some key people; were not available or on vacation,
 

' therefore, I could not include their opinions.
 
•' . J 

.- Many statistics were not available or were contradictory 

which hampered the accuracy of the report.
 

* . I' " .' " 

* . : -. . 

.... " -. 5*;r
. 

Official-languiaqes'of the,Cameroon are both French and
.English..p...... 

_:_' ___&_,~~~~. ..-.... ....................... : ..
.... 
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3. SLEGAL 

3.1" Demographic"ProfiiP.r. , . a., 

The population of Senegal is unevenly distributed. 
Out of a total pomulatiori of 4,418,00 in 1975, 28.3 percent 
live in Urban areas within the-region of Cape-Vert. (Dakax)
being the most heavily populated. 'The majority of the 
Senegalese live_ -in rural areas 
(71.7 sercent) . The population 
growth rate is cstimated at 2.43 percent. As in most West 
African countries, the movement 
of -the.rural population is 
impo 'tant. In thisSenegal, movemenc iz' characterized by 
seasonal or permanent fluctuations. ,.ale members theof rural 
population leave their-villajcs 'seasonallv to search for
 
temorary emp1omen aug.ent annualt their Income from-cash 
crops. Others leave 'their tiatrnal villages permanently,. 
attracted to urban areas b' the-nrcmise of a higher standard 
of living"and easier lifef This rural exodus puts pressure 
On economic and social de'velomnent in both urban and rural areas.
 

-.

" Six African ethnic gro=ps constitute 
7 

90 ercent of the 
population: Wolof, 36 percent; Serer, !9aercent; Peulh
 
(Fulani) a3nd Tn,cc!leur, 21 pe-cent: Dicola, 7 percent: ar-d 
Manding, 6 ercent. Nost of these ethnic grouns snare sLi-iar 
cultural values. 
 This is partly because of the .-idespread use
 
-of Wolof as a lingua franca and. the influence of -the Muslim 
religion which includes mure.than 80 percent of all Sengalese.
 

3.2 Administrative Reform
 

Since its independence on April 4,1960, Senegal has
 
-bee..divided into seven administrative regions: Cape-Vert,
 
•.asamance,.Diourbel, Fleuve, Seneaal-Oriental, Sine-Saloum and
 

rf f!t3hi~s. These .regions are divided into 27 departm=ents then into 
,_-95 arrondissements. There is a total of 12,991 villages in 

Senegal. In 1972, an administrative reform was initiated, first 
in the regions of Cape-Vert and Thias. Eacharrondisseiment was
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divided into rural communities in order to decentralize the
 

administrative structure.
 

The rural cornmunty, or local collective, includes a
 

population from 5,000 to 15,000 inhabitants. Divisions are
 

made according to inter-village relations and ethnic simila

rity.- Each rural community has financial autonomy and 

democratic representation. A rural council is elected by 

universal sufferage-which is resnonsible for rraking decisions 

concerninq economic and social develonment. Financial . 
resources come from the rural tax and the animal tax. Before 
the reform, only 45 percent of the ragional tax was used to 

finance regional projects, and without consultation or parti
cipation of the porulation. After he administrative reform,
 

rural taxes must finance exclusively local developnment projects,
 
after exan-ination and approval by the rural council. The budget 

--of the rural comunities reflect, therefora, local felt needs 

by its inhabitants. As we will see later, this administrative 
reform is rosronsible for the high level of motivation felt by 
the rural population to solve their owm rroblems. " , 

3.3 Health Resources
 

The coverage of health workers and health facilities
 
is inadequate at all levels in Senegal.. Distribution ofhealth
 

services heavily favors Cane-Vert (Dakar) and other urban areas.
 

3.3.1 Health Facilities 

* Health structures such as maternities, health centers, 

. - .health posts and PMI (MC1I) cente'rs do not adecuately cover the 
rural.nonulation. In 1974, there were 60 maternities, 33 health 

*centers, ;423 health posts and 66 PH1I's of which 24 were located 
* " in Cape-Vert (11). Health Posts co,,rer only 15 -)ercent of the 

population. Caoe-Vert and Thins are the only regions with
adequate coverage. No P1I centers serve the rural areas. The
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rural population is often discouraged from using available 
:
 
services because of long distances and traditional custcms.
 
Reasons 'hy"rural 'women*
do fiot Iike'to deliver fn mater.i
ties are: ",
 

(1) 	Ignorance of services offered:by-a-maternity for the
 

health of the-.mother and -child I -

;(2-.--Labor-is often -rapid and-transportation ii.not Always 
- available'

r(3--Mihy po6ir goiren deliver -at home because they do not--- . 

have money for transnort' 


M(4)
Many women above 30 years old refuse to have young 
midwives attend to them 

!(5) 	 Post-natal care is considered'to be promiscuous-to
 
.manyMusli, women which encourages evil spirits: to
 
descend upon the ne-born ,
 

-(6) Practices at the maternity may go against traditional
 

beliefs, taboos and may provoke evil spirits
 

(7) 	Women do not want to leave their c-Ahildren with the co-
Wife to go to a matrnit -

(8) 	The mother must be present in the village to prepare 
the day of bactism . . 

(9): 	Preparing food at the maternity will 'put a financial 

burden on the family (1) 

Because of ,hese problems, zome rtiral communities are
 
building rural maternities at which either Tks or auxiliary
 

midwives work. UNICEF usually equips them. 
 In the region of
 
Thias, twelve rural maternities are funcl-ioning and UNICEF
 
plans to equip 20 more by January 1977 in the S'ine-Saloum region
 
(personal communication: Dr. Samak.6, UNICEF)..
 

.r . . " -.;. . - , .
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The following chart indicates the ratio of heal.th
 

centers and health posts to ponulation by region: .
 

Ratio of Rural Health Facilities to
 

Ponulation by Region, Senegal, 1973
 

Health Centers 	 Health Posts

Region Density/Population Density/Population
 

Cape-Vert 1/324,500 1/13,250
 

Casamance 1/100,000 1/ 7,700
 

Diourbel 1/100,000 1/12,914
 

Fleuve !/ 93,000 1/7,914
 

Senegal-Oriental 1/.,75,000 -1/ 8,407
 

Sine-Saloum 1/ 96,500 1/10,157
 

Thins 1/105,000
 

Source: 	 USAID Development Assistance Program, FY/1975,
 
Section Three. Senegal, Mali, Mauritania, March 1975.
 

3.3.2 Health Personnel
 

. The inadecuate numbers of health personnel at all
 

levels and its concentration in urban areas is a limiting
 

factor to the development of relevant health services for the
 

rural pooulation.
 

Health Personnel in Senegal in 1974
 

S" ' .ory Total
 

S"Doctors 
 " 227 
Professional Midwives '.. 

Nurses 1,971 

'Auxiliary Nurses -'659 

Matrons- (TraineI' TEs) 77 

Source: Statistiques Sanitaires et D0mographiques du Sdndgal, 

Minist~re de la Santd Publiaue et des Affaires 
Sociales, 1974. 
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Trained health personnel concerned with obstetrics
 
is limited. Midwives in Dakar are trained at a rate of around
 
27 per year. In 1974,_ a total of 198 midwives were located. 
in the region of Cape-Vert (11). The concentration of midwivos 
in urban areas creates a severe shortage in rural areas. The 
only recourse the majority of the copulation has to solve this
 
shortaqei-is-rto rely on traditional birth attendants, who are
 
called matrons in Senegal. Therefore, in order to improve 
the coverage for rural obstetrics, so"me health officials have 
undertaken with the helo of UN ICEF to retrain TDAs. From the 
following chart, it is interestina to note' that in Care'S'rrr 
there is one trained TEA to 193 midwives and in the regions 
of Diourbel and Sine-Saloum, trained TPAs out nur.ber midviv-es. 

,p..Coveraqe of. Midwives and Matrons by Region, Senegal, 1974 

Recrion Midwives Matrons 

Cape-Vert 
 198 1
 
Casamance 
 16 -.5
 

- : Diourbel' -. - 18 21 
=- - ,Fleuve ,:. : 19 5 

Senegal-Oriental 5 5
 

duet, desi-tfe 
 .... dlasa97i. 
et des Affaires Socialas, 1974. 

4" Traditional Birth Attendants . 

It is difficult to say how many TPAs exist in Senegal.
However, Pellearin (1970)renorted that during a survey of 129 
villages around the Khombole health center, 181 -hadTBAs. 
Their distribution is unequal because in some villages with less 

'" [ " ' 1.--w .r., . -[o 
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than 100 inhabitants.and sometimes'!in bigger villages there'
 

is no TBA, while 	in others there.may-exist two or three.
 

- Ak research project conducted in 1965 by Le Centre 

. International.de !'Enfance de France in collaboration with 

L'Institut-.de P~diatrie Sociale de'Dakar to determine living 
conditions of the child in rural areas, concluded that 44 

percent of the 3,3C0 persons interviewed responded that a TBA
 

assisted during childbirth, ,ihereas 55.5 percent responded
 

that deliveries ,iere done with the assistance of a co-wife or
 

the famtiv without the matron (9). This indicates that ten
 

years ago, more than 90 percent of deliveries aere not
 

controlled by professional health personnel. Today, it is
 

estimated that official maternities_.control only 20 percent
 

of all deliveries 	(1)
 

3.4.1 The Serer
 

The ccmplexity of 	ethnic groups in Senegal does not
 

permit an in-depth analysis of obstetrical beliefs and
 

customs within the scone of this study. However, before
 

training TBAs is attempted, it is necessary to have a general
 

idea about traditional beliefs, nractices and the role of the
 

TEA, so that one may better adapt teaching methodology.
 

The following is a surmtary of Serer obstetrical practices
 

and beliefs ta.ken from Pellegrin's (1970) major work on
 

traditional childbirth.
 

Composing 19 rercent of the population, the Serer live 

$ in the Sine-Saloum and Thins regions. Most Serer adhere to .. 

local traditional religious beliefs and have been slower than 

other ethnic groups to accent modernizing trends. About 15. 

4 percent 	are Christians and a few have recently become Muslims. 

The Serer believe in-one God, reincarnation and I 
numerous good and evil spirits.
 

http:L'Institut-.de
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In order to become pregnant, it is necessary that a
 
certain spirit possesses the woman. Man intervenes only as
 
a secondary necessity. A pregnant woman must take many
 
precautionsito protect her unborn infant from evil spirits.
 
She must avoid indiscrete looks, avoid eating certain foods
 
and follow traditional rites because the conduct of the
 
mother may have direct consequences on the infant. During
 
pregnancy, a ..oman must he continually on the alert because
 
sorcerers desirinq vitality may eat the spirit of the unborn. 
Danger can also come from a co-wife, the jealousy of a man, 
a small family incident cz the death of an animal. In order
 
to protect 
 herself frot these dangers, a pregnant woman must
 
take ritual purifying baths.
 

Childbirth always occurs behind the hut with old
 
women watching from a distance. The moment the delivery is
 
near, the young woman drops to her knees because the infant
 
must land on soil. After the first cry of the baby, the old
 
Tomen rush to pick-up the baby,, cut the cord and wash it.
 
The TBA pronounces rituals and prayers and gives the baby
 
a secret name in case it dies before the naming ceremony.
 

The placenta is buried by the TBA in the same place
 
as the delivery which symbolically attaches the child to 
the
 
village of its ancestors.
 

The first week after birth is the most crucial because
 
the sorcerers are dangerous at this time and can easily "eat
 
the baby's spirit". During this week, the mother must stay


"'inside her home. 
A hole is dug to either side of the door,
 

depending on the sex of the child, and all the waste of the
 
child, dirty water and unfinished meals of the mother are
 
buried in it. 
 On the eight day, another hole is dua outside
 
the hut to signify that all taboos have been lifted from the
 
mother.
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wiis.are: thought to 'bbengs given a ' certain power. 
They are cons-ideredto be two friends'who were united to 

return together-on earth. A malformed newborn infant"may be 
suffocated by the old woman before the'mother has seen it. 

I 

Throughout this description, we can see the importance 

that is attached to rituals that-protect the pregnant mother 
and newborn from evil scirits. The old woman plavs an active 

role in the oerformance of' these'rituals and in insuring good 
health for thechild." - These-are tremendous osvchclogical 

factors which must be overcome when a woman goes to a modern 
maternity to deliver. . 

i 

1I 

3.4.2 Trainincr Trends 

-. Since the administrative reform in Senegal, decisions 
are-made by each rural community concerning economic and 

social develonment. Therefore, the-policy toward training 
TBAs-varies from one community to another and from one 

department to- another.-

There are three basic trends that exist, 

* -

, 
to train only TBAs to w;ork 'on the village le-,ei Ciz 
in rural maternitias, 

to train only auxiliary midwives to work in'rural 

miaternities : 

' ' to train both T2As and auxiliary mid,.ives who 

may not work together at rural maternities. 

may or 

. 

Auxiliary midwives are tvnicallv young, literate 
who have had-no previous ox-eriehc in doing deliveries. 
training ranges from three to six months. 

girls 

Their 

Pellegrin (1970), as a result of a small survey of 22 
midwives in Senegal, pronosed that T.As eventually be phased 
out at all levels. She recommended that this be accomnlished -

A 
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by short, medium and long-term objectives:
 

Short-term
 

- train TBAs ... . 

- reorient the training of midwives 

- retrain midwives 

- teamwork 

Medium-term 

- train auxiliary'midwives 

- create delivery units 

Long-term 

- build rural maternities 

- train midwives as "supiervisors". 

-. . Pellegrin said that obviously n-hasing dut practicing 

TBAs .will not happen tomorrow. In industrial countries, the
 

'TBA" disappeared as medical science progressed; the same 

holds true for Africa. Shz, feels that a social change 

progresses, training TEAs is a logical, short-term steo to 

take, considering the shortacre of trained midwives and the 

-available supply of T' As. The trainin- of midwives needs to 

be reoriented toward the rural )opulation and ruhlic health 

instead of !lmiting their role only to obstetrics. All 

midwives should rarticinate in retraining sessions. In
 

addition, midwives should make an atter.pt to work closely 

with rural health posts and personnel.
 

Medium solutions include training young rural girls
 

to act as auxiliary midwives who will work at rural health
 

posts. At this stage, it will be necessary to provide two
 

rooms for her work- one for' delivery and another for
 

hospitalization.
 

In the long run, rural maternities should be built
 

by rural communities for the auxiliary midwives.. There should
 

1*,"[ • 
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be two midwives .at,:each hearth c nter which would insure adequate
 

supervision of auxiliary personnel. ..
 

3.5. Trainina TSAs
 

During the era of colonisation, TBAs were trained for
 

one week by the midwife and nurse of the health center. However,
 

due to the lack of supervision and retraining programs, the TBA
 

gradually returned to her traditional oractices (2). Various
 

attemps are now being made to'retrain T-As in Senegal. Exact
 

figures are not available on the extent of training.
 

The researcher found that .50 TBAs have been trained at 

the Babak Catholic Mi-Jsion in the region of Thins. They are
 

furnished with medical supplies and return to the Mission once
 

every two months on Saturday to replenish •supplies and to
 

ndergo more training. UNICIT reported that it had given 

.traihing stinends to a total of 107 T:As in the Sine-Saloum 

region aa of 1976. In addition, UNICEF had provided stipends
 

for 195 TBAs in the Thi, s region. UNICEF stiends were increa

sed from 5,000 CTA to 9,CC0 CFA.per month for three months
 

(personal co~n~unication: Mr. Samak6, UNICEF)
 

Total Kro,m Trained TEAs, Senecal. 1976
 

Region Number of TBAs trained
 

Thids region
 
" UNICEF stipends 195
 

Babak Catholic Mission 50 

Sub-total 245
 

.2I:" -Sine Saloum region
 
,, UNICEF s{tipens 

r- Fatick I.. 11 
7 ,Foundiougne i -. 
--Nioro 
- Kaffrine 17 
- Gossas 30 ... 

- Kaolack *,. .. . * - " - 15 

*.Su-total: 107 
- Grand Total 35 
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3.5.1 Khombole Training Program 

A major training proqrarm has been in existence for 

eighteen years at the Khombole medic;' center, in the Thins 

region. At Khcmbolt:, under tho dire-ction of Dr. Coly, and 

Miss Koate, Social Assistant, T327s are trained with the 

hopes of reducing infant mortality ind eliminating tetanus 

of the umbilic-l cord. Village collectives choose TBAs who 

are from 35-.5 old, exnerienced in childbirth and respected 

by the com-munity. 

Training was originally for one week only, but realising
 

15 days.
that this was insufficient, the neriod was increased to 

Retrainin7 is undertaken periodically. Training is essen

tially eractical and includes t aching hygienic rules and 

notions about sanitation, nutrition an. childcare. UNICEF 

contributes stipends for erach TBA and U1ICEIF midwifery kits. 

It is difficult
Supervision is carried out by a h.alth team. 

to sunprvise all 195 TBAs due to lack of personnel and financial 

means. However, it is felt that th' training program of the health 

center has succeeded in io,,rin tctanus and infant mortality 

in regularly sunorviscd villaces (9). The-rate of neo-natal 

mortality, that is one month after birth, fell from 70 ner 

thousand to 35 ner thousand by suppressing tr.tanus only (2) 

Rural Maternities
 

The first attampts to build rural maternitieis in 1964
 

failed because the population did not understand the concept.
 

It was only after an educational camnaign in 1970 that they
 

were a success.
 

,.In 1975; 23 rural maternities wore planned but only 12
 

were functional in the region of Thins (nersonal communication:
 

Dr. Samak6, UNICEr). Two rural maternities visited are located
 

at Touba Toul and N'Goudiane in the region of Thins. Others
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in the region are at N'Diakhou and Soune-Serere. . TEAs lonly 
work at these rural maternities.
 

In 1973,. 30 T=As. worked at Touba-Toul, six at 
N'Goudiane, 14 at 
.I'Diakhou and four at Soune-Serere. Touba-Toul
 
is by far the most Lmportant of these maternities. Built in 
1973, its radius of action is eight km including 96 villages

and 17,000 inhabitants. The maternity itself includes-six
 
large traditional or semi-traditional African huts which 

resemble the enjironment of a village community, This cons
truction technirue w.is or- ferrei tu a modern unit because
 
of the lower cost and th psychological inoact on the rural 
women. The construction is done by the village community
and UNICEF nrovides equinment. The TPAS are directly
 
supervised by a male nurse or midwife and 
 indirectly by the 

doctor of the region or arrondissement. Every week midwives
 
,give prenatal examinations at the maternity.
 

Wrking in teams of thr.e or four, the TEAs work 48
 
hour. 

.. 

shifts. They are not emnloyed by the goverrment, rather
hor, saihif te5 A de, rather
 
are nid 350 CFA n.r deliery of which 50 CFA goes to' the
 
maternity. There are an average of 
 25 births a month. After
 
dividing the income, -the TEAs may get a maximurm of 5,000 CFA 
every two yonths, often less. In-order to increase their
 
income, the TBAs at Touba-Toul have a collective field (2)
 

Fatou N'Gom has been a TEA for eleven years and has 
been working at the Touba-Tcul maternity for four years.. She
 
is 60 years oL.- Her training included three sessions of four
 
days, ten days and two months respectively. She combines
 
harmless traditional nractices with modern technioues 
which 
reassures her patients. 
Fur example, drinkiing traditional 
"Imedicines is -forbidden, but those apnlied to the skin are not. 
.After the delivery, the TEA buries the placenta in the tradi
tional way, in this case, it has to be in the right position
 
so the woman does not become sterile." When asked what she would
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like to see in the future, she responded-7she-ouid like to 
earn more money and to have a bigger more modern maternity'
 
with running water. . -

3 . - aural Auxiliary !Midwives . 

InKaolack, Dr. NDiaye,, Regional Health Director of 
Sine-Saloum, is training rural auxiliarv midwives (auxi. iaires 
accoucheuses) to renlace traditional brth attendants 
(matrones 
traditionnelles). WHO determined that 03 Percont of women in 
the rural 
zone of Kaolack ar2 afflicted with gynecological
 

disorders. and that four out of fijve children frcm th2 ages of 
0-5 yea:s suffer fror various afflictions. Dr. N'Diave -eel! 
that it is ineffective to train TEAs to hei. resolve this
 
situation because a large nu7mber of rural women deliver with
 
the h~im of relatives, not necessarily a trained TA. In
 
addition, TEAs are 
too old and too att--hed to tradition: toasoierna-ide tec in the short time they are trained.

assimilate, in r ld
 
They have a limited role to play in health and should
 
not be integrated into the modern health team 
( H).He adopted 
this approach after learning of training programs for rural 
auxiliar.v-midwives in Togo. 

3.6.1 Trainina
 

In order to meet the needs of this vulnerable popu
lation, young, educated girls are chosen by the rural com.
nities to follow a three month traininq program at the
 
maternity and disrpensary. Usually the qirls have finished 
elementary school and a few have their "EPC I They should be 
at least 20 years old. It is not necessary that they hav.e 
experience in delivery. UUICEF 
orovides stipends"of 9,000 CFA
 
per month for'three months.
 

BECP is equivalent to
1", it, 10 years of schooling.
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At the-Centre de la Sant6 de Kasnack in Kaolack,. there
 

has been two training sessions. The first one was from
 

January to March 1976 during which 30 girls were trained. The
 

second, from August to October 1976, trained 26 qirls. The
 

doctor and midwife are in charge'of training.
 

The midwife r:pbrted that- roblems which occured during 

the second training sassicn include: 

. too many,girls, sunervision during practical trainifig 
- .is difficult (26 girls) 

• - the courses are too advanced for the educational level 
of the girls, they need to be sLwnlified 

teachng methcdo2cgv and audio-visuals need to be 
adaoted to the level of students .. 

- they have no auxiliary midife manual to follow 

-n- motivation is low to imorove tcaching because staff 

:- is not Daid extra for the work., 

Upon comnleticn of training, the- girls taike a written 

and oral examination. They receive a certificate and an apron
 

defining their rank after successful completion of the exam. 
Most girls pass. 

In the first training program, four TEAs were trained
 

with, the auxiliary midw1ives. However,7 they 'have decided they 
would not accept anymore TEAs because"they are too ha'rd to 
train. Since they are illiterate they cannot follow the 
course work expected. -" 

At the end of trainihg, the.auxiliary midwife, should. 

have sufficient theoretical and practical training whichyill
enable her to do routine prenatal consultations, deliveries 

and medical surveillance of the mother and child (see Annex-V, 
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"
 3.6.2 Activities. -"
 

, Since this new experience has begun, it has been
 
establi,;hed that rural women readily accept that a young
 
auxiliary midwife be resnonsible for their delivery. Also 
for the firsc time, a survey of pregnant women can be undertaken
 
and PNI activities can take rnace-at-health hosts.- The health 

team at a health nost should include a state nurse,- one sanitary 
agent, one auxiliarv midwife and one laborer. f n 
 eva
cuations are nossible and reccm'ended after_ 3-to 10.hours of
 
labor(6). .- -

The auxiliary midwife may worh alone ata!s a rural
 
' maternity built by the rural c-nnmunity. I visited two unsuper-


S.. vised auxiliary matron3 in the arrondissement of Kacun, Yaolack
 
"'department. The first girl was 27 vears old and has been doing
 
deliveries for five years at a-rural maternity. Basic activities
 
include deliveries and first-aid. Resnonsible for seven villages,
 
she delivers an average of 16 babies per month. She has her own
 
horse and cart for evacuations to Kanlack which ta.-es two hours. 
Her major problems are na ment, reo2enisment of medicines, and 
lack of supervision. Each d1eliverv costs 500 CFA but she said
 

sha. is rarely .aid. Recentlv wi!owed, her financial rosition 
•.; @,difficult. She goes once a month to Yaolack but -hc suervisor 

Sdoes not visit her maternity. 

The situation of the other unsupervised auxiliary

midwife was pretty much the same. Various sources said that 
some common problems of young auxiliary midwives are: (I) 
acceptance by the rural traditional society, (2) some girls are 
selected because they are the daughters of chiefs or notables,
 
(3) villagers might not come to them unless they are officially 
assigned to their post by an imrortant political figure, (4) 
they think they are professional midwives. Regardless of these
 
drawbacks, the rural au-xiliar'ymid?ives annearel to be devoted 
to their work and proud of their accomplizhments.
 



3.7 Integrated TBAs 

P.eA few TEAs are integrated into health posts and rural 

maternities: depending on the policy of the ±ural communities
 

or departments. 
 -

"' 3.7.1 Mbadakhoun Rural Maternity 

Three T2sand two auxiliary midwives work at this 

maternity which serves 29 villages. The maternity includes 

six traditional huts. Tabks are divided between the TBA and 

younc girls accoreing to literacy demands. Village t-tomen prefer 

the TEAs to conduct the actual delivery while. the auxiliaries 

keep records and run the Pt°I activities. I was unable to observe 

the workn relationship bet ,enthe two groups. hich is necessary 

to draw relevant conclusions, however, it seen'ed that the mater

nity was functioning with fe,, problems. -- : :
 

--:.3.72 Loul-Sessen ,ealth Post-
 . 

This health post is located in the deiarr4 net of Fatick.
 

The staff consists of one sanitary agent, one T2A and one laborer. 

The TBA is 27, Serar, Catholic, snea.ks no French and a native 

of the area. She had been doing deliverieq with her mother-blind 

for 15 years before she followed a eight month TEA, training course. 

Her mother is a charlatan 2 and reknow in the area. She occa

sionally assists her daughter at the disnensary,(a maternity is 
being built).. , . 

Duties of.the TPA include the foilowing:' 

-normal deliveries both in the maternity and home 

deliveries; vanetn. -
visits domiciles; 

f . --. 

.....A charlatan is a traditional medicine man or woman who.gives

allusion to magic. They, rarely haVe- an ex tensive knowledge 
of 'harmaconea, but they still use plants.,, often- haphazardly' (4). 
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" Wrks with midwife during monthly prenatal consul-,
 

tatibhs°; conducts them,herself when midwife. is 

abseht.--This includes urine analysis, - vaginal 
examinations (she uses gloves), and nutrition 

consultations; -

. conducts consultations for 0-5 year olds; 

gives general first-aid to. the ponulation; 

keeps a UNICEF kit well supolied, she .goes to -

Fatick to get nea supnlies. 

The success of this TDA is directlv related to.the.... 

fact that she is well known and truisted by the community.. An
 
increasing number of women come to consult her. She: is not
 

paid,for her work except for occasional gifts.
 

3'.8 

"The Government of Senegal has not adopted a national
 

'plicyconcerning the rol of TBAs in the modern health sector.
 

According tc available 1976 eStimates, more than 352' 

.TBAs have been retrained in all of Senecal. Training programs 

.vary according to the region; department and rural ccmmunlty.
 
Some rural communitics choose only TBAs to be trained; some.
 

choose a mixture of TEAs and young girls; while still others
 

select only young, literate girls Without experience1 who will
 

become the rural auxiliary midwife and gradually reolace the TBA.
 

TEAs are succe2ssfullyintegrated into rural maternities.
 

For-_example, at.Touba-Toul rural maternity near Khombole medical
 

center, around 30 TBAs work rotating 43 ho'ur shifts. They work
 

under the direct supervision of a state nurse at a nearby'health
 
post. .M4jor activities include normal deliveries, postnatal care 

for mothers and babies, and nutrition consultations. This approach, 

however, has been limitad to the Thias region and'has not been 
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duplicated in other; regions..of the7 country.- TBAs who do not 

work within-the structure-of a rural-maternity usually work 

at village level where th)y-are irregularly supervise-. 

At Kaolack, Sine-Saloum region, health officials feel 

that it would be better to chase out TEAs and to replace them. 

with young, t auxiliary midwlives. They feel that 

training TAs does not solve the hetth°orol-m of the rural 

mother and child and that the' are too old and too attached 

to trditional customs to assimilate noew tchnicus. In soMe 

areas, home deliveries ar ag.inst the l~a..,of the -rural comm-..u

nity and a fine is imrxDsed on the TBA. In some cases, 1i-is 

difficult for the young auxilia~ies to be fully, acceted by

rural traditional women. - ."' 

As a compromise, some areas are training both TEAs 

and auxiliary mid,,,ives to avoid a brutal break with tradition 
and to insure a cradual social change. They may " tor-; hcrc-

as a team at rural maternties with tasks divided according to 

literacy demands or they may aork separately At rural mater

nities their roles are ccmplementary. Research indicates that 

TBAs typically combine traditional ractices aith modern 

techniques. Her age, ex-.erince anc owledCe off ..

customs reassure her clients. Therefore, the old women cent..ict 

the deliveries because they are more accertable than young girls, 

and the literate auxiliary ta.kes resronsibility for record
 

keeping,weighing babies, prenatal surveys and other administra
ntive duties.requiring literacy. The alternative WHO/Se a- a 

favors is to train auxiliary midwives to work at the rural 

maternities and-to train TEAs to work'at the village level.
 

A mijor duestion to be resolved in Senegal is: "Is it 

;bdtter to train TEAs -'or auxiliary midwives". A comparative stud', 

to determine the sociio-osychological imoact and the cost

'1effectiveness of training programs is of major importance to 

.q'ide:futureolicy decisi6ns-. 
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4. MALI 

4.1 Demogralohic Profile" .,w 	 L-J, 1 

.r 	 ' -aC6ering-1,204,000 km2 , Mali is characterized by three 

di'isbthctive geocraphic zones. First, the desert zone which

includes a part of the Sahara desert. Second, th" Sahallan 

6iie-'haracterized by savananas and a moderate annual rainfall. 

Third'," the Sudanian zone where rainfall is most favorable.
 

In 1975, the uonulation was estLriated to be 5,697,000. 

The average density of 4.4 inhabitants per km2 ranges from 13.9 

inhabitants ner ,m2 in the Segou reciJon to 0.8 inhabitants per 

km2 in the Gao regicn. The crude birth rate was estimated at 

49.4'pi.thousand while the crude death rate at 24.0 p r thousand 

with an annual growth rate at. 2.5 ODercent. The ropulation Under 

20 years renresents 59.8 percent of' the total population. The 

female population betw;een 15 and 49 years (child bearing yoaar's) 

represents 44.2 perceit of thd'-t-cal female ponulation. Uali 

- ,is an essentially rural cc-untrv.with the rural-,ooulaticn-in 

1975 totaling 86.6 nercent. Infant mortality in rural areas
 

has 	been estimated at morethan- 200 ner thousand -f-4) 

* 	 The country is divided into six regions (Kayos, -mko, 

* 	 Sikasso, Segou, ,.4onti, Gao) and 42 circles which are -ubdividad 

into -286 arrondissements (7i,- 10). 

4.2 Health Resources
 

The distribution of health resources favors urban areas. 
Health personnel included the following 'in 1974 (4): 

Doctors 	 137
 
" '-"" - Midwives ' 201 

State Nurses - 466 ' . 

First Cycle Nurses 1,254
 
Auxiliary Nurses 946 " ' .
 

. Matrons1 -	 1-7 .. 

A matron in Mali is a young girl with at least six years
 
° .education who is trained sixmcnths to one year.
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More than half of the total number of doctors and
 

midwives are working in the Bamako region.
 

I..
 
state nurse directs a medical circumscription
A doctor or 


There is a rural dispensary
in each of the 42 existing circles. 


'Tw..enty out of 286 arrondissements
at the arrondissement level. 


ICH activities2 . At the village
have a maternity which include 


,fixed health center. Some villages
level, there is rarely a 


•ave a rural maternity built by the population and run by
 

matrons (auxiliary midwives)
 

4.3 	 Rural Matrons. 

90 percent o'fthe female populationAn estimated 30 to 

Percentages of controlleddeliver-outside of medical facilities. 


deliveries in 1972 are.shown in the following chart.
 

ali -. Recistered Deliverie3 in 1972, 

Number of 
inhabta nt.s 

Number o: 
births 

Number of 
estimated 

Percentage of 
controlled 

reistere2 births births 

Kayes 742,586 4,313 40,000 10.8 

Bamako 964,330 15,75 53,000 29.7 

Sikasso .954,002 3,863 52,000 .7. 

Segou . 735,647 4,589 . 43,000 10.6 

Mopti 1,106,185 9,226 61,000 15.1 

Gao 634,249 2,786 35,GO0 7.9 

Source: Dr. P.G. Jean-Joseph, WHO Lissio Report (AF,/,CH/70), 
..19.76.. 

Faced with inadequate coverage of modern health services
 

for childbirth in rural areas, "1alian health officials opted to
 

train rural matrons or auxiliary midwives. -In 1967, a training
 

program for 50 rural matrons, supnorted.f.inancially by UNICEF,
 

In Mali, MCH is equal 'ao SantA maternelle et infantile (SMI).
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was a~1r3ved. .During 1969-1970,.UNICEF supported the training
 
of 85 rural matrons. UNICEF provided 5,000 HF (Malian francs),.
 
for each trainee per month. Rural matrons must have six years.
 
education. They are trained from six months to 
a year after
 
which they are installed in the chiefs-lieux and large villages
 
of arrondissements. 
 In 1974 ,•there was one rural matron per 
30,000 inhabitants. Today,,,they are being trained in all 
regions except The region ofGao. Iopti has recently trained 
IC rural matrons (personal c=mmunilcation: Dr. IbrahimeSory 	 Kaba). 

A training program :as elaborated hy the National
 
Direction of and
Health ccm=unicate, to regional directors so 
that they could adopt it to local ccnditions. The principal 
guides of this progran are the follow,.ing: 

(1) to give practical training 

(2) 
to nut emphasis on the necessity of maternal and
 
-infantile protection in the rural milieu 

(3) 	to teach basic hygiene principles J 
 ...
 

(4r-to give nutrition demonstrations 

S(5): 	 to try to change bad nutritional nractices:.which 
contribute to nalnutritlon during weaning 

(6) to teach oractical obstetrics 

(7) to assign matrons near a dispensary run by a state nurse
 

(8) to develon in the trainees a sense of responsibility
 
-.- to care-for their equipment. 

WHO has been contributing to 
the rural matron program
 

by preparing training guides and educational objectives (8).
 

4.4 	 Traditional Birth Attendants
 

Traditionally, each village has one or two TBAs who
 
are choseh by-the village community. The T2A must be post

"*. 	menopausal:.;:,Theprofession is passed from mother to daughterand
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is highly 	respected. During delivery, the,woman "lays'0n her
 
k. ..Traditcnl' meicines are. used to insure a-smooth 

delivery-; Th6'umSbilical cord is covered with,"beurre de 

A 	 karit " and a,:p-anut mixture. Tetanus is a problem. In case 

of retention of placenta, tho TEA provokes coughing, presses 

*n the stomach, or adi.inisters traditiona. medicines. Tradi

tional payment on the day 6ff the baptism i .typically a chicken 

or leg of lamb. 

In the early 1960's, there were several attempts to 

*5 'train TBAs in Eamako. Since then, however,, the Government has 
-decided not to encourage the practi e- of TEAs and has been 

trying.to 	replace them with rural matrons. .. 

It is recognized that old TDAs are very adept. However,
 
reasons given by Dr. Sa,ba, M6decin-Coordinateur de-Ia Region
 

de Bamako, for not training TEAs are! 	 ... 

- the old women themselves do not see any need to be 

trained 

- nowhere has the training of,.TEAs .been successful 

- the TBA refuses to give out certain information in 

the village . -. 

- they are illiterate and too old, therefore, -cannot 

keep statistics. 

The'Government recognizes that TRAs do.. exist bit not
 

that_ they can make much of a contribution to modern health
 
services. They would like the rural matron to a.ork together
 

-'
 with and 	to supervise the TBAs. However, more often than not,..;.
 

the-,:BA refues. The Problem has not been' resolved.
 

In spite 	of this negative atitu. ... owards training TBAs, 

several regions have nevertheless trained them: Kayes has trained 

two; _Bamako has trained eight; and Segou has trained the greatest 

number .of all-including 22 TBAs and 75 community development TBAs(5). 

This makes a total of'107 trained TBAs in Mali. 

http:trying.to
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tral Maternities, .Rural Matrons. 
• J:::i~z.; and BA,;.vMai 1976. -"-.. 

. 

.V-, , , ... - ..,. ..-

Rural Rural - TBA 0Region Maternities Matrons
a i TBA CommunityDevelopment
 

Kayes 15 
 17 2
 
Sikasso 
 109 933 
 -

Bamako 110 74: 
 8
 
Segou, 
 21 11 22 754 
Mopti  10 -

Total -255 205 
 32 75
-

Source* WHO/Bamako
 

4.5 Ouelessebouuou Training Center 

In the region of Damako, there are three training enters
 
for rural matrons: Ouelessebdugou, Kolokani and Koulikoro. In
 
1975, 74 matrons had been trained (personal communication:
 
WHO/1lamako).
 

4.5.1 Rural Matrons
 

Training of rural matrons at 
-.
ielessebougou began in
 
1974. 
 Since then, there have been three training programs and
 
one refresher cour:!e given. Training takes place at a very
 
modern maternity/dispensary/social center complex. 
Originally,
 
it was buit by the Catholic Mission
 

In 
summer 1976 there were 33 cirls in training. Training
 
lasts for ten months. Course work-includes obstetrics, nutrition,
 
chil6dare, literacy, medicine, accounting, ci&ftcs, administration
 

2f1 :and profe'ssional morality.
 

Sikasso reported to the researcher that they had trained 132
rural matrons (see 4.6.2).
 

4-iOperation Riz reported: to- the researcher "a total 'of'99
(see 4.7.1). 

~~Js' "Z C! "' 
... ... :... I 
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Teachers include tw? midwives,one social assistant,
 

one nurse, one accountant,--a literacy agent and civil service
 

agent: which totals seven different teachers.
 

Rural matrons are chosen-accordIng to-the following
 

crite ia:
 

'
 - chosen by viliages 

- must return to rural maternity upon completion of 

training _ 

-- must pass entrance examination 

--literate in Ff!2nch (7tme annie fondzmentale --


Sme franqaise)
 

unmarried (because most husbands would not let their
 

wives go for the 10 month" training program)
 

:'S - ages range from 16 to 23
 

. - cannot come from the city of Eamako
 
a- if, girls are oregnant they are not accented.
 

Upon completion of final examination, the matrons receive 

a midwifery kit from UWIICEF ana a monthly salary..Qf '2Q, 0' MF 

(lO,Qo CFA) from the rural collective. 

Mr.Togq, Director of the training center, cited various 

problems he has encountered. First, there is not enough 

personnel to serve both as teaching staff and as regular health 

staff. When a nurse gives courses, there should be someone to 

run the dispensarzy.:, Second, the matrons do not get a stipend 

.iduring training-to pay-for food and lodginq. Some girls are 

--ivery poor, therefore,-must go without food. Finally, medical. 

supplies snould be provided for the matrons to use during, training. 

.. 5.2 Inteamrated TBAs
 

Four TBAs who were trained six months in-Bamako 'in the
 
early 1960'are now inegrated' into the Ouelessebougoumaternity
 

center. The TBAs work 24 hour shifts. Their activ'itiesinclude
 

deliveries, supervision of maternity and younger rural matrons when
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the midwife is not there, urine analysis, and care of mother:
 
and child after birth. They are paid 500 PrIF per delivery.
 
The total is'divided at the end of the month giving each of
 
them from 10,C0 7U7 to 15,000 IF. The TEA is an important
 
Ma .t of'£he health team and village women frequently will not

"Laccenti'i young girl conducting"their deliver. However:, they
 

.
 
ar eaf aid tat'" day they' *ill be re lacedIby .thth y"un e 

matrons and lose their jobs. "< " ,.,• 

4.6 Sikasso Region .
 

Since 1970- Dr;-Diallo, Regional Health Director of 
Sikasso, has been training rural matrons and encouraging the'
 
population to build rural maternities. His efforts represent
 
considerable progress in providing primary health services
 
for the rural pooulation.
 

4.6.1 Rural atrnities " "
 

To datethere are 110 finished maternities of which
 
89 are functioning. After extensive education of the rural
 
population and discussions about their major health problems,
 
the rural collectives enthusiazticallv contributed their
 
support to the ?roject.
 

The maternities are huilt of cement or part cement
 
and each costs around 3,500,000 ,Malianfrancs. The zone of
 
control of a'rurl maternity is estimated at five kns and
 
s4ives about six to ten villages !ith a mooulation totaling
 
4,000 to 7,000 inhabitants(!) .
( -

The success,,of the-building of rural maternities in . 
Sikasso has been-contributed to receptivity of the population, 

,.relatively high.economic level of the.region, co-oDeratioll 
between,the rural-masses of the .region, and the dynamism of : 
technical and administrative officials of the region• (7).
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4.6.2 Rural Matrons ' .-. 

The regfln of"-Sikasso-has ,trained 132 rural matrons 

since 1970. Girls a.:e chosen by the-village who are liEerate 

and who will return' to ,ork in their village. The trend now 

is to choose older-married women (age 25-35).because they will 

not'abandon their post'Ps readily as.,will younger unmarried 

woman (age 16-22). 

Training is for six months at the Sikasso maternity, 

PMI and hosoital. The teaching staff includes a midwife, 

a dotor and nurses. Training is mostly,practical, with two 

hours of theory each day. • . . 

c f-the rural matrons include:Activities 

-maternal and child nrotection (prenatal consultations, 

delivery, postnatal coniultationss nutrition consul

,.., tations) 

for stuJents and the rest of the population;
...
-:firs-ai-


" -P.- of anti-.'nalarial pillst
-distribution 

- birth registration. - .- -. 

Deliveries at rural mat3rnities range from 5 to 25
 

monthly.
 

Sinc& the matrons:;'-ve be:i..aworking, the number of
 

controlled births in the-. regio% hasrisen from 6,500 in 1970
 

tia 17,743 in 1975 (1) receive a monthly salary of
.Matiuns 

8,500 KF assured by combining the cost of each delivery (300 MF) 

with nrofits from selling pharmaceutical products(2). They are 

paid by the rural collectives (les "roun'ments ruraux:) by.,the 

."f.drationsorimaires" or rarelv'by the regional budget, They 

are. supervised by state nurses at the nearest dispensary., 

Training young matrons has posed certain problems for
 

the community:
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(1) if urnmarried, they may abandon their post to follow
 

thir husband.. 

S..(2):- ,youn"4>'mntro-hs have difficulties in being accepted: to 

..-"-do home deliveries when there is a TEA involvcd!
 

(3) if the matrons are from the same village as their
 

' 	 clients, many women will .refuse to give birth aided 

by their "daugthers"., However, in maternities the work 

of the rural matrons is more acceatable;" 

(4) 	payment,denends n the nrosnerity o- the "f~d5rations 

primaires".
"' ' 	n r de- " 

In order to discourage home deliveries byTDAs, some 

areas have imiosed fines of 1,000 MF on the TBA and her clicnt. 

.- .- .. . " 

4.6.3 Place of TBAs 

TBAs aro not yet integrated into the rural health 

systm in Sikasso. However, Dr. Diallo feels that in the
 
ft!.ould be desirable to do so.'
 

•.'ien the 	 -resent hsitution, total coverage no 

:tbeen achievei. The rural matron can only cover a radius o 

five )=.s. Zecause of the hea-r financial cost, it is not 

fea:sible to build more rural maternities. However, because of 

the existing inf-astructure of 110 rural maternitics, thi 

permits training and regular suel'vision of T1s wo shoul2d 

be designatcd b'_,, the villages themselves; should follo- a t-:O. 
month training session; and should undergo retraining for t:o, 

Weeks every year. 

Each T2A would be supervised by a rural matron which 

could pose problem. Dr. Diallo feels it is better.to try t& 

integrate TPAs sloly until they are used to thi idea o rual 
matrons and maternities. If progress is too f ast, there will 

be conflict between the traditional social system and the 

modern health sector. The health officials are fearful th.t 

once a TFEA is trained she will demand a salary. Hopefully, 

http:better.to
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they will continue to work according to ther traditional system 

of payment. 

4.7 Oneration Riz, Secou
 

"Operation Riz" is a rice development project financed 
by FED5. A social action program has been integrated into the
 
project which is. financed by UNICEF and FED. Five community
 
centers have beft built. 
The objective of astablishing the
 
centers is to encouragel_ in, village communiti2s a collective 
mentality omen to mrcrass and change which ll er--itn the
 
development of wcoman and con::ribute to the efficiency of
 

agriculture roduction. Since 1973 ccM.unitv dvivloonment 
activities havQ been 'pandD to includ, 46 villages in 1976. 

.At the village level, threc catncgories of volunteer animatrices
 
are trained- (1) animatric-, de sant8, (2) nutritionniste, and 
(3) matrone traditic !e ( 

4.7.1 - Matrone traditicnnell- (TnA) 

To TEAs are chosen by villagers. One should be an 
older experienced TEA, the othc'z should be a middle-aged village 
wom~ian, rnot n-cessarily cxorrinccd ",.iith deliveries. They undergo 
four to five day theoretical traininc at the ccmmunity development
 
center, Af that, the,, nr sent ,.D the nc2st materniy 'or 
one to two weeks tra na.. During training, lod.ging and meals are 
paid by Operation Riz for those who hava had to travel from 
their village. TIBAs are given five to --2ght day refresher courses 
once every yar. far, thre been twoSo have refresher courses 

given..
 

During training a "Guide To Care of Newborns in the Rural 
Areas",is used. This was prapared by a World Heilth Organization 
Nurse/Midwife, Miss Mitchell (6). Contents of this Guide include 
nine lessons (see Annex 5) J. 

(1) the first cry of baby ." 

(2) the baby opens his eyes -for the first time 

-.FED Eux1=3ean. DeveJcpa',ent-. Fund I 
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(3) preparation of thread ties for the umbilical cord
 
.4) tying and cutting the cord
 

..(5) .the first bath of baby .
 
, 	 6) bandaging the cord
 

nursing baby for the first -time
 
..8). discussion on traditional practices
 

.i.(9) care for newborns in the rural aras. 
 - ' 

Training TUAs was und2rtaken to improve the hygienic 
conditions durinq home deliveries, to make uD for the lack of 
maternities, to diminish the infant mortality rate and to 
gather statistics. The role of T2As at the village level include:
 

- making regular ccntact with pregnant women, including
 
participation with th
. community develolment team who
 
gives prenatal consultations in villages every 15 days;
 

- anplying hygienic standards during childbirth and to
 
call for a doctor in case of emergency;
 

taking care-of the mother ind baby until the day of 
- the, baptism (about one w.eek) 

There has bean no change from the traditional payment 
system which includis traditional Ig fts (l2g of lamb, cola,, nuts, 
soap, millet), and rmonrv navment of 200 to 500 MF' from the
father which assures re-lanishent of medical supplies for the 
UNICEF midwifery kit. 

TBAs are supervised by the community development team 
once every 15 days.- In this wav births are register-d regularly 
andbirth c.ertificatns are distributed. 

Oeration Riz TAs,Mali, 1974/1976
 

Year 	 Total TEAs Total yearly
trained ncr vear 
 deliveries
 

1974 	 "26 4961975 	 4.9: 4771976 	 24 1,265 

Total' 
 99 2,238
 
Source: Rapport:de Synth~se, Camnagne Agricole
 

1975-1976,, Operation Riz, Sgou
 
..., . .. 	 .. 
 ;. " C . : ; . . . " "V "
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4A 

As can be seen from the chart above, trained TBAs are
 

increasing their coverage of rural deliveries. Reportedly,
 

they are well accepted by the popul,tion and enjoy added prestige
 

because of their training. It'seems to b) a successful program.
 

One person commented that "women inr tho villages prefer to go
 

to 'Operation Riz TBAs' rather than the-rural matrons trained
 

by.the-.fdrations primairos..

4.8 Summarv . . . 

In Mali, there are various regional approaches to the
 

:problem!of rural-obstetrics; '.:", .1
 

'In the region of Bamako, young-(16-23 years}, literate,
 

unmarried rural matrons are trained for 10 months at three
 

training centers. They are assigned to work in rural areas.
 

Only eight TBAs were trained in the early 19601s and these have
 

been integrated into the modern health system. However, the
 

health officials are presently against training more TBAs.
 

The raegion of Si.asso has made progress toward providing
 

basic health care for oregnant women and newborns b! building
 

110 rural maternities ._nd trn.ining 132 rural matrons. Because
 

of"the-high 'rate of abandcornment by; vouncer unmarried girls,
 

the health officials now prefer to trnin middla-agcd married
 

women (25-35 years).. .No. TBAs have yet bean integrated into the
 

rural maternity system because of the conflict between tradi-.
 

tional oractic and modan,or-ract ices. However, -it is7-hoped.
 

that in the future .TBA5 can be trained for two months to serve
 

on a voluntarl bI-s in isolated areas that a rural matron
 

does not.-leach.
 

A rural development project for improving rice production 

in Segou includes social action programs based on community 
developmeht -6ent rs.- Oueration Riz..h.s_.trained 99 TEAs who 3 

have delivered a total of 2,238 newborns since 1974.-. Two TEAs 

are chosen to be trained, one is an older experienced TBA, and 

the other a middle-aged woman, experienced or not. The training 
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prograw is two weeks long and advocates close adherence to
 
traditional customs, excluding harmful practices.
 

IWhat is striking in Mali is the conflict between
 
traditional birth attendants and young rural matrons. 
Often 
the first enemy of the ruralmatron is the TDA. Because of 
their youth and lack of aexperience,.it.is difficult to
 
integrate matrons into the traditional village social structure.
 

Criticism of the training of rural matrons on the national
 
level includes•
 

- mtrons becme.discouraged because they are not regularly 
inspected,supervised and paid; 

- 'there is no coharent policy or administration regulating
 
the training and pa,-ent of rural matrons due..to, the lack 
of co-ordination and planning; 

', ,-they:should.be. freely integra7ted into health services as
 
..civil servants.
 

Ideally, the TBA and rural matron should work together;
 
the rural matron -.t the maternity and the TPA at the village
 
level. 
 Training TAs would help remove bhrriers of understanding 
between 'the traditional system and threatening modern health 
system. However, the majcr question .i "Would TEas accept to 
continue working as volunteers 7" With this as -a ar -and 
with the general negative attitude an- lack of directives on
 
the.national level most TBAs, except for those trained by
 

...
"Operation Riz" 
-nd a few others, continu.! to work'inthe
 
tr ,_dtional 
way, ignored by health authorities.'
 

o
: ., ,'' " ', . .. '* 

" 
 *r, ".* ' . ..
 

, '? '., - 7 . 

http:they:should.be
http:aexperience,.it.is
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5".- NIGER r ". ''" " . 

5.1 Demographic Profile
 
I2 

Th;. Republic of Niger is 1,287,000 km2 with a population
 

'of 4,592,000. Population density ranges from 0.1 per Km2 in
 
2
Agade z to 17 per 11 in Dosso, with all of Niger averaging


four -ersonsner km2 (l975 . 9.5 percent of the pcpulation 

lives 	in urban areas. Four cities: Niamey, Zinder, Maradi 

and Tahoua, have a populaticn of more than 20,000. Niger is
 

predominantly a country of small villages with a rural popu

lation of 90.5 percent.
 

Fcur-fifths of 'Nigerare arid desert. The North is
 

largely mountainous or desert, therefore, 90 percent of the
 

people are concentrated in a narr w band .long the Southern
 

border where the Niger river flcws.
 

The two largest ethnic groups are the Hausas (50 percent) 

'and the Djer ma-Songhai (23 percent). The nomad or semi-nomadic 

peoples, Peulh, Tuareg and Tubous, total arcund 20 percent of 
the population. The Muslim re!r-ion predominates with sone 

t3aditicna! animists and Christians. 

nn mortality is estimated at 200 per thouza nd ii e
 

births (1974). In .spite -f this mere than 45 percent of the
 

population is under 15 years of a.ge. Population grrwthra..te
 

equals 2.76 percent per year with a crude birth.rnte of 51.7
 

per thousand and a crude de:,-h rate at 24.1 per thousand.
 

Administrative divisions include: seven departments 

(Agadez, Diffa, Dcsso, Naradi, Nianey, T.heu:, Zinder). There 

are 37 arrondissements, five municinalities (NiAmey,Zinder, 

Maradi, Tahoua, Doutchi), 127 cantons and more than 9,000 villages. 

5.2 	 Health Resources
 

Given the dispersion of the population, Niger has been
 

conf-cnted with the problem of nrcv4ding adequate health faci

lities and personnel for total coverage of the population.
 

___i. 	 . . . - . . . - . 
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5.2.1 Personnel and Facilities
 

In 1974, health nersonnel included:
. . 

D.octors 109 (including 34 nationals)
 

Midwives 
 50
 
State nurses 
 200 . " 

". ""Certified nurses 547Auxiliary nurses 
 87"
 

Source: WFO/Ni-amey.
 

..The health resources 
-)f the country ar2 distributed
 

unevenly, favcring th urb .n populatinn. Each departent has 
one major medical c,2ntr. Rural disnrnsaries number 142 
government and eight private which serve more than 9,000 
villages. In 1975, :ut of 33 matornities, 15 .were without 
a midwife. 
Out of 46 national midwives, 39 ,orked in PMI
 
centers and maternities in urban ar.as(7).
 

.'2.'2 Maternal ar.d Child Health Centers 

Out cf ten newb-rns, only fcur will-reach the age of 
f ~e ea~r. 7,rdcr t-7- cbat infant mortality, the high 
morbidity rat.e, manutriti.,. . the Government has been


" " ting 'CH 
centers. Seventeen• cnMCH centers exist. Themajcrity are 
lccated in urban areas,. howiv,-er, an .ttempt is 
being made to integrnt ICH activities into maternities and 
rural dispensaries. S 
frar IMCH services have been integrated
 
into all 33 
government maternities and 73 rural dispensaries(9).
 
However, preventive medicine 
offered by the .1CH centers is
 

.
 slowly accepted by the .pulaticn (18).
 

5.3 Village HealthTeams 

Realistically facing' the actual health situation in
 
Niger, the Ministry of Health has taken stops to expand health
 
coverage by creating "Eauipes do Sant5 Villageoises:' (E.S.V.),
 
or village health teams.
 

I -." ,' 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .-.. . 

5.3.1 Policy of Mass Medicine
 

Politically speaking, the Government is following the
 
principle of providing medicine for the masses. The triennal
 

plan (1976-1978) states that "accent will be put on the
 

development of a true mass medicine, which will be essentially
 

preventive and mobile". Two objectives includ:!d in this policy
 

concerning village health tc.oms are:
 

- continuing trainin and sumervision of first-aid agents, 

sanitation ag2nts and traditional birth attendants of 
.villages, as well as th e Lmplantation of village pharmacies; 

- maintaining the "volunteer" systpm (4). " 

5.3.2 Animation and Health - * 

In October 1962, the Nigerian Government created the
 

Service of Animation(!). The objectiv of-ralani-aton is 

to educate and encourage the pcpulation to-tak responsibility 

for their own devlorment. ,ith the collabor-ation: of. animation 
and health, different skills wer2 ccm.hined which facilitated 

the implantation of village health teams. Pelloncl2 and Fournier 

(1975) outlined definite.tasks for animation and health: 

Animation .. 

- to educate the po.ulation to their'health, hygiene and 

nutrition •problems; 
- to choose with villagers the 'best candidates for:training; 

- to contribute to training programs (control learning 

assimilation :.nd prepare for return to village); 

-. to make. eriodical ev? 1u ations at the village-level to 

r!,r.nderst .Lnd villagers' reactions Yand to improve activities' 

Health. - . 

- to execute technical training; 
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- t3 replenish village pharmacies and TEA kits-and t' 
supervise regularly the-first-aid agentA and TBAs_ 

- periodical evaluations of health elements. .
 

5.3.3 Structure/Auto-encadrement Sanitaire
 

The project of village health teams is based on one
 
principle: that the population takes responsibility for its
 
own health. The goal of this auto-encadrement sanitaire-is to
 
improve the sanitary level of the country by training village
 
health teams of which the tasks are 'ducational, preventive, 
curative and administrative l . The village health teams are com
posed of a president, a secratarv-tr-easurer, first-aid agents
 
and traditional birth attendants. Duties of each team member are:
 

The President
 

- supervise and co-ordinate health activities of the village;
 
- encourage first-aid acents and TBAs to execute preventive
 

and curative actions;
 

-;.assist with operations between the first-aid agents and
 

the Secretary-treasurer.
 

The Secretary-treasurer
 

- be in charge of medicines for hich a price £s fiked and 
of the money of the village pharmacy; 

- distribute medicines to first-aid agents after receiving 

money; 

-buy medicines at the central pharmacv to replenish stock2; 
- keeo a record of transactions. -

:=l..rAt-the Second Health Conference (Deuxi~me Journ~e de la Santd)
held at Tahoua from July 5-13, the policy and structure of village
health teams'were outlined. 
 Particinatina in ithis-Conference
 
were 75 delegate§:from the linistry of Public Health and Social
 
Affairs, Ministry of Plan and :linistry of National Education.
 
Most of the followiing information on village health tenms in
 
Niger is based on conclusions from this Conference.
 

2. The first supply is free. Reolenishment is done at Government
 
pharmacies which provide medicines at icw cost..
 

"O , , .• o . • , • 
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The first-aid agent. .r. ., -. : £. . " " 

a) educative and curative:-action' v-.
 
- improve personal hygiene r "
 
- improie hygiene cf the env.ronent_.o.,. . . 

- warn the nurse in case -f epidemics
 
- _antim larial campo.1gn
 

rutritlon educatIon
 
r-.:. keep pharmacy boc clean 
 ......
 

b) curative action ., 
S .' ' , 
 .
 !.  .. ..
 

........ clean scras . . . .-.
 

.1 

distribute s-p--. idcines, acco.rding to symbtoms.'

evaluate the seriousness of a illness in order to = '
 

reccrnrienszrecomme dispeansaryvacuati~n toD the nearest dsesr 

c) administrative c.-4 ..... 

-register activities, edic.! suool! es received and 

distributed and hvyi-nic iuro-vc,-mnts .. 
nkeep un cn reml-nisu t -,:medical..sunplias 

- act as liaison between village memibers cf the health 

team and nurse at near-est disnsary. 

35.4 Traditionj! Birth Attendants 

5.4.. Selecti-n -fV4 1 
S:..... .,...
 

Villag2s chosen to particimate in the E.S.V. project
 
must have reached a certain .level of. develonmen and- awdreness
 
of their problems. The largest yillages-are chcsen Within a
 
radius of 15-20 -"ns fr-rm 
a dispensary. Dispensaries -are--n
- n-harge of. supervising an av-rage, 15 vill.ages. Priorit'y: goes 
-to villages_-that'hath; a school. Selectisn is made: a-fter 

14. ..- it 
 leaders
 
and representatives of rn.. ....
-ancldss.'
 

5.4.2 Study cf Envir- ,ment. L - -

Information shculd be gathered to determine zone of 
implantation. Surveys should be made at the village and profes
sional levelj 
 to determine customs, beliefs and practices surrounding 
- Pach. o. the inf-ormation in this seciu also appUeTs fr tbe Cirs-t-.aji age .. 
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childbirth. 
Nutritional practices and sanitation,of the_..
village should be included. 
Following this preliminary study,
education of the poPulation can begin, followed by choice of
 
TBAs.
 

5.4.3 Selection criteria 

One to three TBAs may be chosen in eaich village. She
should be a practicing TBA, physically capable, literateifpossible, permanently in the villae and should have the
 
confidence 
 of the population. 'In addition, she- should be avolunteer, chosen by the village. 
 Payment is according to
 
village custcirS.. 
 . 

5.4.4 Trainin.
 

ov Training programs iary frone region toanother,
 

however eli"programs have ccmnmon 
features Training occurs
 
during thc dry season from Novebr to May. A maximum of 10 TBAsare rcommnded for each !o--5 dav session at the lccal dispensary
or maternity. Tr-aining is done by midwives, if available, 
nurses
of the dispensary and mi-mbers of animation. 
Peace CorDs Volunteers 
also participate, usuallv teaching hvcine and nutrition.

Training sessions should be p,2rmanently fixed each year in case
 
of abando.,ent 
 by TBAs. 

Since teaching methodology f-r adult literates is generally lacking by the staff, a 
 general guideline describing methodology and course content is presently being prepadrzdJs6'
e Annex'6).
This is not to be imrosed on the population rather to 
serve as
 
a general guide. " . -

Depending upon the results Of the environmental study,

training programs usually include the following topics.'
 
- general notions of hygiene
 
- hygiene of the pregnant woman 

nctions of genital anatomy 



- normal pregnancy and normal delivery 
..

- ccmplications 
 of pregnancy, hemorrhage, .oedema and parasites
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- care of newborn . 

- maternal milk and cow milk
 

- demonstration -f baby foods
 

- use of birth registry.
 

At the end cf each training session,-fa UNICEF kit or
 

locally fabricated kit is given to the TEA.
 

5.4.5 Suiervision 

Supervision is usually carried out by a mobile team
 
consisting of health, animation, and literacy team members.
 

Villages shculd not exceed 10-15 kns from the dispensary for
 

supervisicn rasl-ns. Control should take olace once or twice
 
a month. Every t:c months, the head of the mdical-centcr with
 

animation and literac zgents should discuss with thM population
 
difficulties encountered, reoenish midwifery kits
-. and check 

(village pharracy also), check the birth registrv in order to
 
get birth certificates and control and improve techniques used
 
by the TEA. Mral support fr:om the supervision team is important.
 

-5.4.6 P-trainin
 

Retwraning at least once every two years is imbcrtant.
 

Old information should be reviewed and new information progressi

vely added on. Retraining is done essentially by the same system
 

as training for about ten-days.
 

-5 4.7 Evaluation . . r. 

Annual evaluations by health, animation and :literacy 

agents should be held to evaluate the impact of the prcgram, 

problems and necessary changes. At the village level, evaluative
 

meetings are held with villaga chiefs, TEAs themselves and
 
finally the village women.
 

5.4.8 Trainina far nomads 

The strategy is different, but the principles remain
 
the same. Education cf the.nomad population is difficult due 

to. the character of the nomads and their life style. Training 

4 
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should be held during the periods when nomads gather together.
 
In order to replenish medical supplies, an identity card may
 
be: issued to permit replenishment in any territory. Perhaps
 
giving,freemedical supplies will ehcourage the program until
 
such time that the nomadic poDulation realizes its benefits.
 
The big problem is supervision and the solution depends on
 
available resources an'd ingenuity. . . 

5.4.9 In Urban Areas 
 . . . ... 

TBAs and "fo_-mes-relais" should work together in their
 
section of town. 
 The TEA can survey the number of pregnant
 
women, give advice, encourage them to go to prenatal consultations,
 
accompany women to the maternity to deliver and .follow the
 
newborn after delivery.
 

A ".ceme-relais:' is more concerned with nutrition and
 
health education. She may survey chilcdren from 0-3 yaars, assure
 
preparation of baby foods at domiciles, give advice and encourage
 
women to go to tthe PM!I.
 

5.4.10 Participation in PMI Activitles, Vaccination Campaigns
 
and Anti-malarial Camnaiqns.....
 

At the village level, TBAs should survey all pregnant
 
women and prepare a list for the suervisory team. She should
 
watch out for oedemas and high risk pregnancies. . When necessary 
and possible, the TBA should encourage the village women to take 
advantage nf prenatai an- postnatal services offered at a nearby
 

dispensary-.Pres.-ntv, there are 13 TBAs who are integrated into
PMI/maternity centers in Niger (7). 
 Some are p-aid a small salary, 
others ar-vofunteers wTho have hopes of eventually being paid. 
For example in Oullam, there are two TEAs working at the maternity/
 
dispensary. One rcceives .5,000 CFA per month, the other is 
a
 
volunteer.
 

TRAs.may also olay, an active role during vaccination
 
campaigns and anti-malarial campaigns at the village level. 
 All
 
pregnant women should take antimalaria tablets from the fifth
month on to reduce fetal and neonatal mortality..
 

......................
...
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5.5 Financing 71 " -, 

1.-'..7 

Village health team training programs -- including TBAs,
 
first-aid workers and the oresident and secretar-y-trdasurer 

were in the past financed-by arrondissment budgets and
 
contributing agencies such as UNICEF 
 a'd Grouoc d'Association 
d'Aide des Ecrlises du Niger (AssocLated Church Grouo of N.riger) 
However, the Goverrment now wishes to centralize- village health 
team training programs and financu training programs directly 
frcm the national in to have morebudoet order control. The
 
cost of training varies accord;ig co d rtrnent. Cost 
has been 
estimated at around 300,000 C7A for training at M'aradi to around 
500,000 CFA for initial tran;- oroo..s in tho denartment of
 
Niam.ey (personal
-..	 M.nio....r.7Lmadc'u -Suopliesr .ukary). 

for initial training -rograms ar' always more expensive. UNICEF
 
provided 9,450 CFA per T_A for training a maximum 
 of 130 TBAs
 
(personal c=mrunicticr, :,!r. Loubacar issa Camera). Cost per
 

i.atron was estimatedt be fr m 4,620 CFA 10,000to The
 
Sta1 ccSt Of I--rainin prc g:a.mz includ, ovrh... ad such gas,
as 

petrol, !amp, 
 food, teachinm daily allowance, etc. 

5.6 	 1976 Surv.- .-% Vi! -ce .. "1h Tea ,s.
 
nunbrber ."-,
The total -of triaind:d fr.. 1965-197(' is 945. 

Including Tahoua, one can estimato that over ,,OCO TBAs have
 
been trained in Niger. Cver 1,200 secourists have been trained.
 
(seeAnnex 6B).
 

Tr ained 4atrons (TBAs, , N!cer, 1965-197,
 

T l.... Vvll .es ' Month - searDepartment trid withouttrained TAs Iraining Rctraining' 

'Agadez 20 26 75-76 76 
Diffa-	 31 33 76
Dosso 	 92 28 72-76 73-7& 

"*" *aradi 416 67 66-76 71-76Niame v 214 132 69-76 75-76 
Tahoua 	 - -
Zinder 172 	 71-7685 	 71-76Total_, 945 3 64.. 

source;: WHO/Ni amey 
4. Reort from Tahoua nct conpleted at time of study. ,.S. Theresearchor auestifns the accuracy of this figure considering

that there are 9000 villages in Niger. 
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The Ministry estimates that about 1,500 villages or
 
Dercent: of all 9,000 villages in the ccuntry-are being
 

covered by village health,teams 
(18)
 

During the survey, ratings of good 
 r m-adiccre are
 
gkv~n" by ST1orvisory st:zf.. 
 65-80 percent of the TBAs were
 
rated as good. In Maradi, 394 out of 416 were rated as good
 
workers (personal communication: WHO/Niger)... 

5.7 The De -r 
ent Cf 

-i
 

The demrtn-nt of Mir.di first bega. training TBAs in
1966. 
 Since then training programs have b.'en duplicated in all
 
departmants t-r.u..h.cut ig r.
 

5.7.1 
TEA Profile
 

During the preliminary study of customs and practices

of TBAs (Haussas). it was found that they play a very passive

and ritual role. 
 The TBA Intervenes only after t"h 
 expulsion

of the infant and placenta to cut the um-bilical cord, bury the
 
placenta and wash the baby. 
The cord may be cut with a stalk
 
of millet or traditional knife. 
 It is not tied. To heal the
cord, ahc.t knife or piece of nottery may be applied to 
the end
 
of the cord. The ,olvery takes place on the soil or on piece
a 
of used cloth which is not wa:shed until. seven days after
 
delivery  the day of the baptism. The woman delivers in a 
squatting position or on her knees with her heels against her
 
cerineum. 
In case of malformation of.the head, the TPA will
 
massage the skull to reshape it. Delivery is at the home of the rmther. 

The average ago of TEas is from 60 to go 
- menopausal
 
women only. Traditionally, the profession is not necessarily
 
hereditary, but often the old TEA chooses someone-from her
family who will replace her. jsuallv one principal TEA exists
 
per village. 
Payment is according to custom. 
it may be millet,

cola nuts, money, or the haad, feet and skin of. a lamb which was
 
killed on the day of the baptism. Muslim rituals dictate the
 
seventh day as 
the official day of the baptismal ceremony.
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In the case of difficulties, the bokos (usually Peulhs)
 

or marabout (Muslim religious leaders) are called to say prayers
 

and.perform rituals. Traditional medicines are used during
 

prenatal, delivery and postnatal stages, always-for difficult
 

cases (1) 

5.7.1 Training goals
 

The goals of training ar: to enc6urage TBAs to take 

a more active role before delivery; to improve hygienic scandards 

and delivery t2chniques; to refer complicated cases to health 

centers; and to register the newborn. Later, the- role of TEAs
 

was expanded to include nr.nata. and yostnatal activities such as:
 

Prenatal: (I) search for high risk women
 

...... oedemas (prescribe salt-fre diet)
 

young women under 15 years
 

. - --small cmen -shorter than 1 5m ".
 

. history. of difficult deliveries
 

suv.y an r gistry of all pregnant women 
,. ... in the villaqe!

.i 	 - (3) monthly home visits to detect high risk women. 

Postnatal:
 

() demonstraticn of weaning baby foods
 

(2) 	 detection of malnutrition by !alpitation of 
the buttocks . . . 

- firm buttocks = healthy baby 
- flabby buttoccs weight loss 

- wasted buttocks = malnutriticn' 

Malnutrition is a serious problem. In 1975, malnutrition
 

for 0-1 year olds was 18.5prcent; for 1-2 year olds, it was,
 

53.6 percent; and for 2-3 year ods, it was 63.6 nercent(13).
 

Therefore, TEAs are encouraged to play in active role at village
 

level by participating in w,eighing babies when the health.team
 

comes to the village and by encouraging mothers to gc to PMI
 

days at the nearest dispensary if not too far.
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In 1975, 381 trained TBAs reported to have partici
pated in.3,732 deliveries out of an estimated total of 41,100
 
deliveries or.approximately one out of ten. Deliveries in rural
 
modern health facilities totalled 1,891 during,this period.-

Total controlled deliveries including Maradi maternity (2,941)
 
equaled 20 percent. In 1976, 462 trained TBAs' served in 174
 
villages(9) . . . ., . 

Improvements in hygienic conditions have been made. 
-
Some-, but not all, ,of the TBAs play a more active-role in prenatal
 
and postnatal consultations as mentioned above. 
--One indicator 
of progress is to determine if the TEA was called before or.-, 
after- delivery. -MostTEAs are now called before, but some are 
still .called only to cut the cord. Detrimental practices are
 
..
gradually being changed. 
The TPAs know their limits and evacuate 
in time. In their villages, no tetanus cases have been reported 
and -,evacuations for perinual infections. are rare (15) .. ,
 

5.8 The Department of Niamev 

Training oi TBAs actually began in 1965, however, due to
 
lack of motivation of personnel involved, activities were
 
curtailed. within the cast f.ow years training has been going
 
full force with a total of 214 T7As trained to date.
 

From personal interviews with 10 TEAs, health personnel,
 
animation and various retorts, the researcher found that the
Situation in the Niamey department was essentially the same as
 

that of Maradi. 

On the whole TBAs ar- successfully reintegrated into
 
village life. 
Most of the TBAs feel they are more respected 
since their training, and some are called byiother villages. In" 
some arrondistaments two T As have been trained per.village. 
In others, Oullam for example, they decided to train only one TBA 
per village in order to avoid jealousies. A few TBAs are 
integrated into maternities and dispensaries, paid or volunteer. 

..-
They assist with prenatal examinations and perform other simple
 
S. ~ . . 
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tasks. At Oullam, a TBA participates'as a'staff member
 

during TBA training sessions. Refusals by villages to parti

cipate in training have been rare.
 

Some difficulties have been notedi (1) in Tillaberi,
 

animation renorted that in one area the trained TBAs are not
 

called because the men say it is against their religion - only
 

one. birth was recorded durin- a three month period; (2) since
 

it is the custom of women in the area (Djerma) to hide their
 

pregnancy, -fearin evil stirits brenatal consultaticns have
 
proved to be difficult! (3) postnatal activities are usually
 

limited to care uo to seven days afth-r birth. The -bilical
 

cord is bandaced regul-ry each day after birth, however, some
 
mothers -of" the- bandaoe nrefrr n to us, their traditional 

I 	 healing method.-. Tn one hcme I observed a baby who had 
mercurochrome on the =ubilical cord, the bandag-e removed, and 
the mother was in t rocess of tapnina th- cord and other 

parts of the babv's body with heated sand wraned in a small' 
piece of cloth. This clearly shows the mixture of traditional 

and modern practices. Finally, it has been difficult to get 
TBAs to do baby food detonstrations. Some com-plain that they 

do not have time and tat the vilag. women do not follow their 

advice.
 

Some TEAs have exorissed their desire to learn more and
 
to expand their activities. For examole, they would like to learn 

more about thi causes of illnesses affecting pregnant women, 
children and nursing mothers. Also, so.me would like to be in 

charge of the vill?.qa p-harmacv to distribute relevant medicine 
to w'omen and vhildren-. This is especially true when there 

is no first:-aid agent in the village. 

Supervision of TBAs at villaq- !evel is undertaken 
Sonce every month or two months. At Oullam, a team of one 

midwife (expa-tniate) one auxiliary nurse (MalOe) and one 

6.
 
-.Given the character of,Muslim women, it has been noticed that in
 
some areas women do not like to consult the male first-aid agent.
 

http:vill?.qa
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aniratrice, visits villages to replenish medical supplies

and to control activities by filling out a supervisory and ,
 

statistical chart (see Annex 6C). 
 One important indicator
 
included in this chart is whether the TEA is called before
 
or after delivery. This determines the L-oaact of training
 
or changing traditional customs. 
At the arrondissement level,
 
quarterly meetings are held with the head doctor of the 

department of Niamzney, a-nd members of 

-. 

animation and health. 
Departmental meetings are held yearly in Niamey with health,
 
animation and literacy agents present. 
 '
 

5.9 Common Problems 

The departments of both Maradi and Niamey. plus othersi
share common problems. 

Training. Some officials feel that the training period

of 10-15 days is too short fior adequate assimilation. This
 
length has been established because of limited financial
 
resources and family obligations of TBAs. 
 Regardless of the
 
short training period, the cost of training is 
 high. Teaching

methods used are not geared tc teaching adult illiterates.
 
Teaching staff has typically taught what they in
.learned school. 

Ace. if the T:!;s are too old (60-80 years), this roses
 
a Problem. As 
 an init.... steop it is necessary to appeal to the
 
older TEA, however, in a second phase more desirable to
 
replace them with younger (30-50 years) TEAs who can assimilate 
more easily.
 

Reinteqration. Sometimes TBA isthe chosen by the chief 
of the village rather than the village members. He may choose
 
his wife, daugther, niece cr other relative. 
 In this case, 
other untrained TFAs cnntinue to work and the trained TEA's 
activities r ! limited to one quarter or family. Contrarily, 
a trained TEA may becme so popular that she will draw clienteleA 
as well as gifts, away from other TBAs which provokes jealousy. 
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"Supervision.* Due-to the shortage of personnel and
 

material resources, supervision is irregular if not non-existcnt
 

in some villages. Therefore, midwifery kits. may not be regularly
 
replenished. Morak of sutervisory staff mnay be.low because they 

are not paid for the extra work. :.Supervisory charts have been 

developed "Inorder to gather.more information and guide 

sumervislc-n. Supervisory staff should encourage- rather than. 

overly criticize TBAs. . 

Evacuations. Obstacles to efficient evacuaticno include 

inadequate recognition of risks and their seriousn,_ss, the lath: 

of transport; and the influence of marabuts which could caUse 
further delay. In addition, fatalism, the habit of acc-oting 

maternal and infant deaths, .s _ ccmn ,n characteristic of. 

Muslim society .2nd che ruri r.

-Expansicn of actiziti s. It is difficult to ex-_na 

activities of the T'A to include prevantis services such a 

prenaa and nc!tnatal consultations. Getting TAs t do baby " 

ddemnstrations to eadvic on malnutrition and h-ih 
risk women has progressed si-wlv 7 ' orts to ga T to" £ o 

newborns more than the traditicnal se-vcn day3 has not b_ n 

successful. 

Limited coverace. In spite of efforts to extend basic 

health care to pregnant women and newborns by training Ts, a 
large part o.f the population remains far from any modern health 

service. In the department of Maradi, the mF progressive 

-department, cut of 2,085 vlilages only 21 had a dispensary 

(12 percent cf the population) and 174 villages had a village 
health team in 1976(15). 

ReDlicabilit" of pro!n. With centralization of th.
 

village-healzh _rogram and the continued politics of mass c-.,a,
..... 

there-till exist constraints on expansion. IManpower- nee -. are 
increasing and development :f the system is handicappdb lc 

of finance.
 

7. Baby food demonstrations in Maradi weare done wheni free(_r 
was provided.
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5.-10 SUMMARY 

Niger has one of the most organized, best conceived,
 

most realistic TBA training program in West Africa. Contri
*buting factors ti its success include- (I) politics of "mass
 

medicine" and total coverage of the populati:n including
 

training TB's; (2) intersectorial approach including health,
 

animation and literacy agentz; (3) inclusicn in tha: broader 

framework of village health tcams which concentrates on an'
 

integrated rLary health care .aproach. 

Obstacls to its success are maiLnly due to shortage
of personnel, financing, and material resources'. However,
 

experience has shown that training TBAs can izn.prcve rural 
obstetrics.and helD clese the San between mnodern health care 

and traditional nractices.
 

The Nigerian Gccverrnent -wishes to expand the program. 
New foreseeable steps which 11il contribute to the efficiency 

of the progra-i are training nomad'TBAs, the study of traditional 

medicines now. being carried on' in Niger, and the possibility of 

creating mini-.pharmacies for TEAs. 
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6. UPPER VOLTA
 

6.1 Demograrhic Profile 
 -"
 

The poulaticn of Upper Volta was estimated in 1975 at
 
6 million inhabitants, distributed unevenly over an area of
 

2
274,000 y,,. .
 Overall population density is 22 inhabitants per
2 .and in certain localized areas, it reaches 100 per km2
 .
 

In 1975, the crude birth rate per thousand was 47.9 nercent
 
with a crude death rate of 24.8 -er thousand. The population. 

groWh is approximately t.;o oercent per y ar and the average
family consists of 9.4 )eoole. 
The poulation fluctuates according
 
to the exodus of Voltaics to ccastal towns of the Ivory Coast and
 
Ghana in search of emplovment (10) 

The mcpulation is composed of more than siXty different
 
ethnic groups of which 48 nercet are Mossi. 
Other major groups
are the Peulh, Lobi-DaQar , Mand- and Bobo (1). Due to the
 
unfavorable climatic 
and economic conditions of this landlocked
 
country, the majority of the no uat.on is coor, depending on
 
subsistance, family ar norc than 95 po
 
population is rural 
 Of -7,00O v.!laqes in the country, more
 
than 5,000 are 
 in complete isolation due to their geographic 

situation, their traditional organization -r their lack of 
education. 
 Great distances and bad roads separating urban centers
 
and villages are obstacles to cormnunication.
 

6.2 Health Resources
 

The actual situation in Upper Volta shows a disequilibrium

between the health facilities and personnel in urban and rural
 

areas.
 

6.2.1 Health Facilities and Personnil
 

Health facilities do not cover the total population. Some
 
villages are more than 40 ks from the closest health center.
 
Health authorities estimate that only around ton percent of the
 
total population is covered by existing health facilities(6). Due 
in part to the shortage of medical cente, ; and in part to the
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malnutrition and lack of general hygiene and ignorance, there
 
is a high infant mortality rate.
 

In 1975,'Upp' 
Volta had 95 physicians (28 nationals),
 
7--,1midwives, 
 269 state nurses and 981 certified nurses. In
 
1976, out of a total of 98 prcfessional midw*ives, 69 
are working

in the major urban cities: Ouagadougou and Bobo. 
 This is partly
due to the fact that, midwives iarry wall -to-do government employees 
and live where their husbands.are assigned. 
There are around 212

auxiliary midwives (matrones rurales) in nublic service and 28
 
in the private sector (cersonal communication: O/Upper Volta-)
 

Auxiliary midwives are trained for S-3 months to work 
at rural maternities. 
The are a total of 123 
rural maternities
 
attached to 
dispensaries and 34 rural materriities alone 
(including
cities). Auxiliary midwives must be at least 18 years old and
 
literate in French. 
Generally, they are, trained at the maternities
 
to do deliveries. 
Most are oaid by the rural collective, however,
 
some are paid by the Ministry of Health. 

Commnunitv deve~lo, ment Laents--(aniimatriczs) are tiained
 
to work at village level to i.,o.ov 
 general health and sanitation
 
of 'tcommunity.
For example the UNESCO project trained a total
 

1
of 193" volunteer animatrices and .34 paild village monitrices(3)
 

6. 2 -. 2 -rar I-alth Ca 

Given these conditions -shortage of qualified health
 
personniel, 
i.mited health centers and noor communication - the
 
Govermnent of Upper Volta is attemotin 
 fion to 
these problDms One alternative supported by TQiO is to organize 
primary health care personnel for village communities. There
already exists certain kinds of health acqents 
in Voltaic villages:

first-aid workers (seccuristes), -traditional birth attendants
 
(accouchouses traditionnelles), auxiliary midwives 
(matrones
 

rurales), 
conm.unity development agents (anLmatrices/teurs) and
traditional doctors 
(gu&risseurs). 
 The Upper Volta Red Crbss 
has trained 15,000 secouristes of which some serve in villages.
Traditional birth attendants continue to provide an important 

A moitrice has a higher level of education than an animatrice and is salaried. 
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service for rural woman considering the shortage of qualified

midwives serving in the rural milieu.- Pharmaceutical services
 

in 	Upper Volta are studying traditional mredicines with the hopes
 

of 	integrating effective treatments at a reasonable price for
 

primary health care nroarams(6) 

.. .".Beforesignificant progress can be made toward promoting 

theintegration of traditional health agents such as traditional 

doctors and traditional midwives into primary health care programs, 

it is necessary: 

.(a) to survey the villages prL-cry health care -needs . 

• (b): to survey existing "health agents"
 

(c) 	 to dfine the functions of the health agents and prepare. 

-training programs 

(d) to orient health personnel toward the new-approach .(6)-;.: 

6.3 Training Prcr =s.for T..As 

Although the GcuvZrn.m.rent is interested in training TBAs, 

it has not yet launched = definite program. However, efforts 
have been made by s.vera! motivated doctors to develop training 
programs on a regional basis. Some of these regional efforts 

are taking place at Kongoussi, Fada-N'Gourma, Yako, Gaoua and 
Kaya2 i...
 

6.4 ;UNESCO Exneriimental Project
 

One TBA training program of special interest is under the 

auspices of the UN1ESCO Experimental Project - Equal Access for 

Women and Youna Girls to Education (Egalitd d'acc~s des femmes 

et des jeunes fille l.16ducation) 

2. Perhaps other regions are alsotraining TBAs. however, the
 
researcher did not have time to.visit all. regions.' .
 

.... . .. .: ' . : : ... , 
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.-. -. Under the Ministry Of Educatibn, -the 'proje-ct was 
financed from 1967-1976 by U1ESCC and UNDP, with assistance
 
from UNICEF, 
 Pea'ce Corns, SUCO 3 and Catholic Relief Service. 

:The goal of the-project is to integrate women into the process 
of developmnent by increasing educational possibilities offered' 
,toyoung girls and women in rural areas. Various educational
 
activities were undertaken 
to improve the qualitv of life of 
ruxal women including civics, health, *agricuiture. f:amily
 
economics, social education and craft 4
 .
 

Training TeAs was carried out in thD three regions of the
 
project- ig-oussi, Banfora and Pe.. Long-term objectives of the 

a
program are to lower mr.teral and infant mortality and to assure-. mora hrmonious de r alo i
 

arm .elo.nt
of the fa-mily and country, of which
the economic and sccial devclo.,. nt deoends c n the health of its 
inhabitants. Each of th-.o_T- r s were chosen because of
 
different levels of economi& aevelopmeht':
 

Kongoussi - Situated at 105 Pans North-East cf Ouagadcugou, it is 
an arid zone with little and irregular rainful; the
 
major ethnic group is Mossi;* 'least favored region 
--of economic develop:ment.
 

Banfora - Situated a,;.-- 445 to thle.s st of Ouagadougou, it
 ..... is the most-prosperous of the three regions; agricul-


Sture and factories favor d'evelomment; diverse ethnic 
population including Senoufo, Goins, Turkas and

Kara b orcs.
 , .... '
 

_ - Situated at 150- nms South of Ouagadougou near Ghana,
 
it-is a zone of intermediate economic development
 
ccmoared to ,the other two. 
 The major ethnic group
 
is Kassena.
 

3.-seiice Univers.it ire Canadien d'Outre-Mer. 
Included activities such as collective farming, mills and donkt?
carts; literacy, village naternifies, child care, health 
 -
education, --. weaving', constructing',latrines and water

filters, sewing, civics, training of animatrices and TBAs
 
plus other activities.
 

http:Univers.it
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Three disnensaries are located in the zone of Kongoussi.
 
One maternity at .Kongoussi is run by nurses and two others in
 

villages are run by midwives. At Banfora, there is a hospital
 
with a doctor, midwife and nurses. There are three dispensaries
 

in the zone. In the P6 zone, there is at least one hospital!/
 
maternity plus disensares.- Due to the diversity of the zones,
 

each TEA training program was adaoted locally to the needs of 

'each grouD. A total of 96 TEAs were trained in all three zones; 
out of these 29 att:ndead refresher courses. 

UNESCO TPA Traininq Programs, Urner Volta. 1968-1975 

Number of Number 

"Dates Particimants Recycled 

-,:!Kongoussi January 13 - Feb. 13 (1969) 13 

, (No date given) (1970) 6 

March 15 - April 14 (1972) 4 

April 17 - May 17 (1972) 1 
April 17 - May 3 (1972) - 6 
Feb. 17 - March 15 (1975) 14 

.' Total Total 
* .., , ,trained 38 recycled 6-

Banfora - March 15 - Aoril 9 (1971) 19 

March 8 - April 5 (1975) 13 

Total Total 
trained 32 recycled 0 

Pa May 2 - May 30 (1973) 26 

March 2 -March 22 (1975) 23 

: Total Total 
trained 26 recycled 23 

GRAND TOTAL 96 ,. 29 

Source:_ Rapport de fin de mission.du Conseiller Technique 
* *-.Principal, Projet Expdrimental UNESCO, 1976- (3).
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'B a chnical- skills of TBAs. the UNESCO
 
projet hopes to "improve the overal!.health of mothers and
 
chiidren, thereby contributing to the social and economic 
 .
development of society as . whole. Trainina orograms were.
 
obtained from P5 and Kongoussi. 
 There is no standar zation
 
of training. Their objectives are 
to improve technical
 
midwifery skills of TEAs and to provide general ed.ucation for
 
TBA- so that they will 


- _ -
heccMe cs munity development agents.
L - --

6:.4.l P6 Traininc Prcrm 


.  7 .
 

The training _Program from May 2 to 30, 1973, 
was
obtained as an example. Twenty-seven TBA trainees were selected 
by villagers using the folloWing criteria:
 

-Y) . cceoted by villace-women ..
 
(b) '"influence on both village women- and mn .
 
(c):' experience doing deliveries 
(d)'.somone who canserve a long time (not too o-ld) . 

* The agc of TBAs chosen rang,2d from 30-55 years An. 
average of two TEAs were recruited from 14 villages having popultosfro~m 227 to 1,235. 

-inlations fr- P- villa ges were,2 : ,3.Particinatina located 
between a radiuz of two to 47 kms. Trainzes were lodged t-_ .1ar 

bab .and a sitter .r.vidd for children.: An official opeing
cermfnly which included. government officials, project" fficials 
and training staf launched ur weekthe ... training program. 

General education sessions were held at thc UNESCO
 
A! RegionaI Offic-e. 
 Subjects included a variety of tonics covering
health education, nutrition, dmestic sk-ills, 
civics, rganiza

.tional skills, technical skills for TaAs, agriculture plus Qther
miscellaneous tc.-ics 
(see Annex 7). Educational films, were shown 
on hygiene, child care and nutrition. "
 

The teaching staff of 23 included UNESCO staff, technical 
experts and Government officials. 

Technical training took place at the- atrnitv. 'Gruns 

of four trainees rotated daily for 24 consecutive hours.-(8-
a-.m. 'to
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8 a.m.). "iealth personnel instructors including two doctors,
 

two state nurses, and four nurses .werez rasponsible for theory, 
practical tralning and supervision.- Training covered prenatal, 
delivery and postnatal phases. - So: ciil amphasis was out on* 

recognizing problems in order to evacuate (see Annex 7A)
 
-
Instructicn took olace - nh Kassona language.in hr 


The. financing of the training wos by UNESCO (see Annex 7B). 
The Ministry of Health contributed instruments and medicine for 
midwifery kits. At the closing ceremony of& the training session, 
the TBAs were 2 , _ with certificates and midwife kitsaresente-od 

(see Annex 8) . 
* -. -: .
 

6.4.2 Koncoussi Trainina Pro.ram . -

The UI4ESCO oroj,--ct has been training" TEAs in Kongoussi 

since 1969. As alra dy stated, a total 5f 38 TEAs have been 
trained, and six hav undergone a refresher course. A total 
of 14 were tirn:d n the most recent training prcgr= from 
February 17 to' -arch15, 19755. Expenses f r the n.r,-oram 
totalled .71,711 CFA. "- staff- mE. in Konoussi feel, 
that over. the ;=ht year peor..d 1963-1976, t overall -situation 
ot childbirth in the viIIage has improve du,-_ their efforts 

train T2:, th -to ince initi:!n c2n,, . -.-.. the program, 
three TSAs haoe died Ti--v ha.va ben redfaced bvy qunier ones 

w.serve longerU. Younger T77 s ar- preferred becaiuss they 

are easier- to.teach-and more physically cnpable -f the work. 

Several diff_. _ties were highlighted. First, there is 
no established system of supervision 'except cccasiona! visits 
by UNESCO...nitrices, birth registries and refresher courses.
 
The Ministry of Health d.es not cntribute to' supervisry :ffcrts. 
Second, supplies for the midwiferv kits are not regularly ..
 
replenished. Alfter the initi-l contribution from the Ministry 
of Health, the villagers are c,ected to pay for their own 
supplies. .. 

5. 1975 Kongoussi training program is very sLmiliar :t:,-that .f 
P6,.therefore, is not tncluded in the Annex. . -

6. Impressions only, no official evaluation to prove this -point. 
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64r3 .TBA Profile % 

Yaika is a smal1 Mossi village located 20 kms from
 
Kongouss". Dry and barren, it is in one of the least econo
mically developed areas Upnerof Volta. In 1969, two
 
traditional midwives 
 were trained at the :ongouss i medical
 
center by the UNESCO 
 project. They attended refresher courses 
in 1972 for.15 days and a7,ain In 1971 for one (eek.
 

' One TEA who was 
trained is also the village leader.
 
She is very influential and well resneced by villagers. In-. 
addition to raular deliveries, she traditionally does excision
and tribal scarring. She administnrs first-aid for children
 
but does not, syst- aLa lr do nutrition ccunselin-.
 

Th- profession is not nccessarily inherited, often 
daughter-s ar3 not interested in the job. 
 Before training, she
 
cut the umbilical "cord ;ith a metal 
 traditional knifo which
 
she also us-ed for exci3ions, she sa'is that now 
 she. uses scissors. 
'The TEA did not tie the _,mbilical cor-, instead sh'sofha• potterysea 
 put pieces
sDpu iee
 
of heated pottery on the end of th cord. 
 She did not wash the
baby. After m-scarriage, i.t is believed that women .should not
 
wash themselves fo 
-two-wek.s Husbands did not allow their
 
wives to go to the hospital in case 'ef 
 *ifficultis.
 

When asked if sh_ has roticed any changes since her
 
training, she responded that her work is much better and cleaner
 
than before. She 
now washes the baby with heated water, she- ties
 
and bandages the u.-b!iical cord and puts eyedroos into the eves
 
of the newborn. 
She !2arncd about causes of infant'mortality
 
such as .tetanus.. Before 
training, she 
 did not do evacuations,
 
now she understand,- when a 
,.oman should be evacuated and the men
 accent it. 
 Consequently she said, there have not been any

maternal deaths in the village since 1969. 
 She also learned how
 
to do deliveries with the patient lying on her back.. However, 
sfie"is 
not convinced that delivering on the back is better than
 
in a kneeling Dosition. 
Concerned about hemorrage during pregnancy,

she asked what could be done to 
stom it. 
 Due to lack of regular

sunez-:'ision. the TPA has difficultv r1 ,4- 1 . 4 1 _ ... 
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A birth registry is kept by the ahimatrice who 1ires
 
in the same village. It showed that the number of births
 
averaged two to three per month with a total of 168 deliveries
 
since 1969. Five different villaaes a.re registered. The TBA
 
is called by other villages when there are difficulties. In
 
her:'ovwn village she is present before th actual d.,livery.. 

The TEA is self-employed but is not paid money for 
deliveries. However, she is -aid 250-300 CFA to do excisions. 
She' uses some of this money to buy necessary su-,nlies such as 
Alcohol, cotton, mercurcc . antibioticrone and 	 rowder. 

Judginaf-om first impressions, one could conclude that
 
over the seven vyear cericd' the training of TRAs has had a 
significa-.nt imopact on t_.he communit and has improved obstetrical 
care. Unfortunat-ly, it seems as though training staff preferred 
imposingmo.ern t-chnius on the TEA without taking into 
coisideration other rossibilities. For examole, the 
traditional knifEcn led and there is no harm 
in maintaining the traditional delivery cosition., Buying medical 
'supplies such as antibiotic podaer is a burden the TBA. Aon 

SSystem of suparvision which assures a low-cost supply 
of medical 

su_ Dlies is necessary. 

6.4.4 Villaqe Maternities 

Village mat-erniies wiere originally built by the 
,:.villagers: theamsves tc provide a place for rest after birth 

.in case oz comications and to diininish risks of tetanus, which 
is the major-:cause of infant mortality in the villages (1) 
However,rexperience has sh'own that the population and"TBAs do 
not like to use the maternities for th foliowing teasons: 

- the maternity is often too far from concessions . 

t"t - rEA is not maid to stay in the maternity 

; 	-'the earthen buildingis are falling aoart and in need of repair 
--the maternity is often more unsanitary than concessions.; 

'-pr6blem of access to water 

- the ''anen are afraid to stay alone in. the maternity. 
 A 

http:significa-.nt
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The village maternity in Yalka, near Kongoussi, has
7K
been converted into a class room for literacy classes.
 

,&5. Expansion of UNESCO TEA Trainina 

The Ministry of Education is soliciting funds from 
UNDP to expand the' 'JNESCO TBi training project to three other
 
zones: Sahel, Bobp ind Dedougou. Tha :.roject title is 
"Training Traditional 2irth Attendants and Other Agents of
 
Social Promotion and Fanily Hi 
ath for Ccrr-unity Dovelopment".

If funded, the project will begin in January 1977 and last for 
five years. Theu hope to train 150 TBAs each year. Immediate
 
objectives of the pcoct- ar
 

- to give TBAs notions about hyvgiene-permitting them to give
r..advice beforQ, during and after nregnancy, and to equip

them with med.ical sucnlies necessary-for deliveries and
 
village phar-nacies;
 

--to give noticns about sanitary educati'n, fa-lv hal 
"nutrition and child care sb that thzy may advise the 
Village ccmunityr; 

- to give elements of an-i--on technics so that they may. 
lead the poculatin in ccmmun-ity d2e.'OCM.2nt; 

to*give trainina to anatricos, monitrices and other

.socio..econoAd ag~ents tha" Will' reinforce the action of 

'" '' "-'the 'TPAs; " 
 -

tO develop a systemo evaluation to measure the impact
.........
......
 

of the project 

-to 
develop audio-.visual material adapted to train TBAs
 
and for village health education. 
 .
 

6.6.. Koncoussi edicalCnter
 
The Kongoussi Medical center started its own TEA training
 

project in September 1976 separate from tha UNESCO project. 
They

recruited 16 TBAs from 16 villaaes located more 
than 20 kms from
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the hospital.- The two week training progra.m established by
 

the head doctor at Kaya includes the following objectives:
 

- to train TBAs to do -n.mal hygienic deliveries, evacuating 

when necessary;
 

- to prevent child illnesses such as malnutrition; 

to teach health and nutrition education;
 

to distribute asperin, nivaquine, vitamins, collyre
.*_,c.nt in crle torvd 
(eye-drops) and disinecn nrder to provide free 

first-aid for mothers and newborns. 

Supervision will bc d-na by a health team who will
 

visit villages every 15 days. The team will execute a program
 

of health and sanitation -ducation and at the same time
 

control the TEs and reolmnish their sunolies. The 'team will
 

be comcosed ct one nurse, three oil! distributors and five
 

nurse aides (m.-at-ron s rurales) , using tw landrovers to
 

accomplish their tasks. This team will not suo2rvise the UNESCO 
-project TE-;s in the Kong us=s± area. In the future, maternities 

will be built in each village ccnsistin; of two huts and a shed. 

6.7 .Fada N"'Gourma Reainnal EHosnital
 

At the Fada N Gour.a regional hospital, thit- Freres 

des Hc-nes", a pr-tate French voluntary organization, has trained 

thirty ma trons ando eiacht TBAs. The matrons are young (18-25 years), 

have children of their own, sneak French and are chosen by the 

village. They are trained for three to six months at the 

maternity to do P!I tasks and deliveries. Matrons work at rural 

maternities_ which are buit of cement, have one room for PMI 

activities, one room for deliveries and one storeroom. 

T.As are trained at the maternity for 10 to 15 days.
 
Training concentrates on orinciples of hygiene, normal deliveries
 

- :"!and detection of abnormal cases for evacuation. Ideally the 

i atrof and TEA are to work together in the rural community with
 

--the7ratron-super-%isIng the TBA. The TEA, who is a volunteer, w:orks
 
-
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at village level while the matron runs the maternity and PMI.
When there is no maternity, the TBA is expected to do demons
tratlon of baby food and to distribute nivaquine. Payment to 
the matron is 300 CFA per delivery of which 50 CFA is to buy.
suDDlies for the maternity. Births average 12 oer month giving
 
a monthly salary of CFA 3,CO.X 
 Dr. Mary Frangoise cited the
 
following obstacles to theintegration the TEA into the.modern.
 
health system:
 

negative atti-tude of the health staff towards the old
 
uneducated-TPA;
 

" 
 teaching methods for TEAs training were lacking;
 

there was no sociological stud,, to determine approach
 

to training;
 
- the TEA does not always accept the matron.and.is not
 

integrated into the rural maternity
 

608 Yako Medical Center


HDr. '
 

been trained.ourrier began training TEAs in 1974. 
"Over 50have
AFter-six months training at the maternity, the
 
.?*. TBA returns to her .village to do normal deliveries and nutrition


education. There is 
no regular supervision in the field due tolack of personnel end resources. 
 UDon completion of training,
 
a basic midwifery kit is provided. ReLenishment of medical 
supplies is free at tha Yako hospital upon presentation of a
 
birth :egistrv. 3irth certificates are then given to the TEA
 
to aistribu&a 
to the PopuIation (personal communication: 
state
 

-nurse 
 at Yako medical center).
 

6.9 Summary 
............... 
 . . ........... 


. 

In Upper Volta, training of TBAs is dona 

. . 

on a regional

level depending largely on the motivation of individual doctors:
 
and demand. 
As yet, there is no official government T&A training
 
program. 
Findings indicate an overall trend to expand training

•Programs for TE)s on a sectorial basis. 
 Itis recognized in some
 
a
aeas that TEAs have an imoortant role to play in safeguarding 

i.' 'the health of women and children on the village level.
 

http:matron.and.is
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*T , 

A major TBA training program is included as a component
 

in the UNESCO experimental project - Equal Access for Woman and
 

Young Girls to Education (Egalit6 d'Acc(s ies Femm.es et des
 

Jeunes Filles A l'Education. Since 1969, 96 TBAs have been
 

trained and 23 rocycled. Training takes place in three
 

regons of eccnomic diversity: Kongouss!, P£,and Banfora. TBAs
 

are trained for four weeks to be a community developmant worker 
as well as to attend deliveries. Village maternities have been 

builtnbut have met with limited success because they are not 

kept clean and wcm-n ar2 afraid tc stay alone in the maternity 

at night. Twc major prcblams exist .lhich limit the success of 

the prcgramr the lack ef-regular supervision ..d lack of a low-cost 

system to replnnish medical supplies. 

Regardless of these orcbolems, the program has been rela

tively successful and the 11inistry of Education is soliciting
 

funds to exnand the U.",ESCO " trair ..g procrrm in 1977 to include
 

the Sahel, Bobo, and Dedcugou zones. They hcne to train 150 TDAs
 

per year. It is planned that the TBA will be responsible for
 
a sLimole village -harmacy. Efforts are being made to develop 

asystem of evaluation whic ' i ,wrlmoosure the impact ofthe project. 

Other trainin efforts are taki place on a smaller 

scale. in Upoer. Volta at Kcngoussi medicl co ntt r, Fada N 'GCurma
 
regional hcspital and Yako medical. ccnter. Trainin- periods vary
 

frcmten, days to. si< months and emphasize practical training. 

Activities. generally include no=a deliveries, postnatal care,
 

simple nutrition and some healtn educ! tion. At.Kcngussi medical
 
center they will train the TB s to distribute pJlls -'nd administer
 

minor first-aid. Superuision .will be carried out every 15 days
 

by a mobile team. All TPAs return to their maternal vil1aes
 

where they are self-employed. The researcher did not see any
 

cases where TE:s are integrated into modern health f-acilities. 

Matrons rurales~or rural ',iliary midwives are being 
.,trained to work in rural maternities and ether health facilities. 

As of-Cctcber 197E, 240 had been trained. .- Matrons are considered 

a part of the official !ealth program. Some arapaid by the Ministry 
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of Health and are therefore responsiblo to the govekh~ment to
 
fulfill certain obligations. 
On the other hand, TEAs are an un
official cmponnent ind are not directly resnonsible to the
 
Ministry of Health. 
Matrons are young and literate therefore
 
-capable of carz-ring out a wider... ar.,..ctivitisof which
 

-deiand literacy. However, becaus_ of their youth they are not;easily. accepted by village wvomen.- On the ccntrary, the older, 

illiterate TBAS have the advantage of being more acceptable to 
.the-villagers because ',f their age :.nd i:erience. 

Crn-mcrn difficulties encountered in Ut~nerVcl-ta TDA 
training prcgri.s are: 

"' - due o the vertical orgganiz.ation of the Government rather 

horizntal, co-oper7ttion between diflernt agencies is not 
assured For examn],e, in ng-oussi t personnel will 
not' supervise TBA's frm the UNESCO arc -ect cf the !inistryr,) of'ducation;
 

- the eccess to villages is difficult because cf roads and
 
distances; 
 .
 

supervision is insufficient because3 of lack of personnel
 
and material resources such a-s transportation and gas;
 

it is difficult to sys tmaticilly replenish midwifery
 
-- .: kits o3nce issued; - .
 " 

<i'...in general, rural women dc not accent delivering in-rural 

' maternities; 

- indepth scciLiogical Pre-studies were no,.t ccndudted t"
 
determine necessary practice -nd attitude changes for TBAs,
 

- no-evaluation or cest-effectiveness studies have been
 
.carried-out..
 

.. 
 .. 
 ,.., 
 .
 

... + .. . ,+ . - • ..
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7.. CAMEROON .
 

. 7.1 -Demogramhic Profile'The 
 " ,. -r - °,* 

The United Republic.of Cameroon is a country of cultural
 
and geographic diversity. It is estimated that over 200 ethnic
 
groups exist in Cameroon along with twenty-four major languages
 
and numerous dialects. Out of a population estimated to be
 
6.5 million in 1974, 
the major ethnic groucs include the Fulani
 
numbering 400 in Uo-rth , 1amthous-and the 1l . kuthe n= bering 701 
thousand in the .estern highlands and the Pahcuin numbering 705 
thousand in the Southern forest. in .oroxa'erc-nt1973, a te l 715 
of the population was rural, residing mainly in small. villages and 
:.uhplanned agricultural settlements or nomadic (9). Density ranges
fr6r three inhabitants cr km2 in the Eastern Province to 70 inha

'bitants per km2 in the Wstern Provr::. f'itA an rannual growth 
'"rate of 2.1 percent the poculation will be 7,200,000 in 1930 (3). 

Historically, the Cameroon is the only country in Africa where 
both the French and English languagq have been given official 
status, with French being th- dominant language. 

7.2 Health Resources 

Dr. Aban6, Director of. Rural Medicine-and DASP Zones, 
reports that health services for the rural population are characte
rized as being inaccessible to a large Percentage of the population
due to distance, bad roads and the impersonal behavior of health 

personnel. 
Caare is given uniquely to hositalized at-ients 
indicating that piority is given to curative medicin- rather 

than--preventative medicine. The dIstri of centersution health 
and health personnel favors high density population ar-as. 
Dr. Aban6 notes that 64 percent of qualified medical personnel are 
concentrated in hospital services. The situation is further
 

aggravated by poorly equipped health centers 
and incompetent
persnnnel (I). Therefore, in 1967, in an effort to im=.rove health 
delivery for the rural population, the Government created Health
 
Demonstration Zones (Zones de D~monstration d'Action de Sant6
 

Publicue - DASP in six different geographic regions of the country.
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The long-term objectives of the DASP project is to progressi
vely improve the coverage of the population through community
 
medicine to obtain eradication o- endemic diseases. The short
term objectives are: first to adapt and integrate methods and
 
techniques of community medicine in o smaller zone before
 
application to largor areas; and second to train personnel using
 
methods adapted (2).
 

The rural ponulaticn faced with inefficient health 
delivery systems continues to rely heavily in traditional 
-octors (gu.risseurs . and traditionai-birth Lttendants (accou
cheuses traditionnelles). The Goverment is attmpting to more 
fully understana tradition-.! ornctitione-s. in the fourth five

- year develoom-ant lan( 97S-91)-- ....- "fforts wil b 
made to list and identify traditional L2,ctors with a view to 
integrating traditional medicine into a rational treatment system 
for sick persons". (7)1.. Th_2 1,azional Commission for the Study 
of Traditional Medicine was ceated in 1976 in ord-r to define 
more clearly traditional medicine and its n-act_ cners. As 

--Dr. Lantum exolained, it is hoped that the aeneral at-tituee 
towards traditional nractiticners will chance and that they will
 
eventually be more _nte.grat&.. into the mcd,:-rn health system. It 
would logically fo:!ow thaz .fter a grcato-r understanding and 
acceptance of their practices have .e n achieved, training 
programs for indigenous h-,l _s would be develooed. Traditional 

(doctors themselves have org-nized associations to represent 
their'profession. Trditional birth attendants have not, 

The Cameroon Government has no present official policy 
towards integrating TBAs into the mdern health system. During 
discussions with health officials and acrsonn l, two distinctly 
opposing opinions about training TELs emerged. 

7.3 Necative Asnects Toward Trainina TRAs 

According to some health officials in the Ministry of 
Health, the Government does not want to encourage the practices 

It is not clear whether "traditional doctors" include
 
traditional birth attzndants.
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of TBAs, rather they wish to train more qualified auxiliary
 

health personnel who will eventua.ly replace the services of
 

the TBA in the rural areas. Ideally, at every elementary
 

health center (centre de santeC,1_mentairo) , which is the 

basic health unit, they would like the health team t include 

one nurso/acccucheur (auxiliary nurse with nie year training), 

one nursing aide/7abcratnry option and one nursing aid 
accoucheur. The fr1lcwing statistics reflect the trend to
 

train more health-auxiliaries.
 

_.HealthPersonnel Trainin Projections, Cameroon. 1976-1981
 

-4n -ins Caec.17618 

SD.. eo l - Target Present 1 o be 
1981 Strength t.rained 

State certified nurses and nurse
accouzheurs (5 --ars study) 	 441 151 250
 

- State registered nurses
 
v(3 years study) 2,044 1,414 60 

Nurses and accoucheurs (1 year std-) 2,394 1,294 1,100 

Nursing aides 2,493 1,293 1,200 

Source: 	Fourth five-year Economic, Social and Cultural
 
Development Plan 1976-1981.
 

-. It is.felt thatt i is essential to train literate health 

workers rather than illiteratz TBAs. The nursing aides must 

* a CEP (Crtificat-have d'Etudos Primaires) 'Nursingaides are 
young,(17-30 years), and 30 percent are assigned to rural health 
centers. Retortedly, they are accepted by the local population 

and the population uses the traditional practitioners less and 
less 2 . 

, -. According to Mrs. ! oulom, Director of the N"ational 
School of Nursing, Midwifery and Sanitary Engineering, some-. 

additional negative factors concerning the training of TPAs are: 

- there are no statistics to show how their working practices 

actually affect the rate of tetanus and mortality: 

This cannot be verified by the researcher.
 

http:eventua.ly
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- TBAs make errors during their practice which causes 
 ,
 
complications and deaths;
 

- very little is known about their practices;
 

-if you start to train TEAs many others will want to be
 
trained and will expect 
financial zeimbursiment by the- . 
Government which is impossible. 

7.3.1- Dschang ExDerience
 

..
The only experience the Government has had with training 
TBAs was during th2 early 1970's in the Bimildk6 denartment of 
Menova, at Dschang. Dr.F. Klefstad-Sllonville, head doctor of 
the Dschang hospital, trained village birth attendants (accou
cheuses de village). As of 1970, a total of 168 TBAs had
 
completed the four-.,e. trainng session (4) However, as 
Dr. Aban6 explained, the program in Dschan was n;t successful 
in'thelong run b-cause: 

- when the expatriate doctor left Dschana, the next doctor 
did not consider trainina TFAs a priority and did not 
continue the prcgram; 

- the principlo of voluntarv service was not accepted; the 
TBAs expected thv should b,2 naid by the Health Ministry 
for their services. 

Because nf this exmerience, th3 Government fears. that
 
once TBAs are trained they wil! 
deiand a Government salary which 

.is-impossible2 to give.
 

7.3.2 Bamenda Experience 

- During my visit to Banenda in North-Western Province, 
fcrmer West-.Cameroon,. I encountered both ignorance cn the part
of'health officials about TBAs:activities and strongly negative 
attitudes toward their. integration into the health system.. This 
may be due in part to- the. gap between educated health officials 
and villagers-, and the advanced development of health facilitie.,. 

-.. 

. ...., 
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I vi'sited two rural health centers, both of which are
 

against training TBAs. In most cases health officials said
 

professional TEAs do not exist and that if it is necessary to
 

deliver at home, a member of the family or whoever is around
 

attends the delivery. At one health center, personnel are 

making an attempt to work with traditional doctors vet remain 

adamantly against training TBAs. Reasons given for this are: 

TBAs have low standards and ruality of work, they do not know 

what to do in case of complic-ations and they prefer to train 

professional health perso...l and build health centars. In 

fact, everything iS being done' to discourace deliveries in the'. 

home. The pCCI laton is afraid of home deliveries because in 

case of death this could lead to serious probl ms with relatives 

and the Dolice.
 

Curiously enough, I interviowed one TEA who had previously 

worked in a village about 20 kms from Barmenda. The.village is 

located in the mountainous region around arm.lenda with no maternity
 

within easy walking distance. In 1965, this TEA had been ti:ained 

by Dr. J.A. Kusin, a Dutch volunteer. The traditional midwife 

said that there are five other TEAs who continue to work in her 

maternal village. * ' 

7.4 Positive Aspects toward Trainina TBAs 

As exnlained to me by Dr. Aban6, head of rural medicine
 
-
and DASP Zones, the Fourth Plan of Development explicity encourages
 

the consideration of possible contributions by traditional
 

practitioners, including TEAs, to the health delivery system in
 

Cameroon. This is in compliance to the general health-policy as 

stated by the Health inister, Foka. Famga: (1976) which includes 

total health coverage of the entire country, and active involvement 
of the population in health promotion (5). in addition, it is 

hoped that by establishing village maternal and child care
 

centers as stated in tha Fou-th Plan, it will be possible to train 

TBAs locally. The goals of' such a training program would be 

to improve hygiene during deliveries; to train TBAs to recognize 

the limits of their knowledge and skills thereby evacuating difficult 

"4
i
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cases; and to give advice concerning nutrition and sanitation.
 
TBAs exist,. are exnerienced, and 
are accepted by villagers.
Many women continue to deliver at home for various'psychological
 
and social reasons.
 

7.4.1. Mortalitv Rates 

Surveys on infant mortality in the Cameroon :.stimate
 
1100 'or thousand live births for the urban population and 20Q
 
per thousand live births for the rural population (5). Fro, a
survey of 567 women in Dschang (1970), 
infant mortality was 
eoimated at 110 nor thousand livo ibirths raternities and 
400 per thousand for home deliveries (4) . 

Due to 
the scarcity of obstetric and oediatric expertise
to conduct research, studies have scarcily been.touched upon in 
Cameroon. iio',1'ever, tha L-nrss on is that orinatal 
mortality contribuns a huge proncrtion to the infant mortality

just-dizcussed.I-- Dr. Uaaasf. in e-!97 Obstetrical R ort'otedObttis Reort oied -th-"975 

,that in two maternities in urban'z: d Yaounde, r.----rates were 3!.31.2 r thousand totITbighs and 3 ror thousand 
total births (3) FrcM t S11 statistics we could oxpect such* rates to be even higher in rural areas. 

Causes of maternal 
 rates hav.. not been syste
matically analyzed, howev:.r, as shown by Lantum (1973) maternal 

* mortality resulting from spontaneous- and provoked abortions is 
a problem. Matern:1 deaths rare -aortedto result from:cininal,

7 aborticn, grand multiDarity and intoxication with concoctions 'and 
inserticns by indigenous local orctitio-rs_ (5) Statistics,_y:., 
from two Yaouncc matrniti s in 1975 pointed out that avoidable 
maternal deaths accounted fcr 90 percent 7f all-eaths, and that
16 percent of ':hose maternal deaths had been:-trtatad by tradi
tional birth attendants before admissicn. Two reported examples
of maternal deat: s in maternitias resulting from practices of TEA 

.,-,are as follows: 
, :. -"Age unknown. Woman admitCt-ed 
sixth day post-partun (from
village) with retained placenta. Pregnancy and delivery
supervised in village. Traditional birth attendants. Qrrx-nt:How much do we know about the traditional birt.attendants in
 

Cameroon?"
 

I 
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-"Age, 24. Delivery by TBA. Admitted. fourth day Post-paztwua. 
Treated "A j.'indigne". Died. one day hospital. Comment: 

" ''How effective is our health education program?". 

Because of problems associated with the ,:ractices of TEAs in 

the villages, Dr. Nasah feels that "rhore-is need for pocsitive 

action on the Qart -f the Ministry, f rst to cnntro1 the practice 

of traditional doctors and to ensure the safety of patients. One 

way'to eradicate harmful pr-ictices is to replace them with bone

fiial ones (8). 

It is 	 difficult, to get accurate stati c cciicrnina 

mortality rates for both rural' and urban a.oss In rural areas 

deaths are often not reported, thecrs are silently 

bir-ied'. E--r the st.istics ect from... fo!lowing c.. - mater

rhitcids! v an' indication of- orcDblem arcas! 
r I t e t Activt_ s, Cameron,

4.- - _te ... t, ± 	 rr' i9C74I 

Depax~ntOvstoi:IInfantt~ 
Depcxlnent Ng= .aI Dy~ci-Livc $tio:-: ': _rtlitl Maternal, 	 , ~first v,-a . k death Mi ar ag 

Centre-Sud 28,849 663 2 ,671- 834 317 76 1,835 

Littoral 6,499 109 6,562 213 14 11 . 862 
Nord 10,504 413 10,462 5_4 13 56 759 

Ouest 28,147 763 23,373. 73 182 26 1,318 
1 -Nord-Oues953 8362 _5515 266 134 13 675 

Est 2,2Est2,78 8333 2,31 i,1 _ .015• 162 

Sud-Ou.eSt ,It3 173 A,5P5:6Z 0, 50 5 2 

Tal 
[T2 

95,669 3,112f _ _ 
-602806 

_ 
975 

__ _ _ __ 
202 
_ __ _ _ _ 

5,631 
__ _ _ 

Source: Dr. Nzhie - Deartmnt --f esearch and Statistics,
 

cMinistry of4 He?.lth. 

7.4.2 	 Use Mf=-e r t 

Everything is done to encourage Cameroonian women to 

.deliver at available maternities, hrwever, some rpniin reluctant 
to do so, especially in the rural areas. Dr. bhan4 said that some 

women--prefer 	 to deliver at home rather than"th.e maternity because: 

limited number of beds; . 

-imperscnal 
 reception of health personnel and 
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limited resources such as medical sunnlies and personnel.
 
Frequently, women do not want to leave their households
 

and children.
 

Rural women are further discouraged frcm using maternities
 
because of strangeness of the environment; indigenous practices
 
w
which could osychologically benefit the woman are not allowed;
 

distance to the maternity; and once at the maternity food must 
be provided by family members who accompany the mother. A woman
 

usually sets out for the maternity on foot'and if lucky, b car, 
-
when her labor gains begin. L-promptu d. ivrias on the road 

are not uncommon. ... 

In a study carried out by UNICEF on -two rural maternities
 
in Matomb and og:mmapi, it was found out of
that a combined
 
population of 70,0C inhabitants, onl, .an average of forty
 
deliveries occurred in each maternity monthly. 
This reflects,
 
in the oninion of UNICE?, the undeutilization of available
 
maternities in rural areas_ and 
 th t-naci- of the rural poou
lation to cling to their t-raditions surroundin childbirth,
 
including home deliv.ries with the helm of TEAs. 
 UNICEF estimated
 
that 30 porcent of the rural female Topulation continues to
 
deliver at home. 'lany only 
 come to maternities ,-hen there are
 
complications.
 

Under these circumstances, UNICEF feels that a logical
 
step would be to train TPAs as in interval sten before the
 
population fully accepts the modern health faciliies and personnel.
 
However, It is very difficult to s-art TBA training prograns in 
Cameroon and other Central African States. The reasons for this 
are not fully understood. Notwithstanding, UNICEF said they 
would like to encouragi_ training TEAs in the future within the 

framework of DASP Zones 
(personal communication- M.Ir Franklin
 
Rakotoarivonu, UNICEF).
 

7.5 TEA Profiles
 

Personal conversations with TEAs and available reports
 
made it possible to put together actual practices of TEAs. Given
 
the cultural diversity of the Cameroon, techniaues and beliefs
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concerning childbrith vary accordi,>q to group and as well as
 

the individual.
 

7 5.11 Dschana 

Dr. Klefstad-Sillonville (1970) reported in his article
 

orzamil~k6 TBAs that a larce number of deliveries'take place
 

in villages with the assistance of co-wives, anr exmerimented
 

neighbor, or perhaps a male traditional doctor' (gunrisseur

accoucheur). Infractions of social rules and offenses. toward 

ancestors can release venceances which will prevent the woman 

from giving a child to the world. If the woman has not been 

fidel tc her husband, she muast confess all ren with whom she 

has had sexual relations to mssure a smooth delivery. If 
childbirth is not tly accompli shed; the blame nay be out 

on a jealous sterile co-wife; a fetish enacted by a neighbor 

who wants scme 0: her land, or the sorcier himself could be-a 

vampire who ate the baby in the stomach of the mother. Unabfe 

to find th1e cause, in despair, they look for the traditional 

doctor (gulrisseur-accoucheur) to heln. Eirths take place in 

the homes of-women. The placenta must be buried in the soil 

nearby, thereby attach.ng the child and adult to his ancestral 

territory. This explains why a grand majority of women continue 

to deliver in their homes. 

7.5.2 Bamenda
 

S rs. Freida Menbo worked in her maternal. village, Baba 

Tou, as a TBA before she came to.Bamenda, a majorcity in former 

West Carieroon. She learned her profession by experience as did 

five other TBAs in her villaqe. The aunt of her grand-mother
 

was a TEA. The village women called on her r4uring prenatal,
 

delivery and postnatal stages. Palm oil was utilized during
 

examinations. Abdominal massages were utilized as were hot
 

baths for the mother and child. She would bury the placenta 

an ain's' length from the door of the house. if it. was thrown 

Cutside, the child would- not be stable. Traditional- payment 

was palm oil, cooked plantain with meat, or soap., In 1965, 

she walked eight miles to a health center once a week for six
 

http:attach.ng
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months to follow a course for native midwives given by 

Dr. J.A. Yusin, a Dutch volunteer. To this day, shehas an 

identity card with her picture stating she had successfully 

completed th.n course for native midwives of which she is very 

proud.' She does not continue to practice in Eamenda. 

7.5.3 Ekoko II and D:Ekal I
 

I visited two 1uogamoug villages located 30 kms from 

Yaound6. Conversations with seven TEAs revealed the following: 

The T=A's profession is passed down from generation to 

generation. They are active in _- lverv and postnatal
 

stages. Regardless of the fact that a ... t....rn.itv is 12 ?"ms away, 

the TBAs continue to nractice in emergency situations. The 

further aTay the village is from the matornity, the more deliv-ries 

they assist. Construction of a villace ..at.ern4t- begun in 

D'Ekali I mu. the Government suporessed it. In spite of the 

reality that the modern mato..rnit. is re:!lacina their services, 

they are keenly intcrst _. vin training to improve their 

techniaues. If train2d,thev said they would not expect any 

nayment except the traditicna" ci: giving. 

Some traditional nractices they utilize are listed below:
 

- during labor the TBA tells the mother to dance in order to 

"shake thinas up"; 

mother lies on back with knees up; 

-pre-delivery abdominal massaet- . . ., 

- cloth is used to plug anus"so that the baby can find the 

right opening; "'. r 

- when the baby's head is out, they plug the nose and mcuth so 
the baby does not absorb water; 

- three fingers are inserted into the vagina for examination; 

- the umbilical cord is cut with a varity of instruments: razor 

blade, bamboo or scissors rubbed with alcohol. One woman said
 
she is afraid to cut with scissors because she associates
 

-." ., - .J " 
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tetanus with ietal,-therefore, she always cuts with
 

bamboo;
 

(a) lifts mother under her aripits
- retention of placenta: 

and hits her on the head; (b) makes the mother tzy to 

inflate empty bottle as ono does a balloon; (c) abdominal 

massage; (d) prepares indigenous medicinal drink; 

- the TBAs are accomolished herbalists and nrepare various 

concoctions during all phases of the delivery to drink or 

to apply to the skin' 

- when there is a serious complication, they call the 

traditional doctor (guarisseur) and/or go to the maternity. 

7.5.4 -The Evuzok
 

Louis Mallart (6) in her study on the Evuzok, a group
 

numbering 5,000 in South Caimeroon, extensive' describes
 

childbirth and the role of the TBA. Following is A brief summary
 

of practices:
 

The Evuzok traditional birth attendants are usually older.
 

They become TBAs by herizagce. The girl who accompanies her mother 

will pror-ressively learn secrets of the trade and .ill in time 

become a TA. Men (gunrisseurs) who have received the power to 

practice childbirth are cl iie di_--icuit cases to deal with
 

specific evil spirits. In 1970, most of the women celivered
 

in the village following traditional obaetrical nractics
 

- TBA participates in irenatal, delivery and postnatal stages; 

- drliver in kitchen or outside behind the hnajc

- TBA.prepares concoctions to drink and rubs the stomach in 

order to speed up deliveary. She may also order the mother 

to walk around to speed up labor nains; 

- the mother herself cuts the umbilical cord with a knife 

or razor blade; 

a mixture of cooked bananas and water is nut on the umbilical
-

cord; 

- the placenta must be carefully buried in a secret place, often 

:next to a banana tree. It is believed that loss of the 
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placehta will.cause sterility;
 
- after birth the mother must submit to regular hot baths
 

and energetic massages of the uterus;
 

-TBA may make the newborn sneeze by putting penner into
 

-the nostrils in order to clear the chest;
 

"'TBA puts various things into the eyes of newborn such as 

'lemon juice' or mother's milk; 

- special concoctions are prepared by the TBA-for the newborn's 

daily bath before the ritual presentation.' 

7.6 Summarv 

The Government of Cameroon has no official policy to
 

train TEAs, however, limited progress is being made to change
 

this attitude. Many health officials interviewed felt there
 

was a need to train TEAs, especiallv in isolated areas. Since 

the recognition of ".raditional doctors with a view to integrating 

traditional medicine into a rational treatment. systm for sick 

persons" (7), the loc-ical step wculd be to includo traditiona! 

birth attendants 4. this e-1orth . raditional obstutrical 

practices constitute a major prt of trditional medicine sincq, 

the TBAs are fr-cuentlv accornlishcd hrbalists and knowledge-ble 

in secret i'ituals surrounding chi ,.irth.. As can be'-seeh from 

the descriptions of T pA there-are worthwhileoractices, some 

practices and some harmful ones. This indicates the need to
 

train not only TBAs but also traditional doctors who frequently.
 

participate in deliveries.
 

It appears that T3As in Cameroon have not taken the 

initiative to form their own associations as have traditional 

doctors, nor has attention been focused on their role and contri

butions to the Cameroon society. In reality, this may be due 

to the low-visibility of rural women resulting from their inferior 

social role and status. 

-{ 
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Obstacles that. stand in the way of training TB~s are:
 

(a4 attitudes of Government and health personnel, (b) lack of
 

understanding of TBAs, (c) financial limitations and (d) lack
 

of a practical approach to training TBAs. Regardless of these 

obstacles, TBAs continu2 to work in the Cameroon and they 
provide a necessary ssrvice to village women. They fill gaps 

that cannot be filled'by professional midwives. As'a result
 

of this limited survey, it may be assumed that many TEAs are 

willing and eager to receive additional training to improve
 

their practices without expecting monetary rewards.
 

.17 
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a.~'XONCLU iO COMMON TAENDS AND CONSTRAINTS 

.,In conclusion, all five countries are facing the same
 

problems in th3 rural health sector: a shortage of qualified
 

health nersonnel and ,facilities- unecual distribution favoring
 

urban areas; and under-use of existing facilities and personnel
 

in rural areas. In Senegal, Z-ali, Niger, and Upper Volta, TEA
 

training programs are on-going. In Central Africa, thefe are 

presently no on-going training programs because of a prevail ing 

negative attitude toward their .nt-grtion into the modern 

health system. Overall objectives of all training programs are 

to improve rural obstetrics on the village level by training
 

available traditional health tersonne! thereby lo'werig infant 

and maternal mortality r2-t;..s. .ost traini.g programs are 

regional efforts;- Nicr has te only na-ionallv sunported TBA 

training program. TEAs are not officially recognized as official 

heai:th staff in most countries and they have no legal staFtus. 

-Despite various orcblers l stcd below; there is a definite 

trend to expand TEA training ?rograms. It is aonarent that 

vrograms -hich seek to mt-g-ra TEAs into thee ircdern health 

system will be effective only to the extent that the constraints 
-discussed in the followi sub-cararaT:)hs are addressed. 

8.1 Attitude of Governments 

.... ,. Most goverrments arc slow to recounize the role that 

traditional midwiv-.s play in the delivery of primary health care.
 

They are hesitant to establish national policies and legal status 

controlling the training practices of TRA-s. Only-Niger has a 

national policy to exnand.the trainnq of TEAs. Notwithstanding 
this trend, governments are beginning to recognize the utility 

of primary health care programs and that TBAs cannot be ignored.
 

Governiments- are hesitant to plunge into beginning training 

programs because no sustained knowledge, has been built uo as a 

guide. The lack of co-ordination, planning and co-operation 

between government agencies hamner: the effectiv-ness of program 

execution. In Upper Volta for example, the Ministry of Health
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refuses to supervise UNESCO trained TBAs under the Ministry
 

of Education. On the other hand, Niger has the most successful
 

TBA training program because of the co-operation between 

animation and health, support by the Goverralent, and the 

incorporation of TEAs into the broader fr-"mework of a primary 

health care program based on village health teams. 

In many countries training TBAs is grouped together with
 

maternal and child health activities and justly so. The logical
 

place for the tya-ned TBA in the administrative franmework is 

within natarna2 and child health services or the PMI. " 

None of the five countries visited issued licenses to.., 

practice. This element or trainin .T3As should be considered 

by interested governments and carefully locked into. . 

The Ministry of Health or development agency should be
 

responsible for training coses. It is not desirable that trained
 

TEAs be put. on the overnments - -yroll.
However, perhaps to 

encourage and motivate-TBAs, thehiah perfoj_ ance TFAs could be 
rewarded by eventual inttegraticn into a local maternnty/disnensary. 

A.small monetary reward could be orovided at this time by the 

government as done in Nig-r. 

More emohbasis should be Pu : on cost-benefit analysis which 

depends on the evcluticn of selected health indicies and on 

comparative studies to more clearly define alternative development
 

*schemes to improve rural obstetrics..
 

8.2 Attitude of Professicnal Health Staff
 

There exists a tremendous educational and cultural gap
 

between the professional health staff and traditional midwives.
 

The negative attitude of health personnel is the biggest obstacle
 

to t-he integration of TEAs into the modern health system. Fre

quently educated in Europe, professionals have little knowledge
 

and interest in traditional nractitioners. They orefer to work
 

in urban rather than rural areas. Midwives fear that TBAs will
 

be put on the same status level and reduce their importance and 
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clients.-,'Professionals are usually .rejudiced against TBP-s
 
because they do not understand her beliefs and practices, they
 
consider her to be ignorant and dirty, 
too old to assimilate
 
knowled:'e, and too attached to traditions tO change her practices.

In some areas "fines are imposed to discourage home deliveries. 
This attitude was the most striking in Cameroon where the trend 
is to train more auxiliary staff toand ignore traditional 
midwives. This gap represents a barrier to overcome if co 
operation is to be established between the modern health system
 

and the traditional system.
 

8.3 TBAs Themselve7s 

I talked to 
a total of 27 TBAs. 
Their attitude unanimously
 

reflected an interest in upgrading their skills and in co-operating

with-governnmntal health services. 
They were in favor of
 
training, felt they ha.d 
learned alot, and were enthusiastic about 
retraining. inCameroon, TEs who had received no training were
 
anxious to 
improve their methods. 
 These results may be influenced 
by the fact that mcst of the Tn's already nerceive the need to 
be trained. On •the contrar,, if thisi.f,--i n isneed isnot perceiv!-d it can. 
be a constraint. T-EAs themselves may resist training fcr ear 
of the authorities, maint.nancc Cf se1crecy surrounding their 
Dractices, or socio-cultural ccnstr-t.nts tna. cannot be overcome. 
In Niger, it was reported that very few villages refused to 
participate in tr.aining, usually for secic-cultural reasons 
concerning the role of women. 
A few TBAs refused training 
because of the question of remuneration. Once trained they feel 
they should receive a fixed salary from the government.
 

8.4 Auxiliary Midwives 

There is a trend to train young, literate girls from rural
 
areas to be auxiliary midwives. They typically work at rural
 
maternities built by villagers. 
 These girls must be chosen by 
the rural community but it is 'not necessary they have experience
•in doing deliveries. 
Programs of this kind have been-executed in
 
Senegal, Mali and to some extent in Upper Volta. 
The girls should
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be polyvalent. In addition to deliveries, they should perform
 

maternal and-child health, and administrative tasks. The idea
 

behind this trend is that training TPAs does not significantly
 

imurove the health of rural women.
 

A major problem with training auxiliary midwives for
 

rural areas is that unmarried young girls frequently abandon
 

their posts. Therefore some programs have decided to train
 

married women around 30 years old. For example in Sikasso, Mali,
 

Dr. DialLo is making an effort to recruit women with the latter
 

qualifications.
 

8.5 Conflict between Traditional and Modern Health-SeCtOg
 

Introducing young auxiliary midwives into a traditional
 

rural environment can create conflict between the traditional and
 

modern health svstesms. Tradition dictates that older, experienced
 

women who are familiar with childbirth customs should conduct the 

delivery. The first enem.y of the auxii__ay mi..ife is the TEA. 

In turn, the f rst ene.,e of the trained TA- can the untrained. be 


TBA. In order to avoid a brutal break with tradition and
 

resulting conflicts, sone areas nave found it b etter to train
 

both TBAs and auxiliary midwives. The resulting roles are
 

complementary: the TB3 works an the village level, and the
 

auxiliary midwife is responsible for the activities at the rural 

maternity or health nost. Co-operation depends to a great extent 

on the personality of individuals involved. In Senegal, the 
.uu _
rural co s-in the deoart'ert of Fatick chose six TBAs and
 

Ssix :xiliarv midwives to be trained. Also, TBAs and auxiliaries 

work together at rural aternities. The TBAs are mostly respon

sible for deliveries, and the younger girls for MCH activities 

and administrative tasks requiring literacy. 

An estimated 80-90 nerccnt of deliveries in rural areas 

occur outside official health visits. -ural women prefer to 

deliver at home because of distance and lack of transport, economic 

-' factors, and.socio-cultural attachment to the village traditions. 

.L'Practices at the maternity may go agcinst traditional beliefs and 
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taboos. For example, an important deciding factor for a village
 
woman choosing where she will deliver is influenced bv the
 

.handling and proper disposal of the placenta. ?s we have already
 

seen, the way the placenta is buried is thouaht to determine
 

the destiny of the child or fertility of the mother. The placenta
 

is often thought of as a person which can fall into the hands of 

* ma~intentioned people. A professional midwife may ignore these 

beliefs and practices. Social costs are another determining 

factor. If a young woman rejects the traditional midwife, who 

may also be a relative, this may !ead to conflict which is too 

high a price to pay for .oceve adva.age. 

Foster (16) is convinced that economic and social costs 

are more important in determining the use: or non-use of scientific 
medicine than is the belief-conflict between traditional and 
modern medicine. Evidence prove: that where scientific medicine 
is available for a c..ration or longer and has been of good 
quality, traditional neoples adont the scientific medicine. 

-It is my porsonal opinion that training. both TE As and 
auxiliary midwives is a realistic and D .ractica" Itan-croach. 

softens an abrupt break with traditions and At the sa-Te time 
encourages the gradual :rocess of cc 'ai chanaa. 

8.6 Intearation into Modern H!nalth Facilities -

The results of the survey did not indicate'a strong trend 
to,integrate trained TBAs into modern health facilities. Reasons 

.for.this have already been cited. The majority of TBAs work elone 
on the village level. However, it is worthwhile'to summarize 

specific cases which can give the reader an idea of existing 
possibilities. 

In Senegal, TBAs are integrated into rural maternitics. 

A traditionally ccnstructed rural maternity is operated by
 
30 TBAs who work in shifts and charge 350 CF., for each delivery.
 
They are directly supervised by a state nurse. Ati another rural
 

maternity, two TBAs work together with three young auxiliary 
midwives. They have no direct supervision. At one health post, 
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- the team is composed of-one sanitary agent, one TBA and one
 
laborer. The TBA conducts deliveries, prenatal and postnatal
 
consultations (scmetimes with a midwife), 
and administers general
 
first-aid to the communitv. She is not paid for her work except
 

for occasional gif's.
 

In Mali, four" TBAs have been working at a modern maternity
 
for ten years. They work 24 hour shifts, are paid 500 MF per
 
delivery and are sunervised by a midwife. They are responsible
 
for delivcries and supervision of the maternity when the midwife
 
is not there.
 

In N-igar, there are 13 TBAs int-a ratad into PMI/maternitv
 
centers. Some 
are paid a small salary, others are volunteers who 
have hopes of eventually being paid. For example, at one Pr4I/ 
maternitv, there are two T2-s working, one receives 3,000 CFA 
per month, the o a is a volunteer. 

These examrl-s show that an attempt is being made to 
bridge the gap between health personnel and tr?,ditional midwives.
 
My general imoression was 
that the TBA was highly appreciated and
 
respected by the health staff in 
most of thes2 cases.
 

8.7 Solf-melo.ment 

Evidence proves that the majority of TBAs accept the
 
principle of self-employment. Payment is typically in kind or
 
small mon,y payments per delivery. The general rule has been
 
to let the villacers dete:mine the system of payment. Freauently,
 
villagers adhere to the traditional payment system. Governments
 
fear that once TBAs are 
trained they will dem9nd a government
 
salary has not proven true in the majority of cases. However, paid
 
positions for exceptional TBAs should be encouraged as an incentive
 

measure.
 

8.8 -Training
 

Training progrzns visited shared common elements,.and
problems. Most,training was done on a regional basis as a.result
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of highly motivated doctors. Niger was theonly-country that 

was supported by national'directives. Some'-rograms were a 

component of a broader rural development project such as the 

UITESCO project in Upper Volta anI "0TDraticn Riz" in Mali. 

Program expansion is-hampered by shortage of manpower, lack of 

finance and lack of government support. Ncvcrtheless, many 

train more TBAs in the future-.
programs plan to 


There is a trend to select younger TBAA (30 years)
 

rather than older women because they cr easier to train and
 

can work longer' According to the ponulation of each village,
 

one to three TBAs are chosen by villagers to be trained. One
 

program in Mali selects one old and one younger inexperienced
 

TBA to train.
 

The World Health Organizatior duf*n s two types of
 

(a) informal training which implies on-the-job training
training: 


in the environment in which the TBA practices and (b) formal
 

training which denotes structured courses with groups of TEA (36)
 

According to this definition, the training pttcrn which emerged
 

Zhe nearest mat rnitvincluded two weeks of formal training at 

in groups of 10 to 15, followed by informal training by
 

Trainees were either
supervisors in the village if possible. 


....g training or they stayed with
provided with food and lodging du 


U:1ICEF stipends were available for some
friends or relatives. 


-trainees.
 

Teaching staff included midwives, nurses, community
 

develbpment agents, social assistants and Peacecorps Volunteers.
 

Training.was
In Niger, one TBA was included in teachinq staff. 

essentially practical and included lectures in the local language,
 

at delivery
demonstrations, and clinic and delivery sessions 


waids." Courses were fashioned after what the midwife or nurse
 

Common topics included non-interference
had learned in school. 


with normal labor and delivery, recognition and referral of
 

elementary nutrition
 
.,abnormalities, basic nursing care ancd 


a trend- to expand,their,role- to include MICH

eduation. There.is 


activities such as prenatal consultations. However, it has proven
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difficult to expand activities to include preventatiye 
care
 

because it goes against the traditional role and 
makes more
 

In Up~er Volta, the
demands on the workload of the TBA. 


a community development
UNESCO project trains tbhe TBA to also be 


Training includes lectures on civics, organizational
worker. 


skills, agriculture, domestic skills and health education 
plus
 

other miscellaneous tonics.
 

Vo pzogra.M included family planning in the countries
 

visited because of resistance created by traditional 
attitudes
 

toward the value of children and the high infant mortality rates.
 

Some neople feel that two w-eks training is too short 

a period. ,he length of training is limited due to financial 

constraints and family obligations of the TBA. Retraining 

one wee' every.year, however,workshops are Planned for about 


when 2lanned.
retraining docs not alays- occur 

Selecting only cre or two T=As from each village seems
 

creates a 
necessary for financial reasons, however, probably 

trainc-d untrainecd at the village level.
conflict betwen and TBAs 

TE.s ,er2 not allowed to practice. Perh.apsOften, untrained 

training sessions at the village level including all intarested
 

persons could resolve this problem. 

The major problem n..countered during training was, the 

Many programs mentioned the need to
teaching methods used. 


train trainers. Most teachers were not prepared or trained to
 

teach adult illiterates. Consequently, the teaching staff was
 

at times insensitive to the TBA's level and needs during training.
 

This suggests that more time needs to be spent on training
 

staff how to teach and to develop relevant teaching materials.
 

0nly Niger had developed a teaching syllabus which was a picture
 

quide explaining each lesson. 

8.9 Incentives 
vary from one taining course.t anotjX.(see Annexl).
Incentives 

-the provisio.n of a midwife's.kit-afterA 'universal-fea~ur -is 

.ry: 
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training which may be provided by UNICEF or fabricated locally.

The advantage of a metallic UNICEF kit is its.durability and
 
the protection it provides from-nnd. 
On the contrary, it is
 

-:>-not adapted to 
local needs and often is 
too complicated for
 
the TBA. Locally fabricated, wooden boxes cost from 1,000 CFA
 
to 1,500 CFA to construct. Medical supplies ara provided by
 
the health unit. The major advantage of local kits is that the
 
contents may be adapted to 
local conditions. For example TBAs
 
have a difficult time learning how to 
use scissors. In this
 
case adapting a sterilized local traditional instrument .ay be
 
more practical, 
 It is better not to rlv on an external source
 
for kits and surplies in case 
there is a shortage-of supply.
 

After inspecting midwife kits in the field, I concluded
 
that the majority were kept relatively .clean, althouch not all
 
instruments were being used. 
A greater effort should be made to
 
adapt kits to local conditions and customs. 
 !Iost of the
 
traditional midwives were proud of Cieir kits as 
a new symbol of
 
prestige. Medical supplies 
such as alcohol, bandages, cotton 
and m.rcurochrome were often used up. Replenishment of supolies
 

is a problem.
 

8.10 Supervision
 

Supervision is difficult, irregular and in 
some cases
 
non-existant. Two major methods of supervising exist, 
 (a) the
 
supervisor visits the TBA in the field or 
(b) the TBA goes to 
the"nearest health cost. Utilizing a mobile team for village 

*1to villag, supervision is ideal, hQwever, there are major
 
obsticles; First, it 
 is expensive becusge, of vehicle maintenance 
-rand petrol. Sccd, hezlth personnel may not be available or 
theiir motivation may be low because they are not paid extra for 
the work. Midw..es rarely have the time to sunervise TDAs in 
the field. 

Supervision should be combined with~othar activities in 
order to maximize the utilization of resources. 
 In Niger,
 
(department of Niamey), 
a mobile tc-m consisting of health and
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animation staff visits village health teFms once a month.
 

They replenish medical supplies for both the TBA and the first

aid agent, discuss problems with the TBA and village members,
 

settle disputes, and collect statistics. The contribution of
 

animation is invaluable because they are frequently most
 

sensitive to village problems.
 

Birth registries are kept by most trained TBAs in which
 
births and deaths are recorded. A literate person is asked to
 

write in the information. The average workload ranged from
 

6 to 12 births per month depending on the size of the community.
 

One way to control the TEA, is to oblige her to present her
 
registry at the nearast health post or maternity in order to
 

replenish medical supplies. TBAs may also distribute birth
 

certificates.
 

In order to be effective, supzrvisicn methods sh6uld be
 

adapted to local available resources, should be regular, and
 

shculd be limited to a reasonable radius from a health center.
 

8.11 Evacuation
 

All TBAs are trained to evacuate difficult cases. In
 
reality, this is extremely difficult tc accomplish. Obstacles
 

to efficient evacuations include inadequate recognition of
 

risks and their seriousness; the influence of men, marabouts
 

or traditional doctors; the attitude of fatalism; 
and inadequate
 

transportation. In Senegal, evacuations are done with a hcrse
 

and cart. Other countries such as Mali, Niger and Upper Volta
 
are not as lucky. Evacuation may be by horse, camel, donkey or
 

country taxi if lucky. Frequently a messenger is dispatched to
 

fetch a vehicle at the nearest health center but it may not be
 

readily available.
 

- r 

A lthough difficult to resolve, emphasis should be put on
 
finding• : , a solution to improve evacuations. Many times the
. *.9 [ , :.
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.iputation f the BA"depend. .on successful .cO-operation with
 

health personnel.
 

Scientific Evaluation -

A major constraint to progrem expansion has been the
 

lack of scientific evaluations to guide decision making. The
 

long-term goal of most training programs is to reduce maternal
 
mortality and morbidity i'ates, r.ecnata! and infant-mortality.
 

rates.and the incidence of totanus of the umbilical cord.
 
However, no conclusive evidence exists that proves that
 

training TBAs iseffectje:ifn-ii:roving'tT e--ealth of,,.rura l-," 
women and ,children. .- .J 

r*,• 
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9. GUIDELINES FOR INTEGRATING TRDITIONAL MIDWIVFS 
INTO THE MODERN HEALTH SECTOR ..... 

The findings of this study may be cf general interest 

to countries cutside the study area who plan t- utilize the 

indigenous midwives in the modern health sector. 

By ccmbining relevant information obtaind from f 1tld 

research and available date, 'thc follo,.wing steps are recommended 

to formulate TBA training programs, assLu-ing that health 

perscnnei and gr'v --- c- .greed to the ccncept.'-en o: h.ve 


in 'vnstinsss nce.
 

rt 

1. Build .cr.r t TB; 

usv
Such a tool should bout i lized' sr n 

luaticn of" the r->3 basee o.n its objectives. Presenly, 

ir rc shouldrelevant statistics nt well r2re. Ira -r....sis 

be olaced.cr. dvcl-incT sm- ... a ns t cllct inf-ro ,tion. The 

birth registry ket by the T A is !in inD-r-tnt elenent -f this 

process. Ad i tionol nf.ro..aticn should be collected. b' supervisors 

follcwin; established guidelines such as thev,-uat _v framework 

develc'ed in Niger (see Annex 6C) Eviluative indicatr-rs may 

include: 

(a) maternal m-rta.ity ra-tes 

(b) perinatal mortality rates
 

(c) morbidity rates
 

(d) number of referrals to health units or more qualified 

health rersonnel 

(e) change in ractices of TBAs
 

(f) change in the w-rkload of the TBAs 

2. Assure an interagency aovroach at the village level. The 

initial contact with villae7s is often the most crucial step. 

Most health -erscnnel are not trained. in community development 

techniques. Therefore, it may be helpful to combine efforts 

with trained rural community develcoment workers. If training 

TBAs is not a felt need by the community, interest must be gene

rated by hold.ing meetings with the chief and notables, the 
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community members and the TBAs themselves. Educating men to

,ihe:,proPMn;.:is-,:yjtally important since, they.. ofte dec de the 
fate-of -their.
women. -Care must be taken to build confidence-.
an.d-.enthusiasmL-in, the villagers.,. theIn end, it is important!' 

-*.that-,that idea comes- from 	the village community, not from the-
government,, and that the .villagers accept ,the responsibility -of 
working out.a system, e;. payment, that, s'most convenient to-
them. .The
 . idea that training: implies payment by, the government
 
must be djspeklled., 
 1 : - I 

3. Inteqrate training TBAs with primarv health care proaram.
 
TBAiorder to more efficiently usef human ar.dmaterial resources,.
 
TBA training programs.should 
 be a-part of.a broader community
 
development action. 
 It may be a component of a broader public
 
or private rural development prcgra. or government health programs.
 

4. Supervision is an immortant asnect of programs and should
 
be carried out regularly. Supervision duties do not have to be
 
limited to health personnel. 
 Trained community development
 

wurkers,' social assistants, or nerhaos village primary school
 
teachers can supervise TBAs with the technical supporz by the
 
nearest midwife or nurse. 
 Objectives of supervision should include
 
checking the condition of the mid..ife kit an(, 
 replenishing
 
necessary supplies (low-cost medical supplies should be made
 
available), gathering statistics, discussin 
and resolving
 
problems,with the TBA and village members, continuing education,
 
and providing moral support.
 

Supervision may be through

(a) a mobile team concerned with controlling a broader,.,-, ri
 
primary health care program;
 

'(bY 	 "regular visits by-TB ." to--nearest--ha th -fcility-- incentive 
measures"include presenStaticn:0f birth registry to -

repienish-medicalI supplies :and 
to acquire birth certificates;
 

!c) periodic in-service education on a.local level in the
 
form, 	of clubs, or meetings; - - . 

(d) planned yearly workshops on district levels.,
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5. 'rar__ining shbuld take place in the rural community. Training 

should last a minimum of two weeks and a maximum of one month. 

It is not necessary to think that transport, meals and lodging 

need to be paid by the project. If the TBAs want - to attenc tra -1 

ning sessions, they will find the means to do so either by 

self motivation or comunity support. Follow-up retraining 

sessions should be held periodically for one or two days. 

Supervisors should be responsible for ccntinued individual 

training and su-nort in the field. ".. " 

6. Conduct an in-deoth study in the proposed area. -Relevant

factors affecting prc:;ram L-molementation might be: 

(a) 	 "r ...... and who assists; 

(b) obtain personal characteristics of the TBA such as age, 
literacy, nuber of years in practice and estimated number 

..	 ,of deliveries; 
(c) determine social status and influence in village
 

detect customs, beli.efs and practices surrounding childbirth
 
. . . o us q -*' : 
w- a practices,, keen inoffen
sive practices and to add on newi practices; 

DC......... 


(e) 	 learn attitudes of village women and men toward existing, 
alternatives ofz_!dbirth (examle: TBA, family member 

* .- or maternity) 

(f) ascertain perceived or non-oerceived.needs on the part
 

of the TBA and community to improve health-care for
 
pregnant mothers and 'children..
 

' - - . . . -. 	 if 

Development of the program-will be based on findings ftom thi'S 

initial survey. 
. 

":' ' J" , ; ' . .. 

7. Local Darticipation in the program. The rural community
 
should participate in all phases of the program as much as
 

possible. For example, they should select the"TAs to be
 
'Fa-	 ined; they should contribute money and/or labor' and materials 

for the construction of the rural maternity; they should decide 

e-'the mnethod of cayment; and they should participate in the 

resolution of problems. 
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Several factors should be taken into consideration
 

cqPcerFn4g .the.seection .of.;per.sons to be trained:.
 

(a) depending on the results of the initial study, training
 

:...may not necessarily be limited to one or two TBAs .from
 

each village. -It is possible that family members,
 

-	 .: '~,husbands,- marabouts-: and traditional doctors participate 

"ihj childbirth. Training should be adjusted accordingly; 

(b) although it is difficult to train TBAs who are too old
 
(65 years), 'nevertheless to avoid insulting the older
 

" 	 TBA, an attempt should be made to train her as well as
 

a younger TEA (30 years plus) who will eventually
 

replace the older one.
 

8. Use local materials whenever possible. Do not train
 

people to be dependent on materials and supplies they might not
 

be able to afford or are not available. Do not condemn their
 

traditional method before finding out its us!fulness.' For
 

example, buying soap and razor blades is expensive. Perhaps
 

-'there are traditional methods that insu're cleanliness ana safe
 

severing of the umbilical cord. Rather -than-UNICEF providing
 

a kit that is frequently misunderstood or misused, perhaps it
 

would be better to make funds availabla to govern-Lents to
 

provide a container for locally adapted supplies. Midwifery
 

kits should be devised together with the,TBAutilizing Ioca_-,
 

materials.. .. _
 

7:,-Training should be a sharing experience-: 

an experienced professional and proud of'herM r.W.. .t-is 

-important-that confidence and dialogue ara-built between-the: 

TBA and health professional in order to-facilitate.an exchange 

'of ideas. The professional should anct asume-a super6r-attftude. 

r:._-.o__ 	 The-TBA is'

"" .' ': ,- I "; . .-	 ' " - ' .! r:- , '-. - "" -.- • 

10. Limit scope of traininq orograms. Hoslt training.progrants 

try to cover too broad a range of subject matter,..consequently 

retention is low. Major objectives should include cleanliness, 

recognition of abnormalities and confidence.-building.. 

http:to-facilitate.an
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Upon completion of a training course, TBAs should be
 

able to fulfillthe-following objectives: r-.
 

(a) to identify types of mothers they can deliver and-.to" . 

.conduct safe and clean deliveries; 

(b), to recognize: signs and syv.ptcms of abnormalities including 

high.risk women and to refer them to more qualified
 
'healthpersonnel;
 

(c 	 hlto conduct im e prenatal exminat.ions . determination 

of gestation, fetal parts, listen to fetal heart beats 

.and 	observe for danger signs such as oedema, 

(d) to recognize the normal process of labor ald delivery 

and avoid interferance of the nrocess,

(e) 	 to work cc-oneratively with personneI of the health 

units refer and persuade mothers to atten. !Cl! clinics 

-. rand carry out instructions received; 

- f-),: to. provide simple infomation on birth, deaths and 
"causes of deaths; -

(g) 	to care for newbor.s and mothers using hygienic practices; 

(hY.to give simple nutritional advice concerning pregnant
 

mothers, newborns and lactating mothers. .
 

Objectives may !e expanded if desired during retraining 

follow-uo sessions only after it is assured that TBAs have 

retained original objectives. 'Avoid rapid expansion, of 

activities that are against her traditional role.. .. 

,.-; 

11. Teachina methods and materials should be adapted to teach 

illiterate adults. It does not make sense that each country 

or 'indi'vidual training prograxn spend time and money developing 

teaching aides that are often inadequate and ine-fficient. 

Therefore, I recommend that a concerned agency such as WHO, UNICEF 

or USAID develop a uniform, lcw--cost teaching guide and Ludio

viuals which are explicit and easily used and understood by 

both the instructors and TBAs. This guide should include a 

simple handbok which can be local_!y.adapted and given to TBAs 

to be used as a reference. It would also be useful for lit.kracy 

campaigns. " " " 
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TBAs only have their memory to replace,.notebooks,
 
therefore, the following rules should be observed during
 
training:
 

(a) repeat the lesson several times;
 
(b) explain why and how;
 
(c) develop a dialogue between teacher and students; first
 

the TbA explains her method, second the teacher explains

the new method explaining why it is better and how to
 
execute it;
 

(d) use realistic demonstration techniques;.
 
(e'use"simple terminology;
 

....
' L, . . , . ,. . f .:.- ,
"L (f) teach the "do's" not the "don't's".
 

Practice on dolls ora simulator:pelvis -usiga -doll is recommended,
 
followed by-practice .at a -aternity' if -possibie'. Audio-visuals
 
are difficult .for TBAs' to understand during- the short two week
 
training period.- Therefore, it is recom'mended that the use of
 
audio-visuals be limited because it takes a skilled'person to
 
usp. them effectively. A special effort should be made to
 
prepare ,instructors in public health and teaching methodology
 
by holding a.teaching skills workshop.
 

By folloig t~hese guidelines and !e igro for 
.-- f oll"w" . -A" 

flexibility, it should b'e possible,to effectively design and
implement low-cost training programs traditional midwives.
-for 

A large reserve of traditional health manpower in rural areas 
-would be-'integrated into a practical and realistic framework 
which takes into consideration socio-psychological aspects of 
*-the TBA and the rural comm n'ity. 

• ....
 .
 

I . "" . ,€ "" J .f 
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10. 	 RECOMI ENDATIONS 

It is hoped that this study will stimulate further" " 
research which will contribute to the meager bodyof scientific
 
knowledge concerning traditional midwives and their utilization
 
in modern health services. In the five countries - Senegal, 
Mali, Niger, Upper Volta and Cameroon - there exists a wide 
range of practices concerning the TBAs and the way in which they 
relate to the health sector. The material collected in this
 
study suggests topics for further discussion.
 

A conference would be a useful for.i and starting point 
for discussion of salient points and integration of ideas for
 

*..-est and Central African countries. The conference could be 

convened by an international health or development assistance. ; 
organization. 
 It could include representatives of all interested
 
countries. Tcpics for.discussion could-include:
 

(a) 	Desirability to .develop a uniform teaching package for TBAs
 
in French which could be utilized for teaching a wide
 
variety of sub-topics. 
 The development of audio-visual and
 
teaching aids wculd be included in this package.
 

(b) 	Dissemination of research results collected in this report.
 

(c) 	Range and limitation :of - tasks which TBAs can be " 
taught and permitted to "practice -- nciuding'prenatal, 
'delivery, postnatal, fa.ily pla"ni n helth ' epanning hea ucatiohi 

Jand first-aid tasks 	 I 

(d) 	Methods and administrative mechanisms under whic 
TBAs
 
can be integrated into the modern health sector.
 

(e) 	Desirability of having uniform vital statistic methodo
logies to evaluate current and future health trends.
 

(f) 	Socio-cultural differences in utilization, practices,
 
payment mechanisms, acceptance of role and functions of
 
TBAs 	by medical and non-medical personnel.
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(g) 	Relative advantages and disavantages of retraining
 

older experienced TBAs versus training younger,
 
literate and inexperienced girls to work in rural
 

obstetrics.
 

(h) 	Need for further financial and cost-benefit analysis
 
to assist in the eva].uation of TBAs function.
 

Recommendations concerning the training of TBAs could
 
be included as a discussion topic during the proposed conference
 
or could form the basis for a project by an existing organization.
 
The 	development of training and teaching materials in French
 
suitable for translation into local languages was a clearly
 

defined need in all countries visited. It would be logical to
 
develop a teaching package from which various countries and
 
training levels could select those portions which they wished
 
to cover. Little material is currently available on desired
 

lengths or depth of t:aining, frequency of retraining, and many
 
other training related factors. It might be desirable to start
 
with 	the development of a minimum teaching package and conduct
 
research in its usefulness prior to developing a wider training
 
program. Discussions concerning the role of trainers and
 

teaching methodology employed should also be held.
 

Further evaluation is needed on most factors concerning
 

the 	current and future roles and functions of TBAs. Little
 
information is available on traditional or desirable tasks for
 
TBAs. Almost no information is available to evaluate the effect
 
of training TBAs versus other methods of improving the health
 

delivery system.
 

This study could serve as an introduction to a wide
 
variety of topics needing further investigation. A pilot project
 
in any country to evaluate various factors involved in the
 
utilization of TBAs could be a starting point for program
 
development.
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TITLES GIVEN TO TRADITIONAL BIRTH ATTENDANTS 
AND AUXILIARY MIDWIVES 

Country TBA Title 
Auxiliary M~idwife 

Title 

1. Senegal Matrone Auxiliaire acccucheuse 

2. Mali Matrone traditionnelle Matrone rurale 

"Cpgration Riz" Matrone 

3. Niger Matrone 

4. Upper Volta Accoucheuse Matrone rurale 
traditionnelle 

5. Caneroon Accoucheuse
traditionnelle Aide-soignante/
accoucheuse
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PROGRA104E DE STAGE DE MATRONES DE L'ARRONDISSEMIENT 
DE THIADIAYE - SENEGAL 

lbre Semaine du 7/4/75 au 13/4/75
 

I GROSSESSE NO I LE 

1) 	 Examen succinzt d'une grossesse normale
 

a) Examen dans les premiers mois
 
b) Examen dans les dernier nmois
 

II - LA GROSSESSE PATHOLOGIQUE
 

Les accidents pour lesquels la matrone est le plus ordi
nairement consult~e au cours de la grossesse:
 

1). 	 les h~morragies cu pertes de sang
 
a) les h~morragies de !a ! re moiti!, de la grossesse
 
b). les hmorracg-es de !a_2.'e moiti de--la--grossesse
 

2) le port du fcetus au cours de la grossesse.
3) le volume exag:Ir de l'ut".cus- : 

a) l'hydramiose (excZs de liquide) 

b) la gdmellit6 .	 . 

2ame semaine du 14/4/75 au 20/4/75
 

ROLE DE LA MATRONE PENDANT L'ACCOUCHE?1ENT 

1) 	 Prdparatifs a !'accouchemer.t 

a) eau bouillie (chaude, froide
 
b) st6rilisation des instr.uments
 
,c) prparationdu lit d'accouchf..en t-. 

-:dT de-af a.-h"teiAe
 
e) di'nfection des mfains de 1'1-ccoucheuse,-,:
 
f) d&sinfection de la femme
 

30me semaine du 21/4/75 au 27/4/75 -

SURVEILLANCE PENDANT LA DUREE ]DE L" •ACCOUCHEIE-NT °.

3) 	 Cas oQ tout est normal -_.. , - . 

a) pendant la DAricde de dilatation
 
b) pendant la p6ritsde d'expulsion .
 

' ..2) 	 cas oO surviennent des incidents. 
a) douleurs insuffisantes 
b) douleurs exagdrnes . .- .
 

c) rupture pr~maturde des membranes .
 
d) lenteur de la dilation f
 

e) lenteur deil-iadescente 

L,..... 
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1) Cas o1 il y a une pr~sen'tatio'n'anorrmale mais non dystocicute
 

A) presentation du si8ge

B) presentation de la face
 
C) accouchement g6mellaire.-.. .. ...
 

2) Cas oQ l'accouchement est dystocique
 
conduite A tenir devant un risque de t~tanisation"de
l'ut~rus, une presentation de l'paule, une presentation

du front, une hydroc6phalie, un d~collement du placenta,
 
un pl.centa procevi.
 

5ame semaine du 5/5/75 au 11/5/75
 

Cas oa l'accouchement se c11mDliaue d'accidents variables
 
conduite a tenir devant une hnmorragie, une procidence du
 
cordon, une crise d" c.ampsie"
 

64me semaine du 12/5/75 au 17/5/75
 

1) La d~livrance normaie 

2) La dlivrance oatholoq'icue
 

a) h~morragies e
 
b) r~tention des mcares ( onduite A tenir
 

3) Suite des couches normales
 

4) 
Suite des couches nathologiaues
 
-t 

a) complications du cc5t: 
 des seins
 
b) complications du c6t6 de l'utsrus(- conduite a tenir

C) complications fAbriles
 

5) Toilette du bht
 

6) 
Role de la matrone dans l'allaitement ...
 

7) 
Analyses d'urines- . •
 

a) recherche de l'albumine 
 .
b) recherche de sucre
 

Les matrones ainsi formdes assurent le fonctionnement des
maternit~s. C'est pourquof::je m'adresse a v6tre orqandsme pour
qu'elles b~n6ficient comme leurs autres coll 
 es d'unep destage. stage.d .*.. 
uneprime

- -.. . 

Veuillez agrder, Monsieur le Coordinateur, ':'exprss±on de 
mes sentiments les meilleurs. : .. 

Signd
 
LE SOUS-PREFET
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.IC TECHI3E POUR LES ACTIVITES DE L'AUXILIAIRE" ACCOI-CHEUSE
 
" , .. . R. PAPE SO Y 

I..aCTIVITES -REVZ.TIVES - "..,. 

A. Consultations prnatales
 

- Convocation des femmes enceintes _ .. ,
_ n . .:T - "- . ". .':
 

- Mise a jour de la fiche pr6natale (en ce qui concerne 
les renseignements suivants: 

'Nom et prsncm de la ferme enceinte
 

I *~~ -Ncrn dt mai'. 
Profession
 

::-Adresse"'(N'- code, localit6)
 
Enfants-vivants . , *. -


Date (a7proximative des derni~res r gles)
 
- -Poids de la femme enceinte
 

Mesure-hauteur .qt-rine 
Baruits- du coeur - -

Position du foetus 
Eventuellement 6tat du bassin r..-71d 

Tension art_rielle 
Exa/m-.!n d'urines albumine , sucre " 

" lducation sanitaire - th~mes choisis con ointement 
par la sage-femme et chef de poste - 

- Presparation de-la ferme. 2 .1accouchement , , , 
- Mise en application de--directives donndes par la.sage-femnme 

au cuurs de sa visite 

B. Consultations costnatales .. .,,

-Convcation de i'accouch~e 'au dspensire (avec -On enfant) 

- Soins au nouveau-ne 

. Prcd-ers"srirs ars l-'accodchemen-' 
U. yre,- -,::; . . ;-., -. .
 

Signaler les malformations visibles, ..!,'-infirmier ainsi
 
.:. . . qua*.toute, .anomalie .viente 

',-' , J Rr.ceder apr~s avis de '.infixmiera l.:vacuation
 
Ie-;.de ,ces .c.as-.de.malfozmations . - . -

Pansements ombilicaux........... ., .:\,,,-
Faire proc~der A la vaccination au BCG 
Presenter l'enfant"'au -chef de 'poste pour 'tb. les 

,,- .-... soins n~cessaires. : ,. .,- ,
Surveillance,des accouch6es (pend.ant 3 I 4 semaines)
 

,,Attitude -1'adopter en pr6senehmorragi -importante
 
,. • • .. " ' ' - ".:infection' puerp _rale 

,' .-' _, . . ,v rftention placentaire 
•-- . "anomalid du placenta 

http:c.as-.de
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Avertir etlappeler au-secours- linfirmier pour tout 6tatdvidemment anormal des suites'decouches afin uil proc deI l'dv a cuation ." "' 
 • . . .
 
Vdrifier pendant 8 jours l'4tat de l'utdrus
- Vdrifier les lochies
 

- Vdrifier si la rmont6e latieuse est normald sinon *vacuer
 
- Signaler toute anomalie de l'allaitement.
 

C. Consultation des nourrissons 
 -

De 0 1 1 an : 3 fois par an : taille - Doids - 6tat g~ndral 
soins ventuels 

De 1 a 2 ans: 4 fois par an dducation sanitaire et nutri
tionnelle,des mamans 
th~mes choisis conjointement par
le chef de poste et sage-femme 
-distribution de nivaquine
 

De 2 a 5 ans:.1 fois par an : poids 
- taille - 6tat g~n~ral

soins 6ventuels
 
-'distribution de nivaquine
 
-6ducation sanitaire et nutri
tionnelle des mdres
 

II. VISITES DOMICILIAIRES
 

- Recensement des femmes enceintes
 
-
Convocation pour.les jours de consultations prdnatales
- Enregistrement , -. 
- Prdvoir les vaccinations A faire 
- Etablir la comnosition de la famille. 
- Se faire prdsenter les autres enfants.' -

- Noter leur age
 
- Appr~cier 1'6tat de sant6 des membres de la famille et
 

surtout des enfants
 
- Convoquer ceuN qui doivent 8tre consultds ou vaccines
 

TAches a accomolir 

- Conseils d'hygione gdn~rale-et d'alimentaticn do la femme
enceinte (hygiene indivI.duelle, alimentaire)
 
- Conseils sur des vaccinations  leur calendrier 
- Contr~ler leg vaccinations 
- Education simple 'sur l'assainissement du milieu (eau potablealimentation del'I:enfant; propret4 de la mare et de l'enfant 
- Se renseigner sur les causes d'6chec ou les causes 
entravant un succ~s suffisant.:
 

*' (Situation sociale de ,la famille) 
 -

Etablir un bref ranport sur-es~renseignements pris ou les
observations faites au.cours :de.la visite
 
' Preparer une seconde-visite,de contr~le ..
 
- Evacuation desfemmes enceintes ou nourrissons malades et
 
mener les autres malades 6ventuels au poste de santd (ainsi

qu-autres malades 5ventuels: grands-parents, cousins, etc.)
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III. EDUCATION SMA 'ITAIRE ET NUTRITIONNELLE 

Hygiane individuelle et collective 
Hygiene corporele (ce aue la feme enceinte peut faire
 

sans danger)
 

- Soins intimes
 
.Activitl-s physiques et sportives, gyrmnastique 

- Voyages 
- rapports sexuels 

-
- Somrneil, travail, etc... 

les femnes enceintes
- Collooue direct avec 

sel, ce que la femme
Hygiene-alinentaire (r~gime sans 
enceinte doit manger, ce au'elle doit faire manger A 
son enfant aux diff5rents ages 

-E.ygi±ne ves-.i.entaire 
- Hygiine gncale]rae 

IV. VACC1D.A7IO1:S 

- aux ncuveaa:<-ns = nourrissons A envoyer faire le BCG 
conseiller des ditf6rentes vaccinations,
- nourrissons: 

,vtf.er !ea:vaccinations faites et celles A faire 
- f:es enceintes! v~rifie- si la vaccination antit~tanique 

a 6-. faita pndant les derniers mois de la grossesse. 

V. ACTIVITES CURA:IVES 
nori2aux iafaire 1 domicile ou au dispensaire- Accoucnements 

Admission pour surveillance des femmes I la maternit6 
rurale 

- Evacuation de: 

- femes ence±ntes primi gestas en travail 
denuis plus de 12 heures et dont la progres
sion du b-bs nest cas satisfaisante
 

- tout cas pr~sentant une inomalie de la
 
grossesse
 

- femme en travail et pertes de sang, tr~s
 
an~miAe, a des oed~mes
 

- toute multipare en travail depuis plus de 
8 heures de travail si la descente ne 
progresse pas. 

- Soins infirmiers
 

aide apport~e A l'infirmi~re
 

- soans m~dicamentaux a la femme enceinte, A la femme
 
en travail, aux nouveaux-n~s, a la ferme apr~s accou
chement
 

- distribuer des m~dicaments pr~ventifs Rt curatifs.
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VI. COLLECTE DE RZNSEIGNEMETITS 

qui sont communiquds au chef de poste -otr a. l..age-feme 

- A la maternit6 (et poste de sant6) 

- tenue jour des cahiers de consultations pr~natales
 
-.tenue A jour des cahiers de consultations de nouveaux-nis
 

et m~me de ncurrissons
- tenue 3 jour des tableaux d'emploi diz ter-rps des
 
graphiues des activit~s du calendrier des visite-
domiciliaires
 

- 6tablissement du rapport mensuel 

- A domicile 

- tenue a jour des cahiers de recensement des femmes

enceinta3 et nourrissons _ 
 -

r.Comnunication succincte de renseignements:sur:
 

- hygiene maternelle et infantile.
 
- 6ducation sanitaire et nutritionnelle
 
- malades d~pist~s et 6vacu~s 
 .
 
nouveaux-n~s pendant la p'riode p~rinatale 

- d~c~s a domicile des nouveaux-nds et des mdres.

- : 
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SECRETARIAT D'ETAT AUX AFFAIRES
 

SOCIALES
 

Division du D~veloppement
 

Communautaire
 

GUIDE DE SOINS AUX NOUVEAUX-NES EN MILIEU RURAL
 

par
 

M. Mitchell, O.M.S.
 

Ecole 	Secondaire de la Sant6
 
Bamako, 1969
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EMPLOI DE TEMPS 
, {,.I -. 

. .. -... . 

Premidre journde- . -- n .1........
 

-
7. .-


Deuxi~me journ~e Leqon 3
 

V- , -Legon -*'. 4 V , 

Troisizme journ~e Leqon 5
 

Leqon, 6
 

- ....: Legon 7 * . 

Quatritrme journee Legon 8 . 

Cinui~me journ~e Lecon 9 .
 

Sixi6me lourne R6p6tition -de la lecon 9
 

Chaque leqon dure-une demi-heure. 

Chaque cours prendra une demi-heure .... seulement,
 

le neuvirme cours prendra peu pros une heure
 
et demie.
 

Une trousse A prenarer
 

Materiel n~cessaire pour constituer une trousse (sur un tissu
 
fermd par une ccrdelia're et assez grand pour contenir le matdriel
 
citd ci-dessous).
 

1 paire de ciseaux. .,
 
1 cuvette (tassa) avec couvercle.
 
1 morceau du savon pour so laver les mains.
 
du fil ftcoudre (blanc) pour pr6parer les ligatures du cordon.
 
12 compresses dans un sac en plastique.
 
12 boules'de coton hydrophile dans un sac en plastique. '*'
6 bandes de 8 cm de largeur. ...
 

1.bouteille d'huile d'arachide de 30 cc. .
 
1 bouteille d'Argyrol'A 20/0 avec compte gouttes 20 cc.'
 
1.bouteille de mercurochrome 60 cc. "
 
1 bouteille d"alcool 60 cc. . , .. 2
1 bolte d'allumettes. . .
 

L'Argyrol dot Atre-renouvell6 chacue mois ., .: 

-La cuvette en 6mail (tassa) dolt Itre assez
 
grande Dour contenir la paire de ciseaux..
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LE PREMIER CRI DE L'EI1ANT
 

Materiel n~cessaire Dour la d~monstration!.....On vrendra-d7ans
 
la trousse pr nare A l'avance le morceau de savon et le sac
 
de plastiaue contenant les.ccoresses propres
 

Une table. ,
 

1 morceau de plastique de 2m sur 1 m qui doit recouvrir la. table.
 
1 poup~e.
 
1 bote avec de l'eau.
 
1 calebasse pour l'eau sale et pour les compresses sales.
 
2 pagnes propres (un pour placer scus le bib5 si n~cessaire
 

et l'autre pour servir comie serviett3)
 

Mani~re de faire le cours - _-.-- - . 

Le professeur range le mat-riel sur Is.table et'dea-z les-616ves.
 

Ii se lave les mains.
 

Le cours peut ensute 'tre mrAsents de la facon suivante:
 

"On attend avec impatience le premier cri du bs-bA. I signifie
 
que !'enfant est vivant. Habituellement le b6b crie aussit6t
 
apr~s sa iaissance-et il n'a besoin pour crier d'aucune aide.
 

Quelcueois si la mrre a eu un travail iong et p nible, le b~b6
 
est fatigu5 quand il est ne: trop fatigue pourpleurer et il a
 
besoin au'on l'aide. Vcus apprendrez a connaltre co'.ent se
 
pr~sente un b-b; qui est fatigu& quand i! est n..-.:'e un b~bd
 
qui reste imobile, mou et pale. On pourrait croire cu'il est
 
mort, mais si vous placez vos doigts sur le cceur du b6b6 vous
 
le sentez..qui batsous vos doigts. '
 

- Que doit-on faire ? 

- 11 faut mettre le b~b6 sur le pagne pli5-de fdqon que sa t~te 
soit plus basse que son corps et tourne sur le .c6t-. 

- Prendre une compresse e t envelopper autour du petit dQ4. de 
votre main droite en ayant -soin de cach~r toutes les franges. 

- Avec la main gauche on ouvre la boubhe du b6b@ en lui compressant 
les joues.' , , 

- Quand la bouche est ouverte en neetoie doucelent 1!int~rieur
 
avec le petit doigt envelo.p&.par la compresse.,., En ressortant
 
le doigt on enlve la compresse eton la jette.
 

- On essuie doucement le corps du bhb et on l'enveloppe dans un
 
pagne propre afin qu'il ne prenne pas froid.
 

- On dolt surveiller chaque-mouvement respiratoire. Ii commence
 par faire un petit mouvement respiratoire, puis:j!!arr~te, puis
 

recormence aprgsqueJ ues secondes-ansf.de suite .... Avec 
chaque petit mouvement respiratoire.1'air.-,entreet ii prend
de plus en plus de force .'-. Sa- couleur-ahg- il devient rose 
et il com.ence _ boger. . 

- A ce m6 ent;IA, on doit lui donner des claques sur la plante 
des pieds. Ii a peur et il crie !!! avec force... tout va bien. 
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- Maintenant on va s'occuper de couper le cordon. Besoin de
tranqcilit4 et de- reps. 

Apros ces explications, on demande ' chaque feme a ven ir se
.•jaaerlesznainset de pratiquer entre elles le nettoyage de

la bouche comme il a-6tA indiqu6*avec la compresse devant le
 
professeur et devant leurs compagnes.
 

'
-. :Deuxi~me cours
 

L'ENFANT OUVRZ LES YEUX POUR LA PREMIERE FOIS
 
Matdriel n~cessaire Dour la d-rmonstration:
 

On prendra dans la trousse prrpar~e a l'avance lE morceau de
 
savon, le sac de plaztique qui contient les boules de coton
propres et le flacon d'Argyrole avec le compte-gouttes..
1 table.  " 
1 botte aveceo.JIeau.. - .. 
1 calebasse-pour1'eau sale et. pourles boul'es de coton sales.
1 morceau-deplastique de 2m sur 1m'quidoit rdcouvrir la table.
 
1 poupe.
 
1 pagne.
 

Maniare de faire le cours
 

Le professeur range le materiel sur la table et devant les 6lves;

il se lave les mains.
 

Le cours peut ensuite Ctre-Dr~sent6 de la facon- suivante: 
"Au. cours du trajet que le b~bO a effectu pour venir au monde,

il a tenu ses yeux bien Zerm6s. Ainsi ses yeux n'ont pas Pu 
 8tre
abim~s. Quand il est n6, on peut voir que son visage est mouilld
 
par le liquide qui tait autour de lui ou par du sang. 
 Si ' 
maintenant il ouvre ses .yeux, le liquide ou le sang va entrer 



dans ses yeux et il peut avoir les yeux malades. -


Que doit-on faire ?
 
- Si vous 
6tiez 1A quand le b'b, est n6 vous avez dQ preparer le

matdriel comme nous l'avons fait.
 

- On prerid une boule dec oton-dans chaque main et on essuie chaque
paupi~re en allant du nez yers les oreilles, une'fois seulement.
 
- Aussit~t apr~s, on met une goutte d'Argyrol dans chaque oeil.
L'Argyrol est utilis6 depuis tris longtemps'partout dans le monde,


et les iiddecinssp~cialistes pour les yeux disent gue c'est.
encore-le meilleur m~dicament pour 6viter lee malad'es. --On nedolt pas garder l'Argyrol plus d'un mhois parce'qu'il devient
 

trop fort pour les yeux du bdbi... ... ," -.
 

Ce n'est pas un mdicament aui colte cher. 
On peut ,donc le jeter
apr~s.._un mois et aller en demander d'autres." . 
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Aprds ces explications, on demande A chaque femme de venir 
se laver les mains et de pratiquer entre elles le nettoyage 
des paupilres. Ensuite, couch~e sur le dos chacune d'elles 
doit recevoi= une goutte d'Argyrol dans l'oeil.' 
Le professeur doit exmliauer comment se servir-d'un compte-gouttes. 

On peut discuter la m thcde traditionnelle de mettre les gouttes
 
de jus de citron dans les yeux.
 

Le professeur dolt expliquer que le jus de citron va brQler l'oeil 
du b~b6 et ily a un grand danger d'une maladie plus grave. 
Cette pratique est A d6conseiller. 

-Troisiame cours
 

LA PREPARATION D'UNE LIGATURE DU CORDON AVEC DU FIL A:;COUDRE, 

Matdriel n6cessaire pour la d.-,2onstration
 

On prendra dans la trousse pr~par e 2± !'avance le m6rceau de 
savon, les ciseaux, !a cuvette (tassa) avec couvercle, le fil 
a coudre blanc, la bouteille d'alcool et les allumettes. 

1 table.
 
1 morceau de plastiue 2m sur lm qui recouvre la table.
 
1 bolte avec de !'eau. ..
 
1 calebasse pour l'eau sale.
 

Manifre de faire !a demonstration 

Le professeur range !e -mat6ril '-ur Ia table et devant les 61Aves; 
il se lave les mains. 

•- On-met le fil A coudre et les ciseaux dans la cuvette (tassa). 
Prendre cinq fois une longueur de fil du bout des doigts jusqu'au
 
coude.... 

Plier en deux et le rouler entre les doigts et le pouce de la
 
main droite. Faire un noeud a chacue extremite.
 
La.ligature doit,.tre solide, 6paisse afin de ne pas couper le
 
cordon. .
 

" 	 A:pris ces -explications et la d~monstration, chaque femme doit
 
.tre entratn6e a faire les gestes suivants:
 
1,"comment-.enir une paire de ciseaux. ., .° ..
. 

2., comment couper avec les ciseaux. . " . . , 
3.':commeni laver les ciseaux, avec l'eau et savon. ' 

4. co-ment flamber les ciseaux dans la cuvette en 6mail. 
5. comment preparer une ligature. ' 	 ' -". 

-.-:.*,6.tcomment en se lavant les mains on peut aussi nettoyer
 
les ligatures. ".
 

BIEN INSISTER SUR LA PLACE DES CISEAUX QUI EST DANS LA CUVETTE 
ET JAMIAIS AILLEURS.
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Quatri~me cours '7'
 

LA LIGATURE ET LA SECTION DU CORDON 

Matdriel n~cessaire pour la demonstration
 

On prendra dans la trousse pr6par~e a l'avance le morceau de
 savon, les ciseaux, la cuvette 
(tassa) avec couvercle deux
 
ligatures du cordon ou du fil a coudre pour faire les-ligatures,
la bouteille d'alcool, le sac de plastique qui contient les
 
compresses propres et la bolte d'allumettes.
 

1 table.
 
1 borte avec de'!'eau.
 
1 calebasse pour l'eau sale et pour les compresses sales.
1 poup~e avec une corde d'environ 25cm; figurant le cordon
 
c7bilical.
 

2 pagnes.
 
...............
. . ... "...".....
 

1.niZre de faire la damonstration. .. 
 .... -

Le professeur range le materiel sur la table'et devant lres 
'llves;

il se lave les mains.
 

Place les ciseaux dans la cuvette en 
- mlil (tassa) et lo
flamber. 
 2*~. ~I~ 

- Prendre dans la main droite les deux ligatures et se-laver les
 
mains et les ligatures en mnme temps.
 
Placer les ligatures lav es dans la cuvette. ui a At5 f"lamb5e
 
et gui contient d~ja les ciseaux.
 

- Couvrir la cuvette avec le couvercle.
 
(R9p2tition des deux premiers cours... 
c'est-Z-dire cn va coupar

le cordon apr(s "le premier cri ... et apr~s le b 
 -r
 ses yeux..." 
On attend que le battement du cordon a termind.
 
- Placer la premiere ligature 3 deux doigts de l'ombilic et faire
 

un noeud double en ti-ant fortement.
 
- Placer la deuxi~me ligature a deux doigts apr~s La premiere
 

ligature.
 
LA LIGATURE DOIT COMPRMIER LES TROIS VAISSEAUX QUI SONT DZS
 
LE CORDON ET EMPECHER TOUTE FUITE DE SANG APRES LA SECTIOI
 

IL FAUT DONC QUE LE NOEUD SOIT SOLIDE ET SEPE
 

- Couper le cordon entre les deux.ligatures.

- Prendre le cordon avec la compresse et entre iesdoigts -t
,pouce
LE POUCE, bien l'examiner: 
 le -bout du cordon dodet 6tr&i

,,'. 
et il ne doit pas y avoir aucune goutte de sang.

SOn 
 laisse la compresse sur le cordon jusqu'a ce que 1'enfan'i.
 

• soit.baign.. 
- Envolopper le bdbd dans un pagne propre. .,-
 . .
 
Apr~s la d~monstration, chaaue femme doit venir, se laver'"les mains
 avoc Ideux ligatures dedaihs et pratiquer la'ligature et la gection

du cordon.
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Cifiui~me cours
 

LE PREMIER BAIN DE L'ENFANT 

Matdriel ncessaire aour la dtmonstration 

Onlprendra de la trousse prdpar6e a l'avance le morceau de
 
savon, 4a bouteille de l'huile et le sac de plastinue qui
 
contient les boules de coton propres.
 

1 table. oci on peut mettre un morceau de plastique de 2m sur im
 
sur une natte et travailler sur la natte.
 

1 seau d'.eau chaude. (Pour assurer que l'eau n'est pas trop
 
chaude, mettez le coude dans l'eau et laisser l'eau couler
 sur le bras)
 
pagne propre cu une serviette pour poser le b6b6 et l'essuyer.
 

1 petite calebasse pour servir cCe louche.
 
1 grande calebasse ou une cuvette =our servir comme bain.
 
1 petite calebasse nour leau sale_ et pour .les compresses sales.
 

Ce matriei doit -tre prppar6 dans un coin de !a piece l1'abri 
des courants d'air mais aussi d'une facon A 6tre vu par la maman 
qui peut "voir et apnrendre". 

Mani re de faire la d8monstration 

- On commence par laver le visage du bibe avec la main droite 
et on 1'essuie avec le pagne ou la serviette. 

- On ne renouillera plus le visage du bAb& et il faudra risister 
A la tentation (traditionnelle) de lui faire, boire d'eau du bain. 

- Essuyer le corps du bdb6 avec un peu d'huile pour enlever la 
subsistance blanche gui lecouvre. 

- Savonner le bdbd enti6rement sauf son visage. 
- Placer doucement l'enfant dan3 l'eau en soutenant sa tate 

avec -la main gauche. 
- Rincer le bdb6 ' l'eau pz:opre. . o 
- Essuyer-le b~b6 et !envelopper dans un pagne propre. 

Aprls ces explications et la dermonstration, les fem.mes viennent 
se laver les mains et faire le bain de la poup~e. Que doit-on 
faire avec les compresses sales ? 

On doit les enterre . =: " -"
 

Sixiame 'cours . 

PANSE-MNT DU CORDON 
Matdriel necessaire pour la dmonstration0 

On prendra dans la trousse prparde -1'avance le morceau de savon,
la cuvette(tassa), les ciseaux, la bouteille d'alcooi, Ia bouteille 
de mercurochrome, le sac de plastigue qui contient 6es compresses 
et une bande.
 
1 table.
 
1 morceau de plastique de 2m sur im qui doit recouvrir.la table.
 
1 botte avec l'eau ... 
 . 
1 petite calebasse pour l'eau sale et des compresses sales. 
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Manidre de faire le cours 
 , L;. . ---


Le cours peut ensuite 6tre pr~sen-6 de la faqon suivante:
 
< "Le b6b6 est la r~colte apris neuf mois de culture ..... Le
 
petit'morceau de cordon qui reste attachd sur son ventre est

maintenant comme une tige qui doit se 
dess6cher et mourir.
 
Si on le laisse pas s~cher, le cordon, i! ne peut pas tomber
 
vite. Par le cordon qui ne sZche pas et qui ne tombe pas,
 
il peut entrer des maladies et le b6b6 en bonne sant6 i
donc que le cordon s~che et tombe rapidement. faut


Pour cela, le
cordon doit 6tre toujours gard6 sec et propre.
 

Toujours garder le cordon SEC et PROPRE.
 
Si le cordon est sec e-t-propre il est sans odcur.
 

7.Mani~re de faire la demonstration
 

- AprEs le bain, on 
nettoio le cordon avec une compresse

alcoolis~e pour enlever toute trace d'eau: 
AINSI LE CORDON
est SEC... .
 

-
On badigeonne le bout du cordon avec du mercurochrome: AINSI
 
le cordon est PROPRE.
 
- On applique une compresse propre et on met une bande pas trop

serr~e parce aue le b~b6 se 
sert des muscles de son ventre
 
pour respirer.
 

- Si on est sQr que la maman saura tenir son enfant bien propre,
 
on laisse le cordon a l'air sans mettre de Pansement. Il va
 
tomber vite.
 

- Chaque jour on viendra voir que le cordon s-che bien.
 
- On no baignera plus l'enfant jusqu'a 
ce que le cordon soit
 
tomb6 - ce crue se produira si on a bien suivi les conseils
 
(CORDON SEC et PROPRE) au bout de 4 a 5 jours. 
 Si le cordon
 
ne sache pas, !l a une mauvaise odeur et il mettra plus de".1
 
temps pour tomber. II faut alors chaque jcur le nettoyer avec

de l'alcool et dviter au'il ne 
soit oas mouillC par les urines".
 

Apr~s ces explications, les femes doivent se 
laver les mains
 
et venir apprendre A faire un badigeon de mercurochrome et un
 
petit pansement tenu par'une bande.
 

Sept!irme-cours
 

LA PREMIERE TETEE DU BEBE 

Le cours peut 6tre prdsentg de la mani~re suivante:
 
"Le lait de la m8re est l'aliinnt ideal pour l'enfant-. Il-lui 
donne pendant les premiers six mois tout ce aui est n4cessaire
 
pour grandiiet se fortifier.
 
Les premiprs jours, le bbet 
 la maman sont tous les deux fatigues.

Le-b~bd abesoin de repos et pour lui le repos a ce moment-la
 
est plus important que la nourriture. On doit donc le laisser
 
dormir. rt..
 

• , . , j : • . - 
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Au contraire, la maman a durement travaill6 et elle a besojn
de reposf et--:aussi 'de nourriture avant 'de 
se reposer. Le repas
traditionnel est-excellent pou4.elle. 
 Si.elle a:perdu beaucoup
de.sang, ',elle-a besoin-de boire des tisanes sucr~es. 
 Quand,le bbi§pleure, la maman peut lul 
donner.1 t~tex, il y a" seulfent un pe1A de Liquide dans les seins mais il est sucr
et il protage le.,b-bd contre quelques maladies. SI le bbd.eat~trop petit, ou trop f1tiqu6,
sens la manan doit presser se,-i
et recueilir le, lait-dans 
jne petite calebasse propre
et-Ie donner au b6hb ,Quand il sera plus fort, il saura t ter
 
tout seul".
 

Insister sur Ie -fait aue le 
 alt'mtea-e ne suffit pas apr 8s
le sixi~me mois. 
On doit habitue '&ifT-iendre' les boui..ies. 

Huiti~me cours 
DISCUSSIONS SUR LES SOINS TRADITIONNELS
 

- La percde des oreilles.
 

Le professeur -devra'montrercue ces coutume's peuvent prosenter
un danger pour la sant6 de l'enfant. 
 -.
 
Ii faudra aider les fe.nmes-9 trouver cue ces deux pratiques
 
peuvent provoquer une plaie cui Va Tlisser entrer des maladies
 
graves.-


Que doit-on faire ? .
 -

Ii faut diminuer le risque de-maladie pour 1'enfant et conseiller
l'utilisation de mat6riel propre, flambd 
si possible suivi d'une
application de mercurbchrome. 
 . -" 

II y a des autres coutumes 'par: exemplfe l'a ci"c6nisi.-: 
Que doit-on faire ? 

: . .. .. . . .. . . .... . . . . . . . 

Neuvime cours
 

SbINS AUX.NO....AUX MILIEU .URAL 
Materiel ncessairePour la dm6ntration " , . ' ' "
 
On placera la trousse pr6pare A l'avance-.sur la table.;,
1,t.able.l .:'more 
 • -e .. " . -" - ' : .. , ' ... u 

de plastique de 2m.sur Im qui dQit recouvrir.la~table.l1rb1te avec-.jleau. 
 .I 
71 seau avec l'eau chaude.
 

1 petite calebasse propre pour servir comme louche.
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1 cuvette ou une grande calebasse pour servir comme bain.
 

2 pagnes propres.
 

1 poupde avec un cordon attache.
 

Manikre de faire le cours
 

Le professeur range le materiel contenu dans la trousse pr~par~e
 
a l'avance sur la table et devant les 6lves il se lave les mains.
 

L'enfant est n6
 

On prepare pour "le premier cri du b~bg ..... voir leqon 1
 

i va ouvrir ses yewx pour la premiare fois .. voir legon 2
 

... On va ligaturer le cordon et le couper ....... voir legon 4
 

On donne le premier bain ..................... voir legon 5
 

On fait le pansement du cordon ............... voir legon 6
 

... On donne le conseil a la maman ............... voir leqons 7&8.
 

Aprds la d~monotration par le professeur, les femmes sont 
invit~es A partager les soins entre elles et les rdp~ter devant 
le professeur. 

* O OOOI 
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NATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR TBA TRAINING COURSES (*) 
(TO BE REVISED ACCORDING TO LOCAL NEEDS) 

1. Notions of anatomy - bones, muscles, skin
 

2. Hygiene - body, clothing, food and concessions
 

3. Pregnancy (a) dcvelopment of fetus (b) role of placenta
 

(c) exterior signs of pregnancy (d) risks of miscarriage
 

4. Notions of food 

5. Sexual organs
 

6. Woman in labor (a) dystoci cases to send to dispensary
 
(b) delivery (c) placenta 

7. After delivery (a) for the mother (b) for the baby
 

8. Nourishment of the baby - exceptional cases. 

(*) Prepared by WHO/Niamey. 

At time of research, the guide was not yet officially
 
approved and printed.
 



Dates 


let jour 


20me jour 


3dme jour 


4me jour 


5ame jour 


6ame jour 


74me jour 


8bme jour 


9me jour 


1Ome jour 


1l4me jour 


128me jour 


13ame jour 


14ame jour 


156me jour 
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PROGRAMME DE FOR4ATION DES !MTRONES
 

Sevice participant : Sant6 - Animation 

Nombre de villages : 14
 
Nombre de matrones : 14
 
Total a former : 14
 

Matin 	 Soir
 

Contr~le de presence
 
Ouverture officielle par le
 
Sous-Pr~fet
 
R61e de la matrone R4vision
 
Hygiene de 'eau
 

?Ivestimentaire
 
".corporelle
 
"_concession
 

Anatomie de la femme
 
)Explication du contenue Revision
 
du livret
 

La femme enceinte
La femme enceinte
 Rdvision
 

Revision 	 Rdvision
 

Les complicat .ons de
 
la grossesse Rdvision
 

Accouchement (th~orie) 	 Pratique sir
 
mannequin
 

Exercice avec la trousse Prdtique sur
 
mannequin
 

Rdvision Revision
 

Tenue du cahier de naissance 	R6vision
 

2ig A9gnner - l'enfant 	 Revision
 

Ce qu'il faut 6vacuer 	 R6vision
 

Rdvision 	 RSvision
 

Alimentation et sevrage 	 Suite
 

D~monstration bouillies 	 Diarrhdes-conjoncti
vites - traitement
 

C16ture officielle
 
Retour au village (matrones)_
 

Ouallam, le 3 avril 1976
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1976 SURVEY OF FIRST-AID AGENTS (SECOURISTES), NIGER
 

Total Villages Month - Year 
No. of without Training RetrainingDepartment 
secourist secourist 

Agadez 47 2 74 75
 

Diffa 106 1 71-76 75
 

14 73-76
Dosso 117 72-76 


72-76
Maraei 400 41 66-76 


Niamey 407 50 65-76 72-76
 

--Tahoua 

23 72-76Zinder 220 	 69-76 


i ) Total 1,297(i) 1 3 1i 

Sourcei WHO/Niamey 

(i) 	With Tahoua included, the total could be estimated
 
at around 1,500.
 

(ii) 	The researcher questions the accuracy of this figure.
 



__ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ 
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REPUBLIQUE DU NIGER DEPARTEMENT DE .............
 

NOM DE L'INFIRMIER .......... C....
 
DISPENSAIRE DE ................
 

FICHE DE CONTROLE MENSUEL DES ACTIVITES
 
DES MATRONES DE VILLAGE
 

MOIS DE ...............
 

)ate de Nas Surveil. Accouchements [areEnfants Nombre etjviacs•~ le 1r naEnfantsleTta Epaant cause OBSERVATIONS 
matrons qrossesse avant aprts naissance 8 jours d' vacuations 

- 0 T A 

T OTA 
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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TBA TRAINING PROGRAM TOPICS 

UNESCO PROJECT - PO, UPPER VOLTA, MAY 2-30, 1973 

Health Education
 

.Preparation cf charcoal filter .

Tetanus ,A. •.
 

Notions of first-aid :...
 
Diseases of the rog on'i:. 1.'A:J. .-'. -


Parasites and microbes;'work at microscope
 

Use of latrines
 

Practical hygiene: steralizdtion by heat-


Accidents: broken bones, poisoning, drowning, etc.
 

Hygiene of the environm.ent . . . ..
 

Infant diseases: workina session on disinfection
 

Hygiene of mother and child
 

Vaccinations .
 

Nutrition .. .. ;. ." 

The different food groups and their role
 
Preparation of enriched baby foods
 

Composition of a complete meal
 

The weaning period .K 
Domestic Skills
 

The family, marriage . ... ... 

Macram. .. .. .' 

Ironing -

Clothing repair 

Clothes washing . ' ' :'i 

Control of purchasing ... .. :,.:: ,, ' 

Fabrication of indigenous soap L .' ..,J -. 

Sewing: nurses apron ,"1, ,"' 

Civics 

State' Rights - .... 

Importance of school instruction 

Savings accounts 
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Adiinistration and-political organization of the 
Republic of Upper Volta 

Taxes 

The role of UP,(i) 

The role of th, police: . . 

Organization Skills 

How to organize discussion groups 

Collective tasks of the village 

, 

. o ., .* .. 

Childcare centers 

Product commercialization 

Co-operatives,... 

Technical Skills for TBAs 
HOW ouse midwifery kit 

, ,L. . . 

Hygiene of pregnancy
 

The role of the TDA
 

Advantage of delivering at the maternity ...
 

Consultations at p:,II(ii), role of PMI
 
The collaboration of TBAs' •
 

Complications of childbirth
 

Sterilization of instrumehts.
 

Agriculture
 

Practical gardening
 
Collective fields 
 , "..
 

New agriculture techniques
 

Miscellaneous
 

The rural exodus .- ,
 

Family animal husbandry
 

History of the region -

Dangers of illiteracy
 

(i) ORD is the acronym for regional development organiza'tiohs

which is a geographic unit linked to the administrative prefec
ture, and charged with production and economic'development.
 

(ii) PMI = Maternal and Ch'iid health centers.
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MATERNITY TRAINING PROGRJM1
 

UNESCO PROJECT - PO, UPPER VOLTA, 2-30 MY, 1973
 

First Group: may 4-9
 

normal cases, difficult cases
Position of baby: 


Difficult cases to evacuate
 

pregnancy (participation in maternity
Termination of 

activities)
 

Second Group: May 10-15 

Possible illnesses of the pregnant woman, urine analysis
 

Enema
 

Use of "la sonde urtrale" (participation in maternity
 

activities)
 

Third Group: Mav 16-21 

Different techniques to employ during 
childbirth
 

Stages during labor
 

How to speed labor (participation in 
maternity activities)
 

Fourth Group: May 22-27 

Use of instruments for delivery
 

The umbilical cord
 

Care of newborn baby (participation in maternity activities)
 

OOO0 

* 4 
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BUDGET FOR TBA TRAITING PROGRAM
 
UNESCO PROJECT: PO, UPPER VOLTA
 

(all figures in francs CFA)
 

Description 


I. PER DIEM TO TRAINEES 


Accommodation expenses 


Petrol 


Pots 


Water 


Mats 


S~kos 


Pharmaceutical expenses 


II. EDUCATIOVAL EXPENSES 


Rolls of string 


Wooden handles 


Hygiene 


Nutrition 


Audio-visuals 


Literacy 


III TRAINING EXPENSES 


Accommodation expenses
 
of professional staff 


Accommodation expenses
 
of drivers 


Budget
Appropriation 

Actual 
Expenditure 

108,300 77,340 

96,000 74,200 

1,000 

900 

2,000 

6,400 

2,000 

- 3,140 

18,400 26,870 

6,000 5,620 

3,200 6,800 

3,000 6,950 

4,000 2,400 

1,200 4,1O0 

1,000 

57,000 45,975 

45,000 40,975 

12,000 5,000 

0o00ooooo
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LIST OF CONTENTS FOR TBAs MIDWIFE KIT
 

NIGER, DEPART1NT OF NIA,1Y 

1 bottle of alcohol
 

5 bottles with dripper for Argyrol (eye-lotion)
 

Argyrol
 

1 plastic sack for cotton, compresses or percale
 

cotton, compresses or percale
 

gauze bands or percale
 

2 towels
 

thread from market
 

plastic mat 120 x 120 cms
 

1 pair of scissors or razor blades
 

2 bars of soap
 

1 notebook, 2-3 ballpoint pens
 

UNESCO PROJECT, PO, UPPER VOLTA
 

The box is 50 x 35 x 15 cms constructed from plywood
 
and with three interior compartments.
 

1 white oil cloth 1 m x 1 m
 

1 white enamelled tray
 

1 pair of scissors
 

1 pair of clamps (ligatures)
 

1 bottle of tying string (glass bottle filled 3/4
 
with ties imerged in 900 alcohol)
 

1 bottle of alcohol
 

1 bottle of collyre (eye-lotion)
 

1 package of gauze compresses
 

1 package of gauze bandages
 

1 package of cotton
 

1 flashlight
 

1 notebook for birth registration
 

1 ballpoint pen
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LIST OF PERSONAL CONTACTS
 

SENEGAL....
, ..
 

1.1s. K. Learner, UNFP, United Nations Program Officer 

-.Dr. Marc Vincent,, USA.ID,_ .ealth 
- Dr. Eugene Lerner, Sociologist, Ministry of.:-Human-,Promotion
 
- Mr. Jack Schaffer, Peace Corps . . ,
 

Miss Labrachery, WHO Dlurs. ... " 
tIrs. Camara, Sociologist, FAN
 

-ls. Sow, Sociologist, FAN . : .. .. .. ,. . 

- Mrs. N'Da, Midwife, Ecole des Sages-femmes,.:H6pital
 
Aristique Le Dantec
 

-Mr. Samak6, Program Officer, UNICEF
 
, _Mis *
Jacqueline Perron, ,THO Nurse, CESSI '
 

Dr. Sanokho, Institut de PAdiatrie Sociale, Universitdde Dakar
 - Mrs. Fatou Kini N'Diaye, Minist'ry of Health"' 

- Prof. Correa, Directeur de la Maternit6 Africaine, Facultd

de 146decine et Pharmacie de Dakar 

j, . , I 

Thins Region

- Mrs. N'Diaye, Midwife, Thias Maternity 
- Dr. Coly, M16decin-Chef, Khombole Health Center
 
- Miss Astou Koats,' Assistante Sociale, Centre de P~dia'rie
 

Sociale, Khombole
 
", -_*Touba-Toul Rural .-Maternity:l Three!TBAs . 

- N'Goundiane Rural Maternity: Two TBAs' 

Sine-Saloum Region
 

-
Dr. Pape Soulay N'Diaye, Directeur Rdgional de la Santd.,Kaolack 
- Mr. Niang,,.Responsable Politique pour l'Arrondissement de Kao'.e 
..r brs. N'Diaye, Midwife, Centre de la Sante Kasnack, Kaolack
 
- Gagnic Rural Maternity: One.Auxiliary..idwife
 
- Wardiakhal Rural Maternity: One Auxilia Midwife
 
-.t-adakhoun Rural Maternity: Two TBAs
 

-'Diabel 
 Health Post: Six Auxiliary Midwives {PMI.-Mobile Team) 
- Loul-Sessesse Health• Post: One TBA: " .
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MA. 

Bamako
 

- Dr. Sangard, Directeur du Cabinet, Ministry of 
Health
 

Dr. Seydou Ousmane Diallo, Mdecin-Chef de la Division 
de la
 

-
Sant6 Famniliale,- Directeur Gfntral Adjoint de la 

Sant6 Publique 

- Dr. Samba, Midecin-Coordinateur de la R~gion de 
Bamako 

- Dr. Sory Ibrahime Kaba, M6decin-Coordinateur de 
la R6gion 

de Tombouctou 

- Tony Carvalho, UNICEF 

Public Health Nurse, Project Mali/SHS/OO1 - Niiss 	Edith Matte, ;WH.O 

Diawarra, Midwife, Ecoie Secondaire- de la Sant'A Publique 
- Mrs. 


- rs. Dolo Fatou Cissouma, Midwife, WoHO
 

.
 
- Mrs. 	Sy, Midwife, H&Qital Gabriel Tour 

Ouelessebouqou Traininq Center
 

for RuralMatrons 
- Mr. Gaoussou-Tcgo, Dirctor of Training Center 

- Mrs Camara, Midwife 

One Traditicn'al BirthAttendant
-


.
.....
Sikasso 


- Dr. A. Diallo, Directeur Regional de la Santd Publique,
 
....H6pital de Sikasso 


- Mrs. Diallo, Lidwife, H pital de Sikasso.
 

Dr. Barahy Coulibali, Mdecin-Chef de la R6gion, Hpital
-

de S~gou
 

Mrs. Diawarra, Chef de Servicedu Ddveloppenhent Communautaire,
 -

Operation Riz, S60uv
 

NIGER
 

Department of Niamey
 

-:Dr. Ibrahim Abdou, decin-Chef, Department of.Niamey 

Infirmier d'Etat, Department of Niamey 
- Mr. Amadou-Boukz-.Y, 

-Mr. Wally,:Cox-, Director of CARE...
 

- Nel Derik, Midwife., Oullam - . 

. ...Mrs.TDupuXs, Director of Social Affairs and PMI, Ministry 

of Health 

Laoualy Haladou, Animation, Department of Niamey-

Mr. Bagnou Idrissa, Director of Animation
 -
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Mr. Boubacar Issa, Director, Enseignement de l'Education
-
Sanitaire et de la Nutrition (DEESN), Ministry of Health
 

of Animation, Niamey Arrondissement
- Mrs. Kansaye, Head 


- Mrs. Djibo Maiouna, Animatrice, Oullam
 

Judy Major, Health Training Director, Peace Corps
-

" KMiss y 'guye WHO*Nurse/Midwife, Ministry of Health
 

Dr. Talfi, Director, Division of Hospitals, Ministry of Health
 -

TBAs: Eight TBAs in Niamey Arrondissement
-

- Dr. Wright, Secretary-General of Health, Ministry of Health 

UPPER VOLTA
 

Ouagadougou
 

Mrs. Atijan, WHO Public Health Nurse, Ministry of Health
 -

Delphine Bere, Midwife, Maternity Yangado (plus six other
 -

midwives)
 

- Dr. Compore, Director General, Ministry of Health 

Josephine Gissou, Sociologist, Soci~tAAfricaine d'Etudes -

et de D~veloppement (S.A.E.D.). ... .. -


Dr. Kambird, Director of Professional Training, Ministry
-
of Health ...... * -. *. . . 

- Dr. Keyelem, Director General of Public Health, Ministry 

of Health . , . 

- Scholastique Korpaore,-UL ESCO Project Director, Egalit6 

d'Acc~s des Femmes'et des'Jeunes Filles A l'Education
 

- Mrs. Ivanka'Markvic, WHO Iurse, Ministry of Health
 

- Dr. F. Martin-Samos, WHO Representative
 

Brenda McSweeny, Assistant Representative 6f UNDP
 -

- Cynthia Moore, Peace Corps Volunteer
 

- Dr. Max Nebout, Ministry of Health
 

- Mrs. Traord, State-Minister of Social Affairs, Ministry 

V ,opf-Social Affairs . 

. - Mrs. Trout, UNICEF... .;. - . 
"'
 Mike Wiest, Director, Catholic.Relief Organization
-

' Jeanne" Zongo,L:'Pisident 'uf the Upper Volta'Women's
 
" 
 "
 Confederation.-


. .
.V , , , ' . - .* . .. 
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Yako
 

Dr .-Godkrier,,Mddeci.n-Chef, -Yako Medical Center
 

-State Nurse. .'.., . 

Fada-N'Gourna
 
- .... ou 

Dr. Mary Frangoise,.Frtres des Hommes, Fada-N'Gourma Regional
 

Hospital ,
 
m
One AuxiliaryMiidwi'fT ( atr one ruirale)-:r'-9 ."
 

.:Kongoussi
 

- Mr. Gabriel Ouedraougo, UNESCO Center
 

- Mrs. Sawadogo, Nurse/Midwife, Kongoussi Medical Center
 

- Two TBAs in Yalka (near Kongoussi)
 

-CAMEROON 


Yaounde-


Dr. Ahane, Chief of Service of:*Rural Mkediine.:and Public
-
Health DemonstrationtZones.(DASP).. .. ..... 

- Mrs. Awasum, Chief of Health and liirsing Personnel Training 

.Service, Ministry of.Health - . . 

- Dr. Abdoulaye Souaibou Bobo, Director of Public health, 

.Ministry of Health' . . , 

- Dr. Bowen, Chief of Maternal and Child Health Service (PMI) 

- Dr. Candy, Catholic DTNtN,'USAID Consultant L 

- Dr. Dackey,. WHO. Representative, Ministry :. 
of Health

' ."i !,'.1
"" • " . • .. ' , . " 


- Jane Guyer, Anthropologist
 

- Dr. Al Henn-, Health Nutrition and Population Divisioi"
 
' - ; "".
RDO/Yaounde, USAID 


- Liz St. Hilaire, Direc br-6f CE$SI ' , .
 

- Dr. Dan Lantum, Coordinatbr of the Public',HeaIth'Unit4,'
 
.,Univer'sity Center fOr- Health Sciences,:(CUSS). 


- Dr. Mafiamba, Deputy Director of Health',- fnistry of Health
 

Mrs. Mimbang, Midwife, Health and Nursing'Personnel Training,
-
.. , ..Service' rMinistry of :Health -:... 


- trs. Moumlom,,-Director,.National.School of Nursing, Midwifery 
and Sanitary Engineering " 

-Dr. Boniface Nasah, Chief, Obstetrics/Gynecology, CUSS/Central 

Hospital 
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- Mr. Ndoney, Director of Community Development, Ministry
 
of Agriculture
 

- Mr. Norrel Noble, Peace Corps Assistant Director/Health
 

- Dr. Robert Nzhie, Director of Research and Statistics,
 
Ministry of Health
 

- Mr. Franklin Rakotoarivony, UNICEF Resident Administrator
 

Bamenda
 

- Dr. Yongbang, Provincial Medical Officer, Obstetrics/
 

Gynecology, Bamenda Hospital
 

- Rebecca Chie and Mrs Ordelia Kukun, Midwives at School of
 
Nursing and Midwifery
 

- Manko Health Center
 

- Mamboh Health Center
 

- One Traditional Midwife, Bamenda
 

Ekoko II and D'Ekali I
 

- Seven Traditional Midwives 
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DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS: SENEGAL, MALI, NIGER,
 
UPPER VOLTA, CAMEROON
 

Population Percent Crude birth Crue death Ppan
Country . -Pcent Population rate rate eensity19,5 Percent 

(in r4- rural urban grcwth rate per 1,CCO per 1,OCO per km
lions) I 

Senegal 4,418 71.7 28.3 2.43 
 47.2 22.9 25
 

Mali 5,697 86.6 13.4 2.5 49.4 24.0 4.4
 

Niger 4,592 90.5 9.5 2.76 
 51.7 24.1 4
 

Upper Volta 6,032 91.7 8.3 47.92.0 24.8 22
 

Cameroon 6,400 75 25 2.1 
 43.0 23.0 13.8
 

Source: WHO/Brazzaville
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